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"Omnia in mensura et numero 
et pondere constitisti!" 

Sapient. XI., 2l. 
Apocryphal 
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ABSTRACT 

Rhythmomachia, a Propaedeutic Game of the Middle Ages. 

Summary of a thesis submitted for the degree of Ph.D 

by Margareta Emma Coughtrie, University of Cape Town, 

1984. 

This work is an investigation of Rhythmomachia, 

a medieval number game, and its connection with the 

validity of two presumptions: 

a) that games are a reflection of their culture; 

b) that the play-element is particularly strong at 

the threshold of cultural development. 

v 

A brief explanation of the game itself is followed 

by a discussion of the name. 

The connection between chess and Rhythmomachia is 

sketched and the background of learning in the Middle 

Ages against which Rhythmomachia found a meaningful 

setting, is explored. 

Medieval manuscripts of Rhythmomachia and their 

possible authors are discussed, as well as evidence 

for the existence of an inventor of the game. 

Reasons for the re-emergence of Rhythmomachia 

during the Renaissance and the subsequent disappearance 

of the game - once so highly regarded by leading scholars 
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of their time - are suggested. Some of the Renaissance 

writings on Rhythmomachia are examined. 

Copies of some of the earliest manuscripts 'of 

Rhythmomachia, otherwise not easily accessible, are 

placed in the appendix. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Just before 1000 AD, somewhere between Catalonia and 

Rheims - probably in a Benedictine monastery or a 

cathedral school - an intricate' game of numbers was 

1 

invented. At that time chess had already become popular 

with the aristocracy at courts and in religious insti

tutions because it was a war-game reflecting closely 

the feudal culture of the time. Rhythmomachia, the new 

number game, was also a war-game, a battle between 

numbers, but it also reflected scholarly concerns with 

the liberal arts in general and Boethius' mathematical 

and musical proportions in particular. 

Rhythmomachia was played in Europe for about 600 

years. Manuscripts on the rules of the game are found 

in many important libraries in Europe, sometimes as an 

appendix to a manuscript on chess, more often in codices 

on mathematics, computistics and astronomy. The earliest 

manuscripts are invariably in Latin, fragmentary, undated 

and unsigned; later ones are by some of the most famous 

mathematicians of their time; the latest printed ver-

sions are in Latin, Italian, French and German and date 

from the sixteenth or the early seventeenth century. 

Until at least 1556 equipment for the game was sold in 
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the bookshop of "Jean Ie Gentil" 1 in Paris. 

As far as I am aware, no work has yet been done 

to place Rhythmomachia against the background of feudal 

culture and to define its part in the struggle of an 

emerging Europe in which people used play not only to 

pass the time, but also to get the measure of their 

position, to assess the future and the values by which 

the world proceeds. Europe was beginning to ask itself 

seriously: what is the world made of and how was it 

created? 

Once present-day medievalists become aware of the 

importance of Rhythmomachia,more information about it 

may come to light from the Latin manuscripts as yet 

unedited and untranslated. Such manuscripts await at ten-

tion in a number of libraries in Europe which have 

become the custodians of many thousands of volumes 

from secularized or dissolved convents, monasteries and 

abbeys. 

1 On the title page of Claude de Boissiere's Latin 
Rythmomachia, printed by Cavellat in Paris in 1556, 
we find this advertisement: "Abacus et calculi 
vaeneunt in Palatio, apud Joannem Gentil". 
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Rhythmomachia is played on a double chess-board, 8 by 

16 squares. The board can be checkered or uncheckered. 
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The Setting of the Pieces 

Each player has 24 pieces: eight circles, eight 

triangles, seven squares and one pyramid. Each piece 

has a number engraved on it and can have a dot placed 

below the number to avoid confusion between 6 and 9, 
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81 and 18, etc. One player has the pieces numbered 

according to proportions arrived at from even numbers; 

the other player has those arrived at from odd numbers. 

The base number 1 is omitted. 

There are various ways of describing the process 

involved in determining the number inscribed on the 

counter. The following is one example (see illustrated 

layout): 

The first row of circles on each of the opposing 

sides is made up, respectively, of odd and even numbers, 

less than 10. The second row is obtained by squaring 

the numbers on the first row of circles. The sum of 

the two circles in each column gives the corresponding 

triangle. The other four triangles (the second row) 

are formed from the first row of triangles by means of 

a relation known as "superparticularis"; that is, a 

number in the second row is found by joining the cor res-

ponding number in the first row to an aliquot part of 

it determined by the number in the first circle at the 

top; e.g. 81 is obtained from 72, 1 
by adding 8 of 72, 

8 being the number in the circle at the top of that 

column. Similarly, 1 
42 = 36 + 6" of 36 

1 
20 = 16 + 7; of 16, 

and 6 = 4 + t a f 4. The ratio of the aliquot parts added 

3 
to the numbers at the top are therefore 7; (sesquialtera), 

t (sesquiquarta), etc. The first row of squares 

is formed by adding the respective triangles 
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(9 + 6 = 15, 25 + 20 = 45, etc.), but one square on 

each side, 91 for Even and 190 for Odd is replaced by 

a pyramid. These pyramids are formed by superimposing 

squares, thin layers or laminae and are used to call 

attention to the peculiar construction of the numbers 

which they represent. 

and 190 = 8
2 + 7

2 + 6
2 + 5

2 + 4
2

. Sin c e the for mer con t a ins 

the squares of all numbers from 6 to 1, it is called a 

perfect pyramid
l

, but since the latter lacks the squares 

of 3, 2, and 1, it is known as "tricurta", or thrice 

curtailed. 

The lower row of squares is obtained from the 

upper one by a formula similar to the one used to 

obtain the lower row of triangles. In the case of 

squares, if we call the number in the circle at the top 

n, and the number in the upper square s, then the 

number in the lower 

2.2 + 1 
2 + 1 

5 
15 = 3". 15 = 25; 

. 2n + 1 
square lS 1 

n+ 
2.4 + 1 45 .2. 
4 + 1 • + 5 

s. Th us 

45 = 81, and so on. 

1 A. Machabey in an article entitled "Notions Scien
tifiques Disseminees Dans Les Textes Musicologiques 
Du Moyen Age", in Musica Disciplina V. 17., 1963, 
p. 13, discusses the preoccupation with the con
struction of the "perfect" pyramid shown by the 
musicologist-mathematician pseudo-Odo of Cluny 
(tenth century). His "perfect" pyramid consists of 
the numbers 36 - 25 - 16 - 9 - 4 - 1, adding up to 
91. Although Machabey does not mention Rhythmomachia, 
this is of course the pyramid used in Rhythmomachia, 
and his obserYation confirms that this concept was 
known in the Middle Ages. 
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The setting of the pieces can be left to individual 

preference but the layout shown in the illustration is 

"d d h " f 2 conSl ere t e most satls actory. 

In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries it was 

usual to mark the game-pieces on both sides, the reverse 

side being given the colour of the opponent but retain-

ing the same number - for reasons explained later. 

Every piece can move forward, backward or side-

ways and in certain cases diagonally. The players move 

the pieces in turn. A circle moves one space, a 

triangle two, a square three and the pyramid four spaces. 

Jumping over occupied squares is not permitted. The 

objective in the game is to capture the opponent's 

pieces by different methods, as in a real war. There 

are four kinds of capturing moves: encounter, assault, 

ambush and siege. 

2 " ... the position is one of an advancing army, as Polybius 
has handed down to us in his writings, that the end 
of the column ought to be less compact, so that there 
are not as many soldiers stationed at the back as 
there are at the front; but the space occupied by 
both should be the same. For if the soldiers in front 
are weak and are in trouble, they would be able to 
retreat to the rear part of the army, and from there 
they would be allowed an opportunity of fighting 
again. So too, the cavalry with light equipment are 
like the wings of the column, and this corresponds 
somewhat to the arrangement of this game ... " 

This is a view on strategy of the sixteenth century 
expressed by Claude de Boissiere, in his Rythmomachia, 
p. 39, translated by J.F. Richards. 
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In the move known as encounter, if one number 

finds another of the same value and is able to reach 

the space it occupies in one move, it can capture that 

piece and take it off the board, as shown. Seven 

encounters are possible because there are seven pieces 

of the same value on each side: 9, 16, 36, 49, 64, 81. 

~ 

, • 1"" ........ & 
• 

Encounter 

A piece can be captured by assault if a smaller 

number, multiplied by the number of spaces between it 

and the larger one, (also counting the space it occupies), 

equals the larger one, e.g. Odd's circle five may take 

Even's square 45 if there are nine spaces between them. 

No distinction is made between circles, squares, and 

triangles and the assault can be made in any direction, 

even diagonal. Other examples are: 
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& ........... ............ ........... A A. 
.:( 

CD 
Assault 

An ambush is made by two small numbers on a large 

one if the sum of the smaller numbers equals the larger 

and if they can move into the spaces directly beside 

it. For example to capture the triangle 25, the circle 

nine and triangle 16 must move on either side of it. 

Further examples to illustrate an ambush are: 

• ~ 
CD II ~ 

f--. 

• 
AmOOsh 
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A siege captures a number by surrounding it on 

all sides. The value of the pieces in this case makes 

no difference. 

I I 
I 

\ I 
I 

@ I i I 

® ! 
I I 

I I I 

[;] • CD \ I~ A 
ffi I I GJ 

Siege 

The pyramid can usually only be taken by siege. 

As it is made up of several layers of numbers it is 

considered to be in danger when one of these numbered 

laminae is attacked by one of the other methods~ in 

which case a ransom is paid. 

The player makes a capture only if he wishes to, 

but he may refuse the bait. 

Rhythmomachia can be played at various levels of 

skill. Players come to a mutual agreement about the 

type of victory for which to aim. There are two major 

types of victories, the common and the proper. A 

common victory can be of five kinds: 
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1. depending on the number of captured pieces; 

2. depending on the value of the captured pieces; 

3. depending not only on the value of the pieces 

but on the digits inscribed on them; 

10 

4. depending on both the number of the pieces and 

their value; 

5. depending on the number of pieces, their value, 

and the digits inscribed on them. 

The expert player of Rhythmomachia would find the 

proper victories an appropriate challenge. Here a new 

rule can come into effect: a piece captured by siege 

or ambush may be taken on as an auxiliary (by reversing 

it). There are three kinds of proper victories, known 

as "Magna", "Major" and "Praestantissima", also called 

"Excellentissima". The proper victories involve 

placing your pieces behind the enemy lines so that 

they form a progression. Three pieces, either your 

own or your own plus prisoners, must be in arithmetic, 

geometric or harmonic progression. Next in difficulty 

is to get four pieces to penetrate and form any two 

of the three possible progressions. To achieve the 

most difficult victory, the "Victoria Excellentissima", 

the player must get four pieces to form all three pro

greSSions at once. 

There are only six possible solutions to this 

problem, namely, (2, 3,4,6), (4,6,8, 12), (7,8,9, 

12), (4, 6, 9, 12), (3, 5, 15, 25), (12, 15, 16, 20). Of 
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these only one (4, 6, 9, 12) contains four terms in 

geometric progression, the others containing propor-

tions. For example, in the set (4, 6, 8, 12) the com-

parison of 12 and 8, or of 6 and 4, is a sesquialtera 

3 (I)' corresponding to the fifth in music; 8 and 4, 

or 12 and 6, have the ratio 2:1, that of the octave or 

diapason. The ratio 8:6 gives the diatesseron, while 

12:4 gives the interval, a twelfth, including both 

diapason and diapente. The ratio 8: (6-4) gives the 

interval of two octaves, or a fifteenth. Expressed 

in graphic form it would look like this: 

Diapason -- >--------- -------.....----------...--~-----
4 6 8 12 
-----------~--=--------

Dtapente Diatesseron Diapente 

The rules of Rhythmomachia were not standardized 

and through the centuries many variations of the game 

were played. There may have been some relationship 

between these variations and the shifts and turns in 

medieval - and later in Renaissance speculative thin-

king on music, philosophy, mathematics, science, and 

metaphysics, and their interaction. 

According to Selenus the following additional 
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rules for playing Rhythmomachia were current: 3 

1. An opposing piece can only be taken in the course 

of the execution of a move, remembering that a 

circle moves one space, a triangle two spaces and 

a square three spaces. There are however four 

exceptions to this rule. 

2. If player A has overlooked a possible capture and 

makes some other move, then player B may make the 

capture as well as a move. 

3. If a move is made by player A which permits immediate 

capture of the piece by player B, then the capture 

as well as a move is granted to player B. 

4. If player A has overlooked a chance to capture and 

this has also escaped the notice of player B, then 

player A on his next turn may make the capture and 

a move. 

5. If two pieces are drawn up in such a way that one 

can take the other by multiplication or division 

and player A neglects to carry out the capture but 

makes some other move, then player B may,on his 

3 Selected and freely translated from Gustavus Selenus' 
German Rythmomachia, Leipzig, Gros, 1616, p. 475-478 
and 488, 489. following the original numbering. 
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next turn,capture the piece of his opponent as 

well as making another move. 

13 

6. Players may not jump over their own or the opponent's 

pieces in order to make a move or a capture. 

7. The pyramid can move, capture and be captured 

according to the different numbers which make up 

this game-piece. If a segment of the pyramid is 

captured, this particular number may be replaced 

either from the bulk of the pieces of the player 

who is about to lose the segment of the pyramid 

or from pieces already captured from his opponent. 

If no suitable piece is available, some other 

number may be selected by the player who is making 

the capture. 

S. Both players may reverse captured pieces, incor

porate them or store them at will. In this way 

captured pieces (retaining the same number) may be 

recaptured by their original owner and put to use 

again by reversing them back to their original 

colour. 

9. If a pyramid has lost one of its segments, e.g. 

the square, triangle or circle, it may no longer 

move according to their steps. 

10. If a pyramid is under siege, but not otherwise, 

it maya) rescue itself by moving as a knight in 

chess, or b) obtain release if one of its fellow 
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pieces can capture one of the besiegers. If the 

pyramid can neither rescue itself nor be rescued, 

it is lost to the opponent who may reverse it and 

use it as one of his own pieces or hold it in 

reserve to be used as occasion demands. 

Before closing the chapter on the rules for play

ing Rhythmomachia, the following additional points are 

enumerated. 

14 

1. The most difficult victory, the "Victoria 

Excellentissima" can only be won after the "Victoria 

Magna" and "Victoria Major" have already been won. 

2. Victory can be achieved by strictly adhering to the 

rules for the moves of the pieces. 

3. Victory must be achieved behind the enemy lines, 

that is at the end of the board; the player's own 

as well as captured pieces may be used for the 

purpose. 

4. The pieces used in the highest victory must be 

placed in close proximity to one another, that is 

in adjoining squares. 

5. Before positioning the last piece for a victory, 

this intention must be announced to the opponent 

on the second last move, whether he can prevent 

it or not. 
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6. Once the last victory has been announced no more 

pieces may be removed from the series which accom-

plishes that victory. 

7. Before he announces the last and greatest victory 

the player has to arrange many of his other pieces 

in the court of his opponent for his own protection 

and support, in order to be able to execute the 

victory without suffering damage or hindrance. 

Here is an example of a possible stage of the game 

that leads to a "Victoria Excellentissima" by Even. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
A • [ill CD CD • II B ® CD • c 

D CD " ® 
E 

F CD CD 

It is Even's turn. He moves 6 (A4) to A3, 

threatening 12 (D6), which could only move to B6, 
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where it would be captured by 4 from B2, or to F6 

where it would be taken by ambush. 

Assume that Odd leaves 12 (D6) to be captured by 

Even's 6. Even places 12 as his own piece (turned) 

16 

over) in position A6. Odd's three pieces at the corner 

A8 cannot escape or threaten Even, who has just to move 

4 from B2 to A3 (in two moves) and 6 to A4 to complete 

this victory. 

To arrive at this position is far from easy. The 

complexity of the game will only be appreciated once 

play is in progress and a major victory is attempted. 

Circles are the pieces with the greatest freedom of 

movement and will play an important part in any strategy. 

Triangles and squares are more restricted and can, for 

instance, not easily reach the last field of the 

opponent's side to set up a progression in a sheltered 

position. The "even" side lacks the number 12, an 

almost indispensable number for achieving the "Victoria 

Excellentissima". The capture of certain pieces will 

have to be planned and executed before a proper victory 

can be built up. Pyramids are awkward to attack and 

to dismantle for partial capture. However one must 

bear in mind that players used to agree on specific 

rules to suit individual taste before starting to play, 

and kept by their side lists of progressions (see 
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illustration)4 for reference and planning of strategy. 
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4Boissiere and Selenus use the term "geometric progression" 
in two different senses. Three numbers, A, B, and C, 
are in geometric progression if B:A = C:B, while four 
numbers, a, b, c, d, are in geometric progression if 
c:a = d:b. In the "Magna" and "Major" victories it is 
used in the first sense, while in the "Victoria Excellen
tissima", except in the case 4, 6, 9, 12, it is used in 
the second (weaker) sense. 
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ETYMOLOGY 

" .... they say there is divinity 
in odd numbers, either in nativity, 
chance or death." 

Shakespeare, Merry Wives of Windsor, 
V. i (3) 
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Very few modern encyclopaedias and dictonaries list 

Rhythmomachia, and then not always in the most accurate 

of ways. The Compact edition of the Oxford English 

Dictionary deals with Rhythmomachia under the heading 

of "philosopher", because in England the game was known 

as the "philosopher's game". 

The entry reads: "Ludus philosophorum Arithmomachia, 

Rythmomachia, an intricate game, played with men of three 

different forms, round, triangular and square, each 

marked with a number, on a board resembling two chess

boards united, called also the philosopher's table".1 

Already in the early days of its existence it was 

simply referred to as Rhythmomachia, a "pugna numerorum",2 

a battle of numbers. One might expect it to have been 

called "Arithmomachia" as in the Oxford English 

Dictionary, but this is not the case. Not from ignorance 

of Greek, as the nineteenth-century mathematician' 

R. Peiper 3 suggests, but because they wanted to emphasize 

lCompact ed. of the English Oxford Dictionary, Oxford, 
Clarendon Press, 1971, vol. II, p. 2154, 5b. 

2Codex 2503 (Odo), Vienna. 

3R. Peiper, "Bemerkungen zur Rythmimachie", Zeitschrift 
fUr Mathematik und Physik, Hist. Lit. Abteilung, XXV, 
(1880), p. 203. 
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the importance of the numbers being in proportion to 

one another, and having, or being, a "rhythm". The 

numbers are fighting each other - odds versus evens -

in four pairs of "multiplices", four pairs of "super-

particulars" and four pairs of "superpartientes" for 

the highest victory, the "maxima et perfecta harmonia".7 

The Greek "rhythmos" itself is defined as "measure", 

8 rhythm, beat, proportion of parts, progression, shape 

and form, hence "Rhythmomachia". "Machia" means fight 

or battle and contention for the mastery in games. 

There are several precedents for words formed with 

"machia" which are connected to the emergence of allegory 

in post-classical writings. 

An early example is the Thebaid of Stat ius which 

became a favourite theme in the Middle Ages. Clemens 

Aurelius Prudentius, 348-410, poet, soldier and advo-

cate, wrote a Psychomachia which describes set combats 

between vices and virtues; the best is possibly the 

seventh combat between Luxuria and Sobrietas. 

Thomas Blount lists "Psychomachia" in his 

Glossographia, 1656, and calls it a war between the soul 

7 These terms will be explained in chapter 3. 

8 E . Jammer "Gregorianischer Rhythmus, was ist das?", 
Archiv f~r Musikwissenschaft, 31, 1974, p. 290-311. 
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9 and the body. Another source of allegory, this time 

for the seven liberal arts, is the treatise by Martianus 

Capella, c 410- c 450, De Nuptiis Philologiae et 

Mercurii. This is an allegorical marriage between 

eloquence (the bridegroom Mercury) and learning (the 

bride Philo10giae). During the Middle Ages it was 

used by scholars as an encyclopaedia for all sorts of 

information. 

These Roman writers must have been familiar with 

the Greek word "naumachia" denoting a naval batt1e. 10 

It was used by the Romans for a mock sea-fight staged 

as a public spectacle. The first one on record, given 

by Julius Caesar in 46 BC on an artificial lake con-

structed for the purpose on Campus Martius, represen-

ted an engagement between Tyrian and Egyptian fleets. 

Gladiators or criminals dressed in special clothes 

fought until one side was eliminated. 

9 T . Blount, G10ssographia 1656, Menston, The Sco1ar 
(sic) Press, reprint 1969. This is the "bellum intes
tinum", the "holy war" which C.S. Lewis describes as 
the root of all allegory, in An Allegory of Love, 
Oxford University Press, 1959, p. 70. Quinti1ian, 
c 37-100, stated that the word allegory derives from 
etymology: it presents one thing in words and another 
in meaning. He places simile, riddle and metaphor 
under allegory. Quinti1ian, Institutio Oratoria VIII, 
vi, 44659, as quoted by J. MacQueen, Allegory, London, 
Methuen, 1970, p. 47. 

l~ncyc10paedia Britannica, 9th ed., Edinburgh, A. & C. 
Black, 1884, vol. XVII, p. 248. 
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The Emperors were fond of staging naumachias: 

Augustus chose a battle between Athenians and Persians; 

Titus ordered a sea-fight between Corinth and Corcyra; 

Claudius made a great show on Lake Fucinus, and Nero 

in the amphitheatre in 
11 

Rome. 

In 1041 Anselm of Besate, chaplain to Henry III, 

wrote a "Rhetorimachia" in which the author defends 

12 
his kind of rhetoric against an imaginary opponent. 

"Tauromachia" is the archaic word for bullfight, still 

occasionally used. 

11 "Another great showpiece along the Tiber, the naumachia, 
built for mock sea-battles, extended north of the 
mausoleumof Hadrian; but all trace of it seems to be 
lost." R. Krautheimer, Rome, a profile of a city 312-1308, 
New Jersey, Princeton Univ. Press, 1980, p. 13. At 
Taormina in Sicily are well-preserved remains of a 
Roman naumachia. Because of its narrow shape one may 
suppose that swimming races or other water-fights 
might also have been staged there, c fourth century AD. 
Pauly's Real-Encyclopaedie der klassischen Altertums
wissenschaften, Stuttgart, Metzler, 1927, vol. XIII, 
col. 1988, mentions a game called a naumachia, but 
nothing else is known of it. In 1983 in Palermo I 
attended a performance of excerpts from Orlando Furioso 
and the Song of Roland by life-size puppets. This 
was announced as a "pupimachia". Because of language 
difficulties I was unable to discuss the origin and 
history of the word "pupimachia" with the manager of 
the theatre. For information about Opera dei Pupi 
see Encyclopaedia DelIo Spettacolo, Roma, Casa editrice 
laMaschere, 1961, vol. 8, col. 597-599. 

l?- .. r:. Dummler, Anselm der Peripatetiker, Halle, 1872, 
p.20 ff. 
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"Sciomachia" or "sciamachia" was a word already 

used in ancient Greece. It means, literally, fighting 

in 
13 

the shade as perhaps when training in the shady 

part of the gymnasium. It can also mean fighting with 

shadows, as in shadow-boxing or a sham fight for exer-

cise or practice. 

The Romans adopted the word and used it also for 

performances of moving figures, as perhaps in "Ombres 

Chinoises", an Eastern custom where cardboard or metal 

figures are held behind a painted transparent screen, 

lit from behind and manipulated by wires.
14 

In the East 

a mystical relationship was believed to exist between 

these figures and the dead, the figure being held up 

by a "rod of life". The European adaptation concen-

trated more on throwing shadows, later called silhouettes, 

of high quality. Performances varied from the most 

refined rituals to vigorous fighting. 

Francesco Colonna, a Venetian Dominican monk,wrote 

13 The Oxford English Dictionary, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 
1933, vol. II, p. 2667. 

14 E 1 d . B· . 9 h d 1 XV S 1 neyc opae la rltannlca, t e., vo. . ee a so 
L. Reiniger, Shadow Theatre and Shadow Films, London, 
Batsford, 1970. Rabelais was present with a friend in 
Rome at a sciomachia in February 1549, F.R. Hausmann, 
Fran}ois Rabelais, Stuttgart, Metzler, 1979, p. 37. 
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Hypnerotomachia Poliphili in 1463. An English trans-

lation was made in 1592 by "R D" entitled The Strife 

15 
of Love in a Dream. 

Poliphilus dreams of an enigmatic battle between 

learning and the temptations of the world, which one 

could perhaps call the "illiberal" arts. He also 

witnesses a live chess game, where nymphs make love, 

not war, in an inversion of the usual game, to the 

strings of an orchestra. 

"Rhythmomachia", the battle of rhythms, is spelt 

in various ways such as Rithmimachie, Rythmimachia, 

24 

Rithmomachy, Ritmachya and even Ryghtmathye. The 

16 
mathematical historian D.E. Smith adopted the spell-

ing "Rithmomachia", possibly because of its connection 

with algorithm and arithmetic, but as the game is a 

battle of numbers in proportion (rhythm) the appro-

priate spelling would be Rhythmomachia. 

The earliest manuscripts on Rhythmomachia are often 

fragmentary and anonymous, but the term Rhythmomachia 

usually appears in one spelling or another at the 

beginning. An eleventh-century copy of some rules of 

15 
New York, Delmar Scholars' Facsimiles & Reprint, 1973. 

l~.E. Smith, History of Mathematics, New York, Dover 
Publications, 1923, reprint 1958, p. 198. 
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the game by the German Benedictine Abbot of Reichenau, 

Lake Constance, Hermannus Contractus, 1015-1053, has the 

title "De conf1ictu rithmimachie", which was perpetuated 

by copyists in the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries. 

The word "conf1ictus" was not in common use at all 

in the first half of the eleventh century, unlike "pugna", 

the ordinary word for war. As Hermannus, a Latin, * 

Greek and Arabic scholar, a philosopher, a mathematician~ 

a creative musical theorist, called the game what amounts 

to "a conflict of a battle of numbers", one may assume 

that he wanted to emphasize the contest involved. Among 

Hermannus' poems is one with the title "Conf1ictus ovis 

et 1inis" which rather suggests that he may have reserved 

the word "conf1ictus" for a battle of a spiritual nature 

and that this was understood by some scholars at least. 

Soon after him Hi1debertus Cenomamensis (born 1055) wrote 

a "liber de querimonia seu conf1ictus carnis et animae". 

In MS Monac. 4613 we find a "Carmen de conf1ictu virtutum 

et vitiorum". As model for his "De conflictu rithmimachie" 

Hermannus may have taken the allegorical debate found 

in Alcuin (?), "Conflictus Veris et Hiernis". 17 

See Abbas Spanhernsis, De Scriptoribus Eccle. ,Fa. LXIIII 

17 MG·· H· . (P L M d A ) onumenta ermanlClae lstorlca, oet. at. e. ev. 
ed. E. D~mm1er, vol. I, "A1cuin", p. 270. It proved a 
popular device for moral teaching. See L. Wallach, 
Alcuin and Char1em~gne: Studies in Carolingian History 
and Literature, New York, Cornell Univ. Press, 1959, ch. 12. 
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As Hermannus deliberately used the little known 

"conflictus" in conjunction with "machia", he may have 

wanted to underscore the special nature of the game by 

pointing to the philosophical implication, to the 

significance of "odd" and "even" numbers in proportion, 

opposing one another. Rhythmomachia was not just a 

game for practising arithmetic or the new Arabic-Hindu 

numerals, and the opposing numbers were not chosen at 

random. 

"Odd" and "even" are opposites. Allegory has 

throughout the ages inspired this concept of opposition. 

Opposites are an almost universal idea: the Chinese 

"Yin"and"Yang"; in Western culture Heraclitus' as sump-

tion that conflict between opposites is the basis of all 

existence, as it was finally expounded in Nicolas of 

Cusa's De Docta Ignorantia, where he explains the pheno

menon as "coincidentia oppositorum" 18 

The Middle Ages was steeped in 
19 allegory. After 

18 For example good-evil, sun-moon, round-square, 
spiritual-physical. The odd-even principle was taken 
one step further in Nicomachus and became the deity 
itself: male-female. Hermes Trismegistus sees the 
Nous as hermaphroditic. C.G. Jung, Collected works, 
tr. R.F.C. Hull, 2nd ed., London, Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, 1953, vol. XII "Psychology and Alchemy", p. 330. 

19Virgil's Aeneid and the fourth Eclogue already herald 
the allegories of the Middle Ages. These might be 
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the time of Prudentius allegories usually had a battle 

or sequence of encounters at the centre of the action. 

The object of these battles was salvation at the end 

of a pilgrimage or a quest. Allegory need not be verbal 

or written. In medieval times it was often visual, 

e.g. church buildings and decorations presented history 

in the form of allegory. 

Rhythmomachia too can be seen as an allegory. The 

players decide beforehand on the severity of the pil-

grimages or quest to be undertaken and the victory 

will be appropriate to the rigours of the battles 

encountered. The greatest victory, the "Victoria 

Excellentissima" which is the "maxima et perfecta 

harmonia", following the hardest and most taxing 

struggle, might be likened to salvation obtained after 

life's battles have been fought well. 

By calling the game "De conflictu rithmimachie" 

Hermannus Contractus seems to draw special attention 

to the allegorical nature of the game and to the oppor-

tunities it could provide for philosophical speculation. 

classified as generally narrative, situational 
prophetic, figurative, alphabetical, numerical, 
satirical, etc. Rhythmomachia would fall under 
figurative and numerical allegory. 
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With regard to the interrelationship of concepts 

used in allegory, the following additional point can 

be made. During the Middle Ages, especially in monas-

tic circles where a vow of poverty was taken on entering 

the brotherhood of monks, there must of necessity have 

been a shortage of materials and equipment for study 

as well as for relaxation. Even writing material was 

often in short supply and highly prized for private use. 

The counting-board ("exaquier", "Schachbrett", "eschequier" 

or "chekker") did duty for all sorts of operations, e.g. 

doing accounts, allocation of monies, the gaming-table 

in general, chess-board, the board for Rhythmomachia, etc. 

Edwin Ripin discusses the use of the word chekker 

for a musical instrument which was in use until at least 

20 
the fifteenth century. He produces 31 references where 

chekker seems to be used in context with other musical 

instruments. He is satisfied that a chekker was in 

fact a clavichord. However, Ripin's most important 

d · f . p' . 21 1scovery or our purpose 1S a ar1S manuscr1pt 

written by a cleric, Johannes de Gerson, 1363-1429, in 

which he describes in Latin and French, and depicts in 

20 E.M. Ripin, "Towards an Identification of the Chekker", 
Galpin Musical Society Journal 28, 1975, p. 11-25. 

21 Bib 1 i 0 the que Nat ion ale Par is, Cod e x 1 at. 1 7 4 8 7 f 0 • 

226-229. 
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three diagrams, a chess-board on which vices and virtues 

22 
are engaged in an allegorical battle. 

Johannes de Gerson notes that "in the chekker of 

our hearts the victory is melodious" and shows crude 

keys along one side of the board "which are struck by 

f f d " " ,,23 N" " "bl the ingers 0 me ltatlon. 0 strlngs are V1Sl e, 

but according to two captions these were left to the 

imagination. 

The reference to numbers in proportion, that is 

musical harmonies and consonances, capable of being 

practised on the chekker seems quite obvious, although 

unstated by Ripin, who may not have been aware of 

Rhythmomachia and its cultural implications when he 

researched the identification of the chekker. Further 

clarification may be obtained if research were under-

taken jointly by cultural historians and experts in 

various other disciplines. 

22 Another example of a chess-board used as an enigmatic 
allegory is illustrated in F. Rabelais: Oeuvres 
Completes, ed. G. Demerson, Paris, Seul, 1973. In 
this case abusive terms for women are placed on each 
square of an inverted chess-board (the left-hand top 
corner commences with a black square instead of a 
white one). See appendix A. 

n"En leschequier de nostre cuer / La victoire est 
melodieuse" (fo. 228v) "Claves interioris scacordi 
que percusse digitis meditationis reddunt voces 
cujuslibet affectionis" (fo. 226); see appendix A. 
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RHYTHMOMACHIA AND LEARNING IN THE MIDDLE AGES: 

BACKGROUND RELEVANT TO THIS STUDY 

3.1 The function of play in culture, as related to 
Rhythmomachia 

3.2 What has Rhythmomachia borrowed from chess? 

3.3 The seven liberal arts. 

3.4 Gerbert of Aurillac and the mathematical revival 
in the Middle Ages 

3.5 The period after Gerbert 

"While Councillors of State sit 
plotting, and playing their high 
chess-game, whereof the pawns 
are Men." 

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, I. iii. 
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The Function of Play in Culture, as Related to Rhythmomachia 

The game of Rhythmomachia is based on the number 

theory of Nicomachus of Gerasa, c 100 AD, as transmitted 

by Boethius, c 480 - 524. At this stage of research one 

may suppose that it was a medieval European invention. 

No trace of it has been found by mathematical historians 

in either classical or Arabic writings despite various 

assertions in Renaissance manuscripts and books that 

the game was invented by Pythagoras, Boethius or the 

"Chaldeans". Several major factors seem to have been 

significant for the development of Rhythmomachia: 

1 

1. European culture was on the threshold of new 

development with the revival of learning in 

the Carolingian period. 

2. There had to exist: 

i) a familiarity with chess, 

ii) a relationship to the liberal arts, 

iii) a working knowledge of Gerbert' s new 

1 abacus and "apice", 

iv) a knowledge ~f Boethius' De Arithmetica 

and De Musica. 

------------------- --

Horn buttons engraved with characters from 1 to 9 were 
11 d " . " ca e aplce, see F. Cajori, A History of Mathematics, 

New York, 3. ed., 1980, p. 68. 
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The importance of play in the development of cul-

ture has been extensively treated by such eminent his-

J 1-1 "" 2 d 0 K "3 h b I" torians as • ulzlnga an tto oenlg, woe leve 

that culture arises spontaneously through playing. We 

realize that unrelated playas such does not exist, but 

one can perform certain actions in a playful way or 

play something. Play for instance satisfies the imi-

tative instinct through which new skills can be learned; 

play gives the pleasure of achievement which reinforces 

a personal feeling of value; play helps to discharge 

suppressed energy and satisfies a need for competitive 

relaxation. 

Since time immemorial the playing of games has 

served to establish who is superior in skill with words 

or actions. Games nearly always have a social character 

and aid communication. They are intended to be fun but 

have R serious undertone. The rules must be obeyed. 

In all higher kinds of play the participants enter the 

imaginary world of super-reality where they can create 

2 J. Huizinga, Homo Ludens, London, Temple Smith, 1970. 

3 O. Koenig, Kultur und Verhaltungsforschung, Munich, 
Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, 1970. 
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a treasure in the mind which can be re-created when 

so desired. In order to free oneself from "real" life 

for a period of time, one enters a particular place, a 

"playground" which helps in the creation of a world 

of imagined reality. 

We call "culture" those activities which have 

originally arisen through play and developed into 

religion, philosophy and social life. We measure a 

culture by its spiritual and artistic achievement, by 

the quality of its play. Games are a reflection of 

culture. In early times ceremonies, sacrifices, armed 

32 

combat and riddle contests were some of the game rituals 

which served to make man feel more secure in a hostile 

world where it was important to determine the most able 

leader, to honour the gods and to secure their protection 

against enemies. 

The desire for sacred knowledge and magical power 

prompts some enquiring minds to overcome the very real 

fear of knowing, which brings with it responsibility. 

Barely glimpsed insights into the phenomena of nature 

were voiced in myths; hymns and incantations in sombre 

meter served to placate jealous gods. 

Trial~ of strength in the form of armed combat, 

sometimes accompanied by games of dice, were used 

in archaic times to determine the will of the gods. 

Wars between equals had a cultural function: they were 
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bloody games played strictly according to the rules, 

but against slaves or barbarians the cultural function 

as well as the rules fell away in a "total war". 

The Greeks particularly understood the necessity 

of living life as a play. Plato saw philosophy as a 

noble game and raised it to the level of a search for 

4 
truth. 

33 

Feudal society in Europe also developed play-forms. 

Its hierarchical structure could be more easily controlled 

by a stylized mode of existence. Elaborate rules and 

rituals helped to regulate life, which was largely lived 

in public, and served to identify at a glance who was 

who by dress, deportment, skill at games or reading. 

The Middle Ages believed in the Church, and the 

Church and its liturgy and music daily enacted the drama 

of the mass. Morality and miracle plays were devised 

and produced in cloister and hall. 

Knights were trained in battle-schools for the 

arts of war. The s e p r act i cal "1 u d i ", mod e 11 e don 1 i t era r y 

descriptions and ancient pictorial illustrations on 

vases, sarcophagi and floor~tiles, later became known 

as tournaments or as jousts when single combat was 

4 H .. ulzlnga, Homo Ludens, p • 175. 
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involved. Spectacular ceremonial dominated the courts 

of chivalry,and from the eleventh century on, when 

ladies played a larger part in social life, they became 

associated with the courts of love. 

Sex-games were important,as love was not found in 

. b f· 5 marrlage, ut out 0 It. Protection of honour was 

vital for all concerned, so there had to be secrecy 

and constancy between lovers. Codes of conduct were 

elaborate and carefully observed: a language of signs, 

emblems and tokens was used, and colour and position 

of ribbons, jewelry, etc. had special meaning. 

Later, dancing was important in sex-games, as 

were mummings and disguises. Feats of constancy were 

expected and rewarded. 

Troubadours, trouveres, minnesingers and troupes 

of "jongleurs" underscored the importance of the great. 

Pageantry, public executions and the burning of here-

tics were all calculated to impress and arouse terror. 

The Middle Ages was a time of intense feelings; 

sudden explosions of hatred or belligerence alternating 

with repentance; outbursts of joy and gaiety giving 

way to fear of hell and feelings of guilt. Having 

5 
There is a strong connotation of sex in "spiel" (play, 
games) e.g. "minnespiel", also "Spielkind", a child 
born out of wedlock. In Sanskrit "the jewel of games" 
means copulation. Huizinga, Homo Ludens, p. 63. 
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On the chess-board battles could usually be fought 

with a degree of safety, although medieval romances 

recount quite a number of quarrels over the chess-board 

with fatal results. Not a few noblemen condemned to 

death are reported to have played chess in prison and 

insisted on finishing a game before execution; in sym

bolic revenge before death, as it were, on those with 

power over life and death. 

Medieval men expressed themselves through symbols. 

Anything found difficult, dangerous or new could be 

put symbolically. Medieval scholars and scientists 

ignored nature and hunted for moral and allegorical 

meanings. They saw reality as immaterial and what 

their senses told them as only a reflection of reality. 

They considered the structure of the universe and the 

nature of matter to be identical. As the greater is 

somehow always reflected in the lesser, they thought 

that man, the microcosm, was a close reflection of the 

universe, the macrocosm. The stars moving regularly 

in circles could be relied on to control the whole 

system. Because num~er symbolism was considered a Greek 

science which could explain how God created the universe, 

it affected theology and the liberal arts. Every ex per-

ience and every object, scripture and nature were exam

ined for hidden meanings and spiritual implications. 
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Allegory and symbolism was the language used to express 

the ineffable. In particular, the word of God, the 

Bible, was subjected to examination. Both Petrarch 

and Boccaccio still adhered to the idea that symbolical 

meaning hides in literary guise and that poetry can 

mask truths too brilliant to look at. 

Symbolism had originated in Greece and reached 

the mind of the Middle Ages despite lack of manuscripts. 

The neoplatonic thought of St. Augustine, the pseudo

Dionysian beliefs of Macrobius and above all the work of 

Boethius provided the main sources of symbolism. 

Towards the close of the tenth century in Europe 

we see a situation where chess is being played by the 

highest echelon at court, but also in church institu

tions, in a socio-political climate that is war-like 

and crude but poised for change and improvement. The 

game of chess appeals to this society because of its 

allegorical aptness. 

Some educators were already at work to raise the 

general moral standards and continue the reformation 

of education which had been under way since Charlemagne. 

For example Odo of Cluny, 879 - 942, set an example to 

others by his efforts in reforming Benedictine monas

teries, which in time became the leading institutions 

of learning in Europe. 
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Three examples will help to illustrate that "play" 

was used deliberately to stimulate an interest in self

improvement and that this was now possible because man's 

imagination was ready to be engaged in problem-solving. 

In a general way, a new enquiring spirit seems to have 

been abroad. 

i) Odo's near contemporary, Bishop Wilbold of 

Cambrai (died 965)tried to propagate the use 

of a game he invented for the moral education 

of students. His tract "De Alea Regulari 

contra Aleam Secular em" is devised to urge 

players to strive more ardently for all the 

virtues obtainable by man. 6 The winner of 

the game was to be called "magister" by the 

defeated for six days; the vanquished could 

be addressed as "pupil" by the winner; in the 

case of a draw the players should greet one 

another like brothers. One might be justi-

fied in suspecting that the efforts of the 

bishop were hampered both by the utter tame

ness of the game, and by the use of dice. 

Dicing was not only connected to gambling, 

but as a game of chance and a waste of time 

it was forbidden by the Church. 

6 The rules for Bishop Wilbold's game are in appendix B. 
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ii) A nun, Roswitha of Gandersheim, c 935 - c 1003, 

connected to the royal house of Saxony, pro-

duced three volumes in Latin probably between 

960 and 970. The first one contained eight 

legends in hexameters dedicated to her abbess, 

Gerberga II, niece of Emperor Otto I; the 

second contained six plays in the manner of 

Terence, in rhyming and rhythmic prose; the 

third consisted of two epics, "Emperor Otto I" 

(Carmen de gestis Oddonis imperatoris) and 

"The origins of the Convent of Gandersheim".7 

Roswitha was a woman of the world and wrote 

for, and associated with, men and women of 

the world. This is evident from the dedica-

tion of her work to the intelligentsia of her 

surroundings, and from the way she handles the 

subject of courtly love and scenes at the 

Imperial Court. 

7 The Convent of Gandersheim was founded in 881 by Oda, 
great-grandmother of Henry the Fowler, and was almost 
habitually headed by ladies from the royal family. 
Roswitha was educated in the liberal arts by a nun 
called Rikkarda and the young abbess, Gerberga. Die 
Dramen der Roswitha von Gandersheim, ed. & tr. 
O. Piltz, Leipzig, Reclam, Jun. 1823, also The Plays 
of Roswitha tr. C. St. John, London, Chatto & Windus, 
1923. 
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By modern standards Roswitha's work would not 

be considered very sophisticated but for the 

tenth century it was astounding. In her early 

legends she stays close to the conventional 

stories and yet manages to treat the sometimes 

gruesome subject-matter with grace and decorum. 

The legends and plays were intended to ele-

vate and encourage Christian virtues under 

adverse circumstances. Two legends deserve 

particular attention. In "The downfall and 

conversion of the Vicedomnus Theophilus" 

Roswitha is the first to treat nothing less 

than the Faust-problem. In "The suffering of 

St. Pelagius" she recounts the martyrdom of 

a Spanish youth at the hands of Calif Abderaman, 

of which she heard an eye-witness report. 

This was important to Spanish historians and 

her poem was used as source material by Spanish 

d P . 8 an ortuguese wrlters. 

For example, Jorge Cardoso in 
quoted by Piltz, Roswitha, p. 

Agiolo Lusitano, as 
13. 
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To stimulate proper Christian sentiments was 

only one of Roswitha's aims. For her plays 

she used the comedies of Terence as a model 

thereby attracting the attention of those less 

interested in pious subjects. In addition, 

in two of her six plays, "The Conversion of 

Thais" (subtitled "Paphnutius"), and "The 

Sufferings of the Holy Virgins Fides, Spes 

and Caritas" (or "Sapientia"), Roswitha in-

1 h d 9. "b k vo ves er spectators or rea ers 1n 00-

learning". She allows her main characters 

to deliver lectures on Aristotelian phi10-

sophy as presented by Boethius, with special 

emphasis on musical proportions. 

In "Paphnutius", Act I, the hermit of that 

name talks to his disciples of substance, 

10 body and soul and their composition of con-

trary elements. He explains the quadrivium 

9 
Possibly her plays were read rather than performed. 

ill Based on Boethius' In praedicamenta Aristote1is I, 
De Substantia, and De Musica I, ch. X - XIX. 
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as being the basis of all existence and 

defines music as celestial, human and instru-

mental. He closes his discourse by telling 

his disciples that it is better to have a 

very little idea of these complex things, 

than to live in total ignorance of them. 

In "Sapientia", Act I, the heroine of that 

name lectures the Emperor Hadrian on the 

theory of numbers in proportion and the pro

perties of odd and even numbers.
11 

This per-

haps weakens the drama but was intended to 

kindle or heighten an interest in learning. 

By such examples Roswitha shows that learning 

is open to everyone in her world, even women. 

iii) The Latin romance Ruodlieb
12 

in leonine hexa-

meters, written probably between 1030 and 

1060 by a monk or monks at Tegernsee in 

Bavaria, has been rediscovered as recently 

as 1838. The poem suggests in a subtle way 

Based on Boethius' De Arithmetica I, ch. IX, X, XI, XX. 

A fragment of 34 leaves of this early epic was recovered 
in 1838 from the binding of a book which came to the 
Bayrische Staatsbibliothek Munich from Tegernsee. 
Edi ted by F. Seiler, Halle 1882. 
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how circumstances can be mastered by the hero 

who is quick to learn. It tells of peace 

negotiations after a battle, perhaps between 

King Robert of France and the German Emperor 

Henry II in 1022. Ruodlieb is sent by the 

victor with terms of peace. On his return he 

relates how he spent his time at the other 

court. 

He was well received and was invited to play 

chess with the High Marshal. Many games were 

played; the Marshal laboured for victory but 

could only win when Ruodlieb deliberately 

allowed him to do so. For five days they 

played while Ruodlieb waited for an audience 

with the king. At last he was permitted to 

deliver his message to the king. 

The king then proposed a game of chess to 

him, as he wanted to see what unfamiliar moves 

Ruodlieb might make. Both players gave their 

full attention to the game and three times 

Ruodlieb managed to win. The king and his 

many attentive courtiers wagered against 

Ruodlieb, who was reluctant to play for money 

until the king explained to him that he should 
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follow the customs 

he found himself. 

of the country in which 

This is a tale in which the hero is tested 

in difficult and unfamiliar circumstances. 

44 

His immediate future is ambiguous, but winning 

the chess games encourages him to face what 

may be in store for him - even having to 

explain his large winnings when he returns. 
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What has Rhythmomachia Borrowed from Chess? 

The invention of Rhythmomachia post-dates the 

invention of chess by about 450 years. Chess was in-

vented somewhere along the river Ganges in the sixth 

century AD. It is a war-game played on a counting-

board of eight squares by eight. It reflected a high-

ly complex culture in India, ascetic and formalized, 

obsessed with mathematics but also sensual and exotic. 

The art of chess playing travelled east and west; Arab 

conquerors brought it to Spain
1 

in the eighth century 

from where it spread to the rest of Europe. Chess was 

45 

initially only played by the highest echelon of society. 

However during the twelfth century chess was played 

almost universally by the nobility and clergy, and 

during the thirteenth century a chess craze spread to 

all levels of society, except the peasants; men, women 

2 
and children played. The game of chess symbolized the 

condition of feudal society and every individual's place 

1 In Catalonia there is written evidence of chess in the 
form of a will of the Count Urge 1 , 1010, leaving his 
chess-pieces to the Convent of St. Giles at Nimes. 
H.J.R. Murray, A History of Chess, Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, 1913, pp. 405, 406. 

2 From the nobility the game may first have passed to 
the knights of fortune and the military mercenary class; 
its prestige depended to a large extent on association 
with the upper classes. Chess playing was not a for
bidden pastime in medieval town statutes, but was some
times subject to regulation regarding the size of the 
stake. Indentures of apprentices prohibited chess 
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in it, to the extent that chess similes and chess terms 

have entered everyday language. Even the identification 

of individuals has in many cases been achieved through 

the use of chess figures. For example the rook, single 

and double-headed,is borne on the coats of arms of 

French, Spanish, German, Swiss and English families, 

and chess terms occur in surnames, e.g. Rookwood, Roca, 

Roche, Rogon, etc. 

On the metaphysical level, preachers during the 

Middle Ages used chess allegories in their sermons. 

These pointed a moral by likening chess-men to men in 

the world, who share a common birth and death, but 

occupy different stations during life. In their God-

given place they must remain, do their duty and fight 

for the king who demands their protection and sacri-

fice. Through allegory and simile the great could also 

be criticized, e.g. bishops move and take obliquely 

because nearly every bishop misuses his office through 

cupidity. 

playing. Conditions of employment for journeymen or 
masters might stipulate that playing was permitted in 
moderation, but could be suspended for a specific 
period if found to interfere with production. Univer
sities usually banned all knightly occupations 
(listed by Pedro Alfonsi, c 1100, Disciplina Clericalis, 
Paris, 1824, p. 42: "Probitates vero haec sunt: 
equitare, saggitare, cestibus certare, aucupare, scacis 
ludere, versificare"), but allowed chess to be played 
on public holidays, provided that no money changed 
hands. Chess was often played in taverns which adver
tised under the sign of "The Chequer", Murray, A 
History of Chess, pp 408, 439-441. -
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The popularity of allegorical interpretations of 

chess in the Middle Ages led to the compilation of 

works that were known as chess "moralities".3 The 

47 

most important one was a collection of sermons, written 

down at the request of fellow preachers and friends, by 

the Dominican Jacobus de Cessolis towards the end of 

the thirteenth-century.4 In his Liber de moribus hominum 

et officiis nobilium Cessolis likens the world to a 

chess-board which is chequered white and black, show-

ing the colours of the two conditions of life and death, 

or praise and blame. 

3 

A monk solving a chess 
problem 

A king and a bishop at play 

3 

4 

Two wood-engravings from Caxton's chess book of 1474. 

Murray, A History of Chess, "The Moralities", pp. 528-563. 

A large number of fourteenth and fifteenth-century manus-
cripts of this work exist in the original Latin, and in 
translations in nearly every spoken language of the time. 
Its popularity must almost have rivalled that of the Bible. 
WilliamCaxton printed it in English (1474 and c 1480) 
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Cessolis sets out with sound advice the duties and 

privileges of men in their various callings based on 

the Policraticus seu De nugis curicalium et vestigiis 

philosophorum of John of Salisbury, c 1115- 1180. 5 

According to medieval romances and poetry, both 

Christian and Arabic, chess equipment was not only of 

a utilitarian character but soon came to be used as 

48 

stores of value and as such turned into heirlooms, prince

ly gifts and bribes. 6 Some chess-boards and pieces were 

works of art made of semiprecious stones, rock-

crystal, gold, silver and ivory and therefore treasured 

for their intrinsic, symbolic value as well as for their 

high price. When churches became the recipients of 

these gifts, they incidentally preserved them at times 

by converting some chess-boards to serve as liturgical 

5 

as The game and playe of the chesse,from a French 
version, Le livre des eschecs moraliseen franJois 
(c 1347), by the friar Jehan de Vignay (original 
dedication to John, Duke of Normandy, printed in 
folio in 1504); Murray, A History of Chess, pp. 
528-563. 

ibid., p. 540, quoting Prof. Kopke, Iacobus de Cessolis, 
Brandenburg, 1879. 

6 B. Ammar is said by al-Marrakoshl, MS H. (writing 621/ 
1224) to have played chess with the Christian King 
AlfonsoVI of Leon and Castile, c 1078, as quoted by 
Murray, ibid., p. 203. Legend has it that Alfonso 
was tempted into a chess game against the finest Arab 
player, with a magnificent set, while besieging Seville, 
by its defender Al Mutamid. Alfonso lost, kept the 
chess set, accepted a handsome tribute, and allowed 
Al Mutamid continued occupation of Seville until 1090. • 
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book-covers 7 or refashioning the pieces for the decora

tion of a reliquary or other church regalia.
8 

Chess can be played at various levels of skill. 

When played as entertainment the moves can be deter

mined by the throw of dice; 9 when played seriously it 

can teach strategy for warfare. Arab scholars also 

used the chess-board to examine mathematical problems, 

e . g . 

7 

8 

a) in the "knight's tour" this piece, using only 

the moves of a knight, visits each space once 

and ends where it began; a tracing of these 

moves produces an intricate pattern of geometric 

shapes; 

Duke Otto of the Guelphs in penance donated a precious 
chess-board to a church in Venice to be used as a litur
gical book-cover, c 1300. N. von Holst, Creators, 
Collectors, Connoisseurs, London, Thames and Hudson, 
1967. 

Crystal chess-men were particularly popular because 
crystal symbolically stands for the union of opposites -
of matter and spirit. Also; stones in general were 
thought to be containers of the life-force, with all 
its mystery. The chess-board (squares of multiples of 
four) symbolizes a union, which is the fulfillment 
and goal of all religions. It is the union of the soul 
with God. Rhythmomachia, played on a board of 8 X 16 
squares provides each player with his own 8 X 8 square 
playground. The numbers 4 and 4 X 4 = 16, are particu
larly strong symbols of wholeness, completeness. 

9Dicing, but not chess, was forbidden by the church for 
monks and priests, despite agitation from such purists 
as St. Damian and St. Bernard. Murray, A History of 
Chess, p. 408. also H. Faust, "Studie liber das Schach
spiel in den r~ligiosen Orden im Mittelalter", Rochade
Sonderdruck No. 168. July 1978, p. 1. 
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Knight's tours: no square is visited twice and the tour 

ends where it began 

5 

Arabian chess-board used for counting 

b) in the horizontal rows of the squares of the 

board numbers were placed according to arith-

metical progression, in the diagonal ones 

51 
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according to geometrical progression. ill 

The inventor of Rhythmomachia took the uncheckered 

° b d ll h O h h 1 d d d bl d countlng- oar on w lC cess was p aye an ou e 

it to 8 X 16 squares. The first four rows of both 

short sides of the board are taken up by pieces engraved 

with numbers, reminiscent of Gerbert's "apice". 12 

These, like chess-pieces, battle for supremacy. Unlike 

chess-pieces, they are not hierarchically structured; 

they only have a numerical preference. 

Rhythmomachia shares with chess its versatility. 

Like chess, Rhythmomachia can by played at various levels 

of skill. The student uses Rhythmomachia to practise 

multiplication tables, ratios and proportions of num-

bers; the master uses his greater skill to find the 

three progressions of numbers in one row; the advanced 

scholar, used to the custom of the times of making theo-

log y, phi los 0 ph y and the sub j e c t s 0 f the .1 i b era 1 art s 

occasion for debate, finds it natural to carry the con-

test of words over onto the board of Rhythmomachia for 

the contest of numbers. The monk or teacher, like his 

10 See i 11 u s t rat ion . The boa r d rem a i ned un c h e c k ere d 
until the second half of the eleventh century. These 
progressions also figure in Rhythmomachia and are 
explained later. 

1~his counting-board was still called an abacus in the 
Rythmomachia of 1556 by Claude de Boissiere. 

12Gerbert's "apice" will be explained later. 
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brother, the nobleman, was geared for combat, which in 

his case might be, for example, discussing the concept 

of "unity" and "number,,13 and the symbolic meaning 

behind the physical shape of the pieces used in play: 

the circle, triangle, square and pyramid as well as the 

14 
rectangle of the board. After all, even God, it was 

believed in the Middle Ages, was fighting the devil for 

the redemption of man who had fallen booty, because of 

his sins, to the King of Darkness. 

13 A f . b· f d· .. h 1 avour1te su Ject or 1sputat1on 1n sc 00 s was 
the various definitions of "number". Euclid defined 
"unity" as that according to which everything which 
exists is called "one"; and number to be "multitude" 
composed of unities. By this definition the "1", 
which indeed is missing from the base numbers of the 
game, is considered not to be a number at all. 
Encyclopaedia of Pure Mathematics, London, Griffin, 
1847, P. 421. 

53 

14Thierryof Chartres, one of the most important thinkers 
of the twelfth century, found the very essence of 
reality in the mystery of numbers and explained the 
Trinity by geometrical symbols, e.g. the nature of 
Christ he saw as a rectangle. F. Heer, The Medieval 
World, London, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1962. 
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The Seven Liberal Arts 

Every culture has at its roots powerful myths 

expressed as fundamental images and symbols which at 

one level or another remain with it during its history. 

Symbolic thinking suffuses human existence; it helps 

to explain certain aspects of reality which cannot be 

reached by any other means. 

Symbolism of number is an important constituent 

of Western European culture. Martin Vogel has made an 

extensive study of the number seven in the speculative 

theory of 
. 1 

mUSlC. In this work he traces the signifi-

cance of the number seven to its cosmic and magical 

meaning. A brief comment may help to explain medieval 

concern with number symbolism. 

The phases of the moon - that calendar in the sky 

first gave the Babylonians the idea of a seven-fold 

division, which they later connected to the then recog-

nized seven planets; this they related to their seven-... 
note scale of music, which in turn led to the Greek 

concept of the music of the spheres. The seven-stringed 

lyre of Apollo became the symbol of the seven planets 

moving in the heavens. 

1 M. Vogel, Die Zahl Sieben in der spekulativen Musik-
theorie, Inaugural Dissertation, Bonn, 1955. 
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From the Babylonians number symbolism spread. 

The Old Testament recorded the seven plagues in Egypt 

and the seven fat and seven lean years; there are 

seven virtues and seven deadly sins. In the prayer 

"Our Father •. •. " we make seven requests. Thebes had 

seven gates and Rome has seven hills, there are seven 

wise men in Greek antiquity and seven brave Swabians 

in the German fairy tale; we are, at this moment, con-

cerned with some of the seven liberal arts. 

In Greek antiquity the number seven was holy to 

Dionysus and Apollo; originally there were only seven 

muses; seven was the number of immaculate purity, 

because within the first ten numbers seven neither pro-

duces another number nor 2 stems from another number. 

The Babylonians proved that seven is the number 

of perfection because it consists of three ~d four. 

Seen geometrically it has three dimensions: length, 

width, height, and four termini: point, line, surface 

and solidity. 

These are some of the associations of one number 

only, albeit one described as "rerum omnium fere nodus" 

. C· 'S . S·· . 3 In lcero s omnlum clplonls. 

During the "Dark" Ages the Western world was rela-

tively innumerate. Yet Christianity was influenced by 

2 
Macrobius 497 VI, 11, in Vogel, Die Zahl Sieben, p. 40. 

3 Macrobius 502 VI, 34, ibid. 
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Egypt, Babylon and Greece, the most numerate of cultures, 

and later by the Islamic world. There was also a cer-

tain numerical tradition, especially in the Book of 

Numbers, Daniel and Revelation, which afforded the 

pagan art of numbers some respectability. 

Philo Judaeus, c 30 BC - 50 AD, was the first 

important thinker after the birth of Christ to try to 

reconcile the account of Creation in Genesis with Greek 

philosophy. He believed the use of allegory would 

help. He found that Creation needed order, order has 

to do with number and the number most appropriate 

4 

"to productivity is 6, for if we start with 
1 it is the first perfect number, being equal 
to the product of its factors, 1 X 2 X 3, as 
well as made up of the sum of them, 1 + 2 + 3, 
its half being 3, its third part 2, its sixth 
part 1. We may say that it is in its nature 
both male and female, and is a result of the 
distinctive power of either. For among things 
that are, it is the odd that is male, and the 
even female. Now of odd numbers 3 is the 
starting point, and of even numbers 2, and 
the product of these two is 6. For it was 
requisite that the world,being most perfect 
of all things that have come into existence, 
should be constituted in accordance with a 
perfect number, namely six; and, in as much 
as it was to have in itself beings that 
sprang from a coupling together, should 
receive the impress of a mixed number, namely 
the first in which odd and even were com
bined, one that should contain the essen-
tial principle of both the male that so~s 
and the female that receives the seed." 

Philo, De Opificio Mundi, tr. F. H. Colson and 
G. H. Whitaker, London, 1929, vol. I, p. 13 f. 
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The most significant writer on mathematics after 

Philo was Nicomachus of Gerasa, c 100 AD. His "Intro-

duction to Arithmetic" included knowledge and beliefs 

relating to all the "artes" that had gone before, but 

emphasized that the aim of the study of mathematics 

is to arrive at divine number, the true and eternal 

essence. Martianus Capella, Boethius, Cassiodorus, 

Isidorus, The Venerable Bede, Alcuin and Hugh of 

St. Victor all used Nicomachus for their work. Of 

these writers Boethius proved the most influential 

for the mind of the Middle Ages.
5 

Since Pythagoras and Plato philosophers have 

believed in the absolute reality of mathematics.
6 

They examined numbers as to their structure, nature, 

properties, relation, analogies etc., in the hope 

that a full understanding of numbers would lead them 

to the understanding of true philosophy. In the pro-

cess of classifying numbers in every possible way they 

attached an exaggerated importance to their findings. 

Scholars in the Middle Ages debated the various 

definitions of such concepts as "unity", "multitude" 

5 C. Butler, Number Symbolism, London, Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, 1970, pp. 32, 33, fn. 22. 

6Ptolemy, Almagestum, i. I, 2, said that theology was 
incomprehensible, physics dealt with changing things, 
and therefore only mathematics was certain; as quoted 
by A. Crombie, Robert Grosseteste, Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, 1953, p. 129, fn. 3. 
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and "number" which they had inherited from thinkers of 

previous ages. The ancients themselves were unable to 

define or explain adequately a term such as "unity".7 

Many definitions were contradictory and incomprehen-

sible: e.g. it was debated whether "one" is a number 

at all because Euclid defined "unity" to be "that 

according to which everything which exists is called 

one; and number to be 'multitude', composed of uni-

ties",8 therefore one is not a number but a unity. 

According to another view, number is a quantity that 

numbers everything that exists add as unity is a quan-

tity it can legitimately number itself, therefore one 

is a number. 

For the understanding of Rhythmomachia it is 

important to consider some of the older numerical 

theories in which the essential terminology is already 

incorporated. An example of how scholars analysed 

numbers can be taken from Nicomachus, who described 

numbers as: 

7 

a) "perfect" if equal to the sum of its divisors, 

e . g • 6 , 

b) "deficient" if the sum of the divisors is 

less than the number e.g. 8 , 4+2+1=7 

The concept of "unity" expresses an idea which does 
not allow a resolution into others more simple than 
itself. 

8Encyclopaedia of Pure Mathematics, p. 421. 
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c) "abundant", or "superabundant" 

divisors is greater, e.g. 12, 

if the sum of the 

Nicomachus classified numbers as to their species, 

for example as odd, even, prime or compound. Even 

numbers were further divided into those that remain 

even when divided by an even number and those which 

have an odd quotient when divided by an even number. 

They are called respectively: 

"pariter pares", as in the series 

4, 8, 16, 32, 64; and 

"impariter pares", as in the series 

6, 10, 14, 18, 22. 

The following is an example of how scholars 

systematically examined and classified ratios and pro

portions: 

1) Ratios could: 

9 

a) have equality, be called a "multiple ratio" 

because the antecedent is a multiple of 

the consequent; 

b) have greater inequality, be called a "super

particula~lnumber, where the antecedent 

is equal to the consequent and some part 

of it; dependent on the size of the part, 

superparticulpr numbers could be: 

9 Encyclopaedia of Pure Mathematics, p. 421. 
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11 

"sesquialteran" (when 
1 bigger) 6 9 2" 

"sesquiterti an " (when 1 
bigger) 6 8 

3 

"sesquiquartan" (when 
1 

bigger) 8 10 4 

(These subdivisions could be continued 

indefinitely); 

c) have lesser inequality, be called "super-

partient", where the antecedent contains 

the subsequent once and some multiple of 

its parts, as in the series 5 3, 7 4, 

19 1 0 ; 10 

2) Proportions were originally defined by Plato 

in Timaeus.
11 

There he expounded the theory 

that the world soul must embrace all funda-

60 

1 . . 1 . h' . 1 f 12 menta prlnClp es Wlt ln ltse . The mathe-

matical division - by Plato's Demiurge - of 

the world soul by means of two geometric pro-

portions of four terms each, an odd and an 

even number series, was expressed in the shape 

The above examples are taken from The Encyclopaedia 
of Pure Mathematics, p. 369-425. 

Timaeus was an extremely influential text in the 
Middle Ages. There was harrlly a library which did 
not have a copy of Calcidius' version and sometimes 
also a copy of the fragment translated by Cicero. 
R. Klibansky, The Continuity of the Platonic tradition, 
London, Warburg Institute, 1939, p. 28, 29. 

12 Plato's Cosmology, Timaeus 35 b - 36 b, tr. F.M. Cornford, 
London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1937, p. 66-74. 
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of a capital lambda: 13 

1 

2 3 

4 9 
8 27 

The seven Platonic numbers of the greater 

14 tetractys (lambda) were also expressed in geometric 

figures: 

Point Line Surface 

1 2 3 

Surface (2 & 3) Solid (2 & 3 ) 

D 
4;9 8;27 

The Demiurge carried out the division in accor-

dance with arithmetic, geometric and harmonic propor-

tions: 

13 The lambda arrangement brings out the distinction of 
odd numbers representing the "same", and even numbers 
representing the "other". 
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14 F h . rom t e meanlng "fourness" as proposed by Pythagoras. 
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The progression a, b, cis: 

1 ) arithmetic if b-a c-b. 

Examples: 

1 : 2 : 3 2:4:6 3:6:9 

4:8:12 6:12:18 9:18:27 

2:3:4 4:6:8 6:9:12 

2) geometric if b/a c/b. 

Examples: 

1: 2: 4 2:4:8 3:6:12 

1: 3: 9 2: 6: 18 3:9:27 

4: 6: 9 8:12:18 12:18:27 

3) harmonic if cia = c-b/b-a (i.e. ! - t = t - ~ 

hence also called "inverse" arithmetic). 

Examples: 

1 .1 . 1 
3 . 2 . 1 

1 
4 

1 
3 

1 
2 

2:3:6 4: 6: 12 6:9:18 

3:4:6 6: 8: 12 9: 12: 18 15 

These progressions can be generated as follows: 

arithmetic a, a+d, a+2d 

d = difference 
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Calcidius, fourth century, first Latin translator of 
Timaeus. See Jacobus Obrecht, ed. M. van Crevel, 
Opera Omnia, Introduction, vol. 1, 1959-1964, fasc. 
p. LVIII. 
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geometric a, aq, aq 

q = quotient 

harmonic 
2n 

a, ntl a, na 

(or a, pa, ~2 a, 
-p 

where p<2). 

Nicomachus made a distinction between "numbers" 

and "quantity": 

Numbers: absolute and per se 

in mutual relation 

Quantity: at rest 

in motion 

arithmetic 

music 

geometry 

16 
astronomy 

These distinctions developed in the Middle Ages 

into the disciplines of the "quadrivium", a term which 

is believed to have been used first by Boethius.
17 

Because medieval scholars believed that men in 

the Golden Age had known the secrets of the universe 

d 
. . 18 

an lts creatlon, they imagined these secrets might 

be rediscovered with the aid of mathematics, a privi-

leged and reliable guide for the co-ordination of 

16 

17 

Butler, Number Symbolism, p. 33. 

The trivium and quadrivium constitute the seven 
liberal arts; historically the medieval university 
courses. The names come from "the place where the 
three, or the four roads meet". The trivium is made 
up of: grammar, logic and rhetoric; the quadrivium 
of: arithmetic, geometry, astronomy and music. 

18 E. Go m b ric h, "I con e s S y m b 0 1 i cae", J 0 urn a 1 0 f the War bur g 
and Courtauld Insti tutes, vol. 11, 1949, p. 169. 
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knowledge. They wrestled with numbers as such and the 

symbolic meaning that had been attached to them since 

ancient times. As numbers could be expressed in geo-

metric shapes like the circle, triangle, square, rec-

tangle, pyramid, etc. these shapes took on symbolic 

meaning and stood for actual things. For example, 

according to Pythagoras, the number four was justice, 

but also the pyramid, and the pyramid had produced 

fire, as the icosahedron had produced water, the octa-

hedron air and the hexahedron earth; from the fifth 

Platonic solid,19 the dodecahedron derives the penta

gram or triple triangle, a rich source of golden ratios. 20 

Medieval scholars found justification for their 

particular kind of work with numbers from the ideas 

expressed by the Church Fathers, especially St. 

Augustine,who discussed the power and symbolism of 

numbers for which he in turn saw justification in the 

Book of Solomon: "Thou hast ordered all things in 

number and measure and weight.,,21 

19 This is treated by Euclid in Book XII of his Elements. 
The pentagram was the badge of recognition of members 
of the ancient society of Pythagoras and the symbol 
of health to them. H.E. Huntley, The Divine Propor
tion, New York, Dover Publ., 1970, p. 28. 

20 pl d 1 h h bl" T" 53 c - 57 c , ato ea s wit t ese pro ems ln lmaeus 
Corn ford Cosmology p. 210-238. See also R. Brumbaugh, 
Plato's Mathematical Imagination, New York, Indiana 
Univ. Publ., 1968. 

nBook of Solomon, Wisdom 11 21 (Apocryphal). 
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Carolingian Renaissance revived Latin tradition and in 

25 
Rome mathematics had not really been respectable. 

When King Alfred c 900, encouraged learning, 

mathematics was not even mentioned. The Church required 

only a knowledge of "computistic" (from the word for 

calculate) which meant, between the fifth and eleventh 

centuries, the art of calendar reckoning for fixing the 

movable feasts, especially the establishment of the 

Easter-tables and other liturgical dates of the Church 

for several years ahead. The Church's attitude to 

mathematics seems to have been ambivalent. On the one 

hand they needed to preserve some knowledge of arith-

metic, on the other they would not go so far as to 

teach it at their lay schools, but reserved it for 

clerical education at the monastic schools. 

The Church's interest in music, as also in mathe-

matics, extended only to its own needs. The Church's 

view on music wa~ based largely on the inherited belief 

of Greek philosophers and Christian tradition. 

Homer believed that the Muse bestowed the gift of 

song only on the most beloved of men. Hesiod claimed 

25 

praises Alciun's erudition, wit, goodness: " ... He 
brings forth pious lessons from Holy Writ/ and solves 
the puzzles of numbers with flavouring jest . .. " tr. 
G.F. Browne, Alcuin of York, London, Soc. Promoting 
Christian Knowledge, 1908, p. 245. 

Cicero believed the proper study for a man was moral 
philosophy, from which he should not be distracted by 
the "vicious" study of the mathematical arts of astro
logy or geometry. A. Murray, Reason and Society in 
the Middle Ages, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1978, p. 154. 
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he was chosen by the Muse to be a singer and prophet. 

Plato in Timaeus 47 A ff, says: 

" ••. the sight of day and nigh t, the months 
and returning years, the equinoxes and sol
stices, has caused the invention of number, 
given us the notion of time, and made us 
enquire into the nature of the universe; 
thence we have derived philosophy ••. we 
should see the revolutions of intelligence 
in the heavens and use their untroubled 
courses to guide the troubled revolutions 
in our own understanding, which are akin to 
them •.. all audible musical sound is given 
us for the sake of harmony, which has motions 
akin to the orbits in our soul and which, as 
anyone who makes intelligent use of the arts 
knows, is not to be used, as is commonly 
thought, to give irrational pleasure, but 
as a heaven-sent ally in reducing to order 
and harmony any disharmony in the revolu
tions within us; and rhythm ~&o was given 
to them for the same reason." 

This passage encouraged the belief in the thera-

peutic properties of music. Even contemplation about 

music was considered to be good for the soul, producing 

"harmonia" between the cosmos and the soul. 

The common classical belief was that the poet-

musician was divinely inspired and actually mad or in 

a frenzy when he created or reproduced the harmony of 

27 the spheres. Music, for the ancient Greeks, had 

26 K1ibansky, The Continuity of the Platonic Tradition, 
pp. 28. 29. 

27 Soc rat e s sa i d :" i fit we res imp 1 y t hat f r e n z y 
were an evi1 •.. but in fact we receive the greatest 
benefits through frenzy, that is in so far as it is 
sent as a divine gift." Phaedrus 244 A. 
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ethical qualities because it reflected the universe as 

created by God. 

It used to be thought by theologians that the 

divine gift of speech, which attuned the human soul to 

spiritual harmony, raised man to the level between the 

animals and the lowest rank of angels, our personal 

d . 28 guar lans. 

In Hebrew scriptures there are some references to 

music being of divine origin and Jews believed that 

music was the gift of God to man. The Church Fathers 

believed that chanting holy texts in praise of God was 

infinitely pleasing to Him. Medieval musicians sear-

ched for the perfect chord which would find most favour 

with their maker. In the Middle Ages pleasing God with 

music had to be balanced against taking too much per-

sonal pleasure in music. The Christian life had to be 

one of abstinence and self-denial, of blind faith and 

obedience. St. Augustine had felt guilt at experien-

cing pleasure when hearing music; Pope Gregory and 

St. Thomas Aquinas were against the study and practice 

of the liberal arts as they might give too much pleasure. 

On the practical level the medieval Church estab-

lishment was against any innovation in musical prac-

tice for church services because of fear of adverse 

28 J. Portnoy, Music in the Life of Man, New York, Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, 1963, p. 1. 
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effects on their tranquillity. Besides, their experience 

was that men who performed music, that is singers and 

instrumentalists, were apt to be restless and unsettled 

men who had to be strictly controlled. Employment of 

such performers and their training could usually not 

be dispensed with, as monasteries and cathedrals rarely 

had enough monks and priests with the right kind of 

voice for the many services. 

With the beginning of mass migration in Europe 

there appeared for the first time a form of music which 

eventually developed into the medieval and modern art 

of western music. This survives to the present day as 

the one-voice chant still in use in certain church 

services. The Ambrosian rites and the Gregorian chant~ 

still represented only a collecting, ordering and regu-

lating of the existing church melodies rather than an 

introduction of new forms. 

Alcuin, 735 - 804, may have been one of the first 

to organize a course of instruction on independent 

theory of church music within the framework of teaching 

the liberal arts.3D This Greek theory of music, based 

~ The role of Pope Gregory the Great, 590 - 604, in 
the repertory of church music has not been fully 
established. The term Gregorian ~hant seems accep
table for general use if not interpreted literally. 
The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. 
Stanley Sadie, London, Macmillan, 1980, vol. 7, 
p. 697, 698. 

~ Not all music historians accept that the teaching 
manual listed in the ninth century catalogue from 
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on pre-Carolingian work, and taught in schools from 

Charlemagne's time, was not classical Greek but vulgar 

Greek and may have come to Europe with church music 

from the Orient. 

The medieval European system was based on "modes" 

which in their final form appeared as octave scales 

built up from the tetrachord (four-note series) D-G. 

Four modes were called "authentic" and these extended 

from D, E, F and G respectively upwards; four were 

"plagal" and descended a tetrachord downwards from the 

five note series from their corresponding authentic 

mode: 

1st authentic 
1st plagal 
2nd authentic 
2nd plagal 
3rd authentic 
3rd plagal 
4th authentic 
4th plagal 

THE MODES 

DEFGabcd 
ABCDEFGa 

EFGabcde 
BCDEFGab 

FGabcdef 
CDEFGabc 

Gabcdefg 
DEFGabcd 

Dorian 
Hypodorian 
Phrygian 
Hypophrygian 
Lydian 
Hypolydian 
Mixolydian 31 
(Hypomixolydian) 

For the purpose of this study it is not neces-

sary to go into the complicated development of musical 

theory and notation, suffice it to say that ninth and 

tenth century harmonic theorists failed to realize 

31 

Fulda Abbey was correctly attributed to Alcuin, 
The New Grove Dictionary, vol. 1, p. 230. 

G. Reece, Music in the Middle Ages, p. 152 as quoted 

70 

by A. \~hite, "Boethius in the Medieval Quadrivium", 
Boethius ed. M. Gibson, Oxford, Blackwell, 1981, p.166. 
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that their contemporary music was based on principles 

different from those of classical music. Vulgar Greek 

terms used for the chants made little sense, and 

enlightenment was sought in classical texts. These 

clouded the issue even further by adding metaphysical 

and arithmetical sophistries. 

The desire to arrive at generally applicable rules 

for a tonal system led some scholars like Berno of 

Reichenau to delve into philosophy, allegory, mathe-

matics and even observation of nature; e.g. Berno 

attempts to explain nine combinations of notes used in 

a single voice chant by the activity of nine parts of 

the body involved in singing: tongue, four teeth, two 

32 lips, the throat and lung. He speculates that for 

this reason Apollo was given nine muses for company. 

The number 4 he considers of the utmost importance, 

in the creation, in the music of the spheres, in sing-

ing, in instrumental music as well as in the formation 

of the cube. From the mystery of the number 4,he says, 

stem the voices of the four evangelists which carried 

32 This accords with the belief in the microscopic origin 
of man and especially the description of First Man, an 
Iranian myth which was known in Hellenistic times. 
Mortal man, according to the legend, was created in the 
likeness of the uni verse. A. Goetze, "Persische Weis
heit in Griechischem Gewande", in Zeitschrift fur 
Indiologie und Iranistik, vol. 2, 1923, p. 6 ff. 
Also F. Saxl. Lectures, "Macrocosm and Microcosm in 
Medieval Pictures", London, Peregrin Books, 1970, p. 58. 
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to the four corners of the earth the praises pleasing 

to the Lord. 33 To prove the divine influence on the 

origin of the final tetrachord D E F G he employs 

every possible philosophical, mathematical and alle-

gorical exegesis of holy scripture. 

Musical instruments were thought to have symbolic 

72 

significance and were therefore employed for appropriate 

purposes, e.g. allegorical speculation explained the 

straight sides of the psalter as symbolic of the even 

way to God, whereas the cithera, because of its curved 

sound-box, was considered symbolic of the tortuous way 

to God. The psalter produced sounds on the upper part 

of the instrument, therefore the psalter epitomised 

the way of the spirit, going directly upwards. The 

sound of the cithera goes downwards, therefore repre-

sents the way of the flesh, but also the incarnation 

of Christ, because the sound-box and strings form the 

sign of the cross. 34 

33 Codex 50 Karlsruhe, as quoted by W. Brambach, 
"Reichenauer Sangerschule", Zentralblatt fur Biblio
thekwesen, Beiheft ii, 1888, p. 62. 

34 M. F. Bukofzer, "Speculative thinking in Medieval 
Music" Speculum, vol. XVII, 1942, p. 168. 
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Gerbert of Aurillac and the Mathematical Revival 

While important centres of learning emerged in the 

seventh and eighth centuries such as Bobbio in Italy, 

St. Gallen in Switzerland, Reichenau on Lake Constance 

(724) and Fulda in Hesse (744), these establishments at 

that time made no serious and critical effort to study 

ancient,and especially scientific,manuscripts but rather 

contented themselves with transmitting and copying 

texts as they found them. Even the great John Scotus 

Eriugena, c 810 - c 877, and his circle went no further 

than to speculate on numerical proportions and their 

importance to the orderly structure of the universe, 

the nature of celestial harmony, the music of the 

spheres and the hierarchical structure of the 1 cosmos. 

A real mathematical revival in the Middle Ages 

came about with Gerbert of Aurillac, c 940-1003, later 

to become Pope Sylvester II. By the fame of his learn-

ing and a personality that found itself at home with 

popes, emperors and kings in the political scene of 

Europe for more than 20 years he gave impetus to the 

study of the liberal arts and to cultural development 

1 Abbot Bovo II of Corvey, (900-916), appears to have 
been exceptional in giving lectures on Boethius that 
incorporated the philosopher's source material, i.e. 
Macrobius and Martianus Capella. M. Manitius, Lat. 
Lit. 1,526 ff and P. Courcelle,"Les lettres gresques", 
p.257 ff. as quoted by H. Homeyer, ed. Hrotsvithae 
Opera, Munich, Schoningh, 1970, p. 324. 
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in Europe. 

A study of the mathematical revival in the tenth 

century necessarily needs to centre around Gerbert and 

those of his contemporaries which historical records 

have rescued. Unfortunately these records are not very 

informative as to the extent of mathematical knowledge 

and practice even in people we can connect with the 

study of the quadrivium. How much secret study may 

ha ve gone on in the face 0 f d i sa pproval by clerical 

superiors cannot even be guessed. The Irish Abbot, 

and later Bishop, Virgil (died 784) of St. Peter in 

Salzburg,"thit cultural alpine centre with its upper 

class of land-owning "possessores Romani", was stric

tured for possessing scientific books. 2 This may have 

been an isolated incident because the impression one 

gains is that Western Europe was ready for a new step 

forward and was waiting for a lead. This lead came 

from Gerbert who had received an education in "philo-

sophy" which at that time meant knowledge of heaven 

3 
and earth. 

According to his contemporary biographer and pupil 

2 F. Prinz, "Vorbenediktinisches Monchtum", St. Peter 
in Salzburg, Salzburg, Amt der Salzburger Landes
regierung, 1982, pp. 14-18. 

3 This included theology. One has to be aware that in 

74 

the terminology of the tenth century "quadrivium" and 
"mathematics" were used synonymously, as were "astronomy" 
and "astrology". 
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Richer4 ,Gerbert was instructed in all the liberal arts 

in Auri11ac. Of the trivium Richer mentions particu-

1ar1y only grammar, this comprised at that time not 

only Latin as a spoken language but also a thorough 

knowledge of Latin literature. Gerbert's brilliance 

in rhetoric was first noted when he accompanied Count 

Borell and Bishop Hatto on a mission to Rome. Lessons 

in logic he exchanged with G.,5 Archdeacon of Rheims, 

whose aqaintance he made in Rome in 970 for instruc-

tion in the quadrivium, the subject always nearest to 

Gerbert's heart. 

Count Borell II of Barcelona had made it possible 

for Gerbert to study the quadrivium, from 967 to 970, 

under the protection of Bishop Hatto of Vich in Cata-

10nia. There, through contact with Arabic scholars, 

Gerbert acquired knowledge which was most probably not 

available anywhere else in Europe at that time. He 

became particularly interested in globes, armi11ary 

6 spheres and astrolabes for use in astronomy, and a 

4 Richer incorporated the biography of Gerbert in his 
Historia Franconia, III. 

75 

5Nothing further is known of G. except that he was in 
Rome as emissary from the French king, Lothar. Richer, 
111,45, says that G. found mathematics too difficult 
to learn and disliked music. Gerbert was so keen on 
lessons in logic from G. that he followed him to Rheims, 
declining an offer from Emperor Otto I to stay at 
court as tutor to his son. 

6Astronomica1 observations were unknown in Europe in 
the tenth century. Gerbert constantly encouraged his 
students to observe the night-sky. Lindgren in 
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~~abl~d th~ us~r to divide .-,d ~ultl?ly large -,umi,ers 

at sreater spe~d . 

6 A,~111 Bry ~phcrc 

7 S . Gand7. "Utd t!"le ~r.h" kilo" t~.e Abac",,?" Am.,r!('l)" 
Hath " "aliutl ~lont'lLy . 11., 197.1 . c"",lo:ded tLar t~.ey 
d,d , ~ . 30is_111, . 

a -f'lC "ch"n":t~r s " c.'gcav ed ()r. tt.r "1i?1('c" roelltio:led 
b)"l(lch~ r ro,,)' 'l~ve b~~ 1L Ar"lli <,: L\ut~rral,. , I' . I,,~til\, 
" Orilii n()( Nvt ~t :h,n,, ", Tc.;"_' , XlX , 19 1'1, C)C), 16S , 1') 1, 192 , 
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rivium was undoubtedly astronomy, a subject he returned 

to all his life whenever time permitted or disappoint-

ment threatened. As a teacher in Rheims he taught 

imaginatively by constructing teaching-aids such as 

the fistula, a long tube without a lense, for obser

ving smaller stars, a globe to demonstrate the con

stellations and their paths, breaking completely new 

ground for his time, and the armillary sphere consis

ting of circular hoops, for demonstrating the paths 

of the planets according to Ptolemaic theories. To 

instruct advanced students he used an astrolabe for 

the projection of the movement of the stars on to a 

plane. This instrument he had first encountered in 

Catalonia and continued to use with its Arabic terms. 

The astrolabe found practical application in cathe

drals and monasteries for determining night and day 

for every meridian and for fixing times for prayers 

and religious services as well as the movable feasts 

in the liturgical calendar. 

Gerbert's work in geometry showed no Arabic in

fluence but might be called a "scholium" to Euclid 

with many clear and systematic examples. 

In the game of Rhythmomachia specific numbers 

battle against one another. How these numbers were 

arrived at will be explained after a closer look at 

Gerbert's work on arithmetic and music. 
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1) arithmetic 

The Greeks since Plato recognised two kinds of 

arithmetic: 

(a) the purely speculative theory of 
numbers 

78 

(b) the practical handling of numbers. 

Gerbert concerned himself with both kinds. He 

saw arithmetic as a mental discipline of great value, 

demanding a high degree of accurate thinking. For his 

practical work with numbers Gerbert used the new abacus. 

The old Roman abacus in general use was either one on 

which beads were threaded on wire or simply a rectan-

gular board on which sand was strewn and unmarked coun-

ters placed. Even this instrument had fallen into dis-

use by Gerbert's time; finger, hand and body-signs 

were the common aids to arithmetic. 9 

Richer describes the new abacus as a board divided 

lengthways into 27 sections into which horn discs were 

10 placed. Gerbert provided himself with 1000 of these 

so called "apice" and had them engraved with charac-

11 
ters from 1 to 9. Using these he could carry out 

9 History of Science, "Ancient and Medieval Science 
from the beginnings to 1450" ed. R. Taton, tr. 
A. Pomerans, London, Thames and Hudson, 1963, vol. 
p. 474. 

10 Ric her I I I I i v . 

1 , 

11These characters may have been Arabic numerals, Lattin 
in Isis, pp. 181-194. Also S. Gandz, "The Origin of 
Ghubar Numerals", Isis, XVI, 1931, p. 393-424. 
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operations of multiplication and division of large 

figures at great speed. No clearer explanation is 

given by Richer but he refers to a letter from Gerbert 

to Constantine, monk of Fleury (c 980) where the rules 

° 12 
for using the abacus are explalned. 

7 

D1FI'EJU\Nt:U: 100 -1l7 = 13 

DlVIWR: 87 
DIVJI)END: 1019 
40 00 
0iOQ = 10; 10 x 13"" 520 

Discard the 'I· in '1000 ; I!J + 5'20 = 539 
500 • 
ICiO~~5;5XI3=65 

Discard the 5 in 500; 39 +65 = 104 
100 
JCiO=I; 13 X1 =13 

Discard the I in 100; thus 13+4 = 17 

RESlll.T: 4G 

Division by Gerbert's abacus method 

79 

When calculating on the abacus with unmarked discs 

each column that expressed a digit had to contain the 

number of discs needed to express that figure. The 

fact that Gerbert's new abacus had 27 columns in groups 

of three, was already a great advantage when calculating 

with Roman numerals. It was still only an aid to 

U H • Lattin, The Letters of Gerbert with his Papal 
Privileges as Sylvester II, New York, Columbia U~iv. 
Press, 1961, letter 7.See also N. Buvnov, Gerberti 
Silvestri II opera mathematica, Berlin 1899. 
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memory between two operations because the columns were 

occupied by discs. The use of marked "apice" freed 

the columns for actual operations of arithmetic, facili-

tating multiplication and division. 

This type of calculation was akin to the written 

one; it was fast and easy which meant the less intelli-

gent student could learn it as it only needed the execu-

tion of elementary steps to lead to the correct results 

automatically. It had an advantage over the written 

method as cheap writing material was still not avail-

able in Europe. 

The question of what characters were engraved on 

the "apice" must remain an academic one because there 

exists no proof. Gerbert almost certainly saw Arabic-

Ghubar numerals during his stay in Spain, where they 

have been found in Christian codices dating back to 

972.
13 

The type of "apice" in use at the time is not 

as important as the fact that the new method of cal-

culation spread quickly over Europe and thereby fur-

thered cultural development. It spread not only by 

written manuscripts, but by word of mouth and by prac-

tical example. Students carried their own "apice 11 

7, So far Roman numerals only have been found in texts dealing 
with Rhythmomachia up to the twelfth-century except for 
one table of the game, Oxford, St. Johns College, MS 17, 
f 56b, written in England, cIllO, which uses Greek arith
metical numerals: G. R. Evans, The Rithmomachia:A Medieval 
Mathematical Teaching Aid? Janus 63, 1976, p. 260. 

13Lindgren, Sudhoffs Archiv, Beiheft 18, pp. 28, 29. 
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and had their work corrected wherever a master was 

available. M Gerbert's great gift was not to become 

81 

ensnared by inherited views and theorems but to remain 

aware of wider implications in the general search for 

logical order. His work with problems of arithmetic 

logic was not a chasing after random curiosities, but 

a consistent scholarly progression. For instance he 

examined how Boethius explained the progression of 

numerical order from unity as an analogy of the crea

tion of composite things from their elements.~ This 

he translated into a mathematical formulae, later 

known as "saltus Gerberti" or Gerbert's leap, which 

he explains in a letter to Constantine of Fleury.ffi 

Basically it is the method he found for trans-

lating sesquiquartal super particular numbers, as 16, 

20, 25 first into sesquitertian, then into sesquial-

teral and lastly into equal terms. 

14 

15 

16 

Itinerant teachers spread the new arithmetic north-
ward. The conquering Normans took it to England. 
It was known in ,Tuscany and Swabia by the 1020's. 
Lorraine acquired a reputation for its skilled 
abacists at about the same time. History of Science, 
Taton, vol. 1, p. 437. 

Boethius, De Arithmetica I, 32 and II, 1, where he 
argues that all inequality, namely plurality, can 
be reduced back to its source, equality, namely 
unity. Plurality is made up of unities as words 
are made up of letters of the alphabet, music is 
made of sounds, and the elements, earth, air, fire, 
water make up everything in creation; as quoted by 
White, Boethius, p. 169. 

Lattin, The Letters of Gerbert, letter 3. 
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a ar ar 

goes to: 

a a(r+1) a(r+1)' 

Gerbert's example goes as follows: 

16 20 25 

With the first formula we get the ratio 

16 4 1 reversing gives 

1 4 16 ratio r = 4 

1 3 9 " 3 

1 2 4 " 2 

1 1 1 " 1 

Examples of the other transitions quoted 

9 3 1 " 1 
3 

With the second formula we get the ratio 

9 12 16 

1 

r 

r 

first 

5 
4 
1 
4 

formula 

applied each 

time 

above are: 

4 
3 

i . e . r 
4 by second formula, goes to 

5 
(= 1 

1 ) r 4 + 4 
2 5 r 
3 goes to r 

3 
5 under first formula, to r 7; goes 

1 
20 r 7; 

2) music 
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Gerbert based his work on music chiefly on Boethius' 

De Musica, a work that remained the standard textbook 

20 This has been translated into modern terms by Prof. 
H. Schlagbauer, Dept. of Mathematics, University of 
Ca pe Town. 
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throughout the Middle Ages. De Musica, like De 

Arithmetica dealt with the science of numbers and pro

portions which afforded the basis for the practice of 

music and mathematics. 

84 

Music, like the other subjects of the quadrivium 

in the Middle Ages was studied under two aspects: "ars" 

and "usus"; that is the theory and practice of music, 

and the latter was often not called music at all but 

"cantus". Many academics wished their knowledge of 

the theory of music to remain their exclusive preserve. 

The practice of music, that is singing and playing an 

instrument was left to men of less education, the so-

called "cantors". The term "musician" was only accor-

ded to those who mastered the theory of music. There 

is evidence that some learned musicians wished even the 

title of cantus to be withheld from good singers who 

had not studied Boethius. 

The reason for what seems now such uncharitable 

behaviour may lie in the extraordinary difficulty and 

perplexity faced by musicians especially the most able. 

W. Bra mba c h call sit " e i n Jam mer" ,21 t 0 see the s tau n c h -

est scholars undertake the task of Sisyphus in bending 

the apparatus of classical art-language to the com

pletely foreign creation which their contemporary 

church music was. The best of the independent thinkers 

21Brambach, in Zentralblatt fur Bibliothekswesen, p. 56. 
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like Remigius Altisiodorensis and Hucbald, managed the 

feat of reconciling the contradictions, thereby cloud-

ing and complicating the issue. They tore apart and 

twisted the natural relationship between classical and 

85 

medieval modes. Other scholars like Aurelianus Reomensis 

and Regino of Prum made easier work of it by simply set

ting classical and contemporary theories side by side 

without attempting to relate them. 

Seen from this perspective it becomes apparent 

how very exclusive knowledge of the quadrivium was in 

the ninth to the eleventh century and what hard labour 

was necessary to master the musical theories current 

amongst the finest brains. The ability to play 

Rhythmomachia - the game that aids the understanding 

of proportions - was a skill which took the scholar or 

aspirant a long way along the path of learning. Any

one who truly mastered the arts of music and mathe

matics of the time would have spent years of labour, 

probably outside "working-hours", giving up what brief 

periods of relaxation from monastic duties were avail

able. 

To come across sharp and unfriendly remarks about 

mere singers in the writings even of such a mild man as 

Hermannus Contractus, who, as a cripple would have 

known at times. hurt from derision for his physical 

disabilities, is understandable when we realise how 

hard-won the knowledge of a musician was when compared 
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to the sounds of a God-given voice in one who knew 

nothing of philosophy or the science behind the melody. 

The following examples might give some insight 

into the feelings of two of the finest musicians of 

their time: Hermannus Contractus and Guido of Arezzo. 

Regino of Pr~m, though possibly not in the top rank of 

original musical theorists, provides a third example. 

1. Musica Clarissimi Viri Herimanni. 

" ...... 1n hoc tamen ins to indicio asino inferiores 
et imperitiores, qui et multo altius resonat et 
nunquam rUdi2fm mugitu vel alia qualibet voce 
mutabit .... " 

2. Regulae rhythmicae, Guido of Arezzo: 

"Musicorum et cantorum magna est distantia, 
1sti dicunt, illi sciunt, quae componit musica. 
Nam qui facit, quod non sapit, difinitur bestia. 
Ceterum tonantis vocis si laudent acumina, 
Superabit philomelam vel vocalis asina." 23 

3. Regino of Pr~m suggests that being able to sing 

does not make a singer: 

"Quisquis igitur harmonicae institutionis vim atque 
rationem penitus ignorat, frustra sibi nomen ~ 

cantoris usurpat, tametsi cantare optime sciat." 

These examples can be balanced by a statement from 

the wise Abbot Berno of Reichenau, teacher and friend 

n This example is taken from Hermanni Contracti, 
. . b b 

Musica, codex Vlndobonensls 51, 139 - 140 ed. 
Wilhelmus Brambach, Lipsiae, 1884. 

~ This example is taken from Brambach, Zentralblatt 
fur Bibliothekwesen, p. 13. 

24 I, p. 246 G, ibid. p. 12. 
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of Hermannus: 

"Quisquis igitur sibi videtur sine artis 
huius notitia bene canere, cum interrogatus 
de numero vel de intervalis acutorum gravium
que sonorum nesciat respondere, vultque 
solummodo aurium sensui credere, non autem 
rational magistrae, cum utrorumque iudicum 
sit exquirendum, amplius tamen rationis, 
quae ipsam veritatem integritatemque ad 
liquidum in rerum natura, in quantum possi
bile est, ex munere omnipotentis artificis 
comprehendit: is, inquam, talis magis 
lusciniae, quae verno anni tempore ac si 
numerose et suaviter canat, es~comparandus, 
quam peritus cantor habendus". 

Next to nothing is known of Gerbert's ability to 

play an instrument or sing. He mentions the "organum" 

several times and says indirectly in a letter to 

Constantine of Fleury, that the pipes of an organ vary 

. 26 
Slze. in 

Gerbert concentrated his studies on Boethius' 

exhaustive compilation of ancient musical knowledge, 

where music was divided into: 

1. Musica Mundana 

Consonantia coeli et planetarium (harmony of the 
spheres) 
Consonantia elementorum (harmony of fire, water, 
earth and air) 
Consonantia temporum (harmony of the seasons) 

2. Musica Humana 

Consonantia patrium animae (harmony of spirit and 
soul) 
Consonantia patrium id est elementorum corporis 
(harmony of the body) 

87 

25 11 , p. 78 G, Brambach, Zentralblatt fur Bibliothekwesen, p. 13. 

26Lattin, The Letters of Gerbert, letter 2, c 978 (?). 
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3. Musica Instrumentorum 

In intensione (string instruments) 
In spiritu (wind instruments) V 
In percussione (percussion instruments). 

According to these divisions by Boethius, Gerbert 

worked solely on "musica mundana", the musical propor-

tions. He explained Boethius' theory by giving prac-

tical examples of numbers in proportion which made it 

more comprehensible to the serious student or any person 

desirous of general education, as we have seen from the 

play "Paphnutius" by Roswitha of Gandersheim. Gerbert 

used the monochord which he found described in Boethius, 

recommended it strongly for study purposes and explained 

its use: it made notes in proportion audible.~From 

the tenth to the thirteenth ~entury the monochorJ9 was 

one of the most important instruments for teaching the 

notes of a song. The underlying principle is simple: 

An average ability to sing and play may have been 
taken for granted by his biographer. 

27 Commentary from the MS "Bibliotheca Vaticana", Rome, 
Lat. 1005, fo. 3a, as quoted by J. Smits van Waes
berghe, "Musikerziehungslehre: Lehre und Theorie 

28 

der Musik im Mittelalter", Musikgeschichte in Bildern, 
vol. 3, 3, 1969. 

Richer III, as quoted by Lindgren, Sudhoffs Archiv, 
Beiheft 18, p.22. 

~ No original monochord has survived but is has been 
described as consisting of a rectangular sound-box 
over which was stretched a string of gut. A movable 
bridge helped to fix the intervals between the notes 
on a piece of parchment. In this way each musical 
note could be made to ring out clearly. Pythagoras 
was credited by Boethius with the invention of the 
theory of music as well as the monochord. 
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the sound of a musical note is created by the vibration 

of air. The pitch of a note depends on the number of 

vibrations per second. For instance if there are 440 

vibrations per second we get a note a', at 880 vi bra-

tions per second we get a", one octave higher. The 

relationship of these two frequencies is two to one 

(2:1). Any interval could be sounded on the monochord 

by dividing the string by the bridge in either an 

"ascending" or a "descending" scale. These divisions 

were based on the multiple and superparticular propor-

tions of numbers, e.g. the fifth is derived from a 

sesquialteran superparticular number: this has the 

ratio or 6: 9. 

<--+ 4---< c: /7P/- //,r? 
8 Model of a monochord 

When dealing with very complex ratios the har~onic 

theorist would, for practical reasons, dispense with 

the monochord and work on paper only, thereby widen-

ing the scope to smaller intervals and chromatic and 

enharmonic types of scales. 

Theoretically it is possible to divide the octave 

into many parts but it was found that only simple 

intervals that give a consonance were musically pleasing. 
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An illustration based on Boethius explains the position: 

If a' and a" are sounded together we get a diapason, 

now called octave; the relationship between the 

frequencies of a", d' e' a' is 12:9:8:6; between a" 

and d', or e' and a' we get a diapente, or fifth; 

a" and e' or d' and a' gives a diatesseron or fourth; 

finally two neighbouring notes, e' and d' give a second. 

One of the many difficulties faced by the medieval 

musician was the lack of serviceable musical notation.~ 

The usual way to learn a new melody was to repeat it 

after a teacher until it remained fixed in the memory. 

Hucbald of St. Amand, c 840-930, in Flanders, was the 

first Western musical theorist who thought of marking 

31 
the division of the monochord with Greek symbols. 

This allowed the teaching of the rudiments of melody 

~ For an example of early staff notation see diagram 
in appendix B. 

31 R. Weakland, "Hucbald as a musician and theorist", 
Musical Quarterly, 42, 1956, pp. 66-84. 
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and established a system of notation that shows the 

singers the pitch on which each syllable is to be sung. 

Hucbald, unlike his contemporaries Regino of Pr~m 

and Remi of Auxerre, eliminates in his treatise De 

Institutione Harmonica, all speculation on the theory 

of number and concentrates on the performance of music 

and practical help for the singer. He acknowledges 

that his new system was still not able to show varia-

tion of speed, "tremula vocis" or other refinements, 

but it gave sufficient practical help to become a 

stepping-stone to more sophisticated systems invented 

by musicians in the next century, e.g. Guido of Arezzo, 

and Hermannus Contractus. 

9 
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la 

la sol 

sol fa 

fa mi 

Ia mi re 

sol re ul 

fa ul 

Ia mi 

Ia sol re 

sol fa ul 

fa mi 

la mi re 

sol re ul 
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Ia mi 
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fa ut 

mi 

re 

ut 

2 The extension of the hand's 
tone-scale with subdivisions 
of tetrachords and hexachords 
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Guido's four-line system became universally adopted 

in Western Europe, but this was a slow process. For 

immediate need Guido invented mnemonic devices such as 

the so-called "Guido's Hand" which helped to speed up 

the time it took singers to learn a new chant. 

Gerbert's contribution to the study of music as 

far as is known belongs entirely to the abstract know-

ledge of the quadrivium in which he was unsurpassed in 

his time; the metaphysical and artistic aspects he 

left to others. His contribution to the cultural 

development with regard to the liberal arts, is two-

fold: 

1. Gerbert made Boethius' De Musica and De Arithmetica 

more readily accessible to scholars by simplifying 

the language and illuminating the speculative 

arithmetic involved with practical examples, e.g. 

a superparticular proportion changes its proportion 

when it is multiplied by two, because neither the 

old proportion remains nor is a multiple of it 

32 
created. 

2. By teaching a great number of students all they 

could absorb about the properties of numbers and 

their conversions from one ratio into another he 

made this discipline accessible to a greater 

~Lattin, The Letters of Gerbert, letters 4 and 5. 
Gerbert there explains a passage in Boethius, 
De Musica II, 4-6, to Constantine of Fleury. 
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33 number of people of all ages. This in turn perco-

lated through following generations of students who 

were able to build on these foundations. 

Detailed records of the mathematical activities of 

Gerbert's contemporaries are scarce but not insignifi-

34 cant. In the first place there are those men who 

studied with Gerbert at Rheims and went on to high 

positions in the Church: Herbert, teacher at Chartres, 

later Abbot of Latigny, famous for his erudition and 

b f 1 35L h " eauti u voice; eut erlC, later Archbishop of Sens; 

Richard, later Abbot of Vannes near Verdun; Fulbert, 

later Bishop of Chartres, praised by his contemporaries 

as the Socrates of the North. Fulbert wrote several 

didactic poems with arithmetical and astronomical themes. 

These rhymes were used for mnemonic purposes. Gerard, 

a relative of Archbishop Adalbero of Rheims, spent his 

formative and study years at the Cathedral School at 

Rheims during Gerbert's time. He later became chaplain 

to Henry ll,and Bishop of Cambrai in 1012. Another 

student, lngo of Helgald, was rewarded with the monas-

tery St. Martinus Masciacensis and later with that of 

St. Germain in recognition of his erudition. 

33Gerbert taught at the Cathedral School at Rheims from 
972 until 980 when, at the height of his fame as a 
teacher, he was called to diplomatic duties. 

34 L" d ~n gren, Sudhoffs Archiv, Beiheft 18, pp. 40-68. 

35. b "d 1 1 ., p. 45. 
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In the second place there are Gerbert's illus-

trious lay students of a decade or so later: 1. Robert, 

son of Hugh Capet, King of France and later king him-

self, was taught by Gerbert intermittently between 

about 987 and 991. 2. The German Emperor Otto III 

wrote personally from the imperial residence at Aachen 

on 21 October 997 to Gerbert inviting him to become his 

teacher and explain to him "the book on arithmetic,,36 

so that he could learn something of the attainments of 

the ancients. To this Gerbert replied four days later 

from his place near Sasbach " .•.. For, unless you were 

not firmly convinced that the power of numbers contained 

both the origins of all things in itself and explained 

all from itself you would not be hastening to a full 

- - h 1 ,,37 and perfect knowledge of them wlth suc zea .... 

36Lattin, The Letters of Gerbert, letter 230, pp. 294, 
295. The book on arithmetic may have been Boethius's 
De Arithmetica, MS Bamberg Class. 5 (HJ. IV. 12) 
written on purple parchment in gold and silver letters; 
it was produced at the scriptorium of Tours for Charles 
the Bold, c 832 and was sent to Otto by Gerbert as a 
gift truly fit for a king, footnote 2 to letter 230. 

37 
Otto was 14 years of age when this exchange of letters 
(No. 231) took place. Until Gerbert became Pope in 999 
he spent much time with Otto. His last letter extant 
before his elevation to the throne of St. Peter is a 
long discussion of the difference between arithmetical 
and geometrical procedures for finding the area of a 
triangle, addressed to Adalbero, later Bishop of Utrecht, 
letter 233, p. 299-302; Adalbero might be called a 
student by correspondence, he later asked Gerbert for 
help with finding the volume of a sphere and had 
previously had copies of manuscripts on surveying, etc. 
from Gerbert. 
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The Ottonian Emperors made great efforts to 

further education in every way. Otto I tried to draw 

the most learned men to his court.~ He had offered 

Gerbert the position of tutor to his son, the future 

Otto II, at their first meeting in Rome in 971, which 

was however declined. 

Two examples of the preoccupation with learning 

in general and the theory of numbers in particular in 

circles closely connected to the court, must suffice. 

The first one is an allegorical poem by Walter of Speyer, 

965-1027, which he wrote on instruction from his bishop, 

Balderich of Speyer (died 987) in order to furnish 

proof of his learning. 

Balderich himself was educated at the famous Abbey 

of St. Gallen and opened a similar school when called 

to the Bishopric of Speyer, which had been founded in 

the seventh century. 

Walter describes his education in the first hexa-

meters of his book, The Life and Martyrdom of St. 

Christopher.~ As the following excerpt of lines 148-169 

~The scholar Gunzo of Novara travelled with Otto I from 
Germany to Italy between 956 and 966, taking with him 
nearly 100 books. Lindgren, in Sudhoffs Archiv L 
Beiheft 18, p. 48. 

~Walter's Vita et Passio S. Christophori Martyris is 
in 5 books, (29 chapters). The 271 hexameters about 
his education are followed by 1272 lines of verse on 
the main subject. This manuscript, or possibly a 
contemporary copy of it, was sent to Salzburg on the 
death of Walter, who had become Bishop of Speyer and 
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will show, Walter was not only familiar with Boethius, 

whom he salutes, but makes plausible his claim that he 

40 studied, apart from Boethius, Marfianus Capella, one 

of the most widely-read Latin authors in the Middle 

Ages, probably because he assisted in the acquisition 

96 

of knowledge and at the same time provided light relief 

from the study of too much dry material. 

During the tenth century Martianus Capella was 

quite well known in France
41 

and Northern Italy as well 

as in St. Gallen. Notker Labeo (died 1022) wrote a 

commentary on De Nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii of 

Martianus Capella and translated books I and II into 

Old High German.~ Through the St. Gallen connection 

of Balderich Walter may well have made a special study 

had accompanied Henry II to Rome in 1014 for his 
coronation as Emperor. Bernhard Pez, librarian of the 
Stiftsbibliothek, Melk, published the first part of 
the MS in his Thesaurus anectotorum novissimus, 
Vienna, 1721-1729, vol. II, p. 29-122, from the MS 
Munich, Clm 14698 saec. X. 

40In verses 93-105 Walter lists the ancient authors he 
claims to have been familiar with, amongst them Homer, 
Horace, Juvenal, Terence, Lucan and Virgil. In 
verses 125-147 he introduces each subject of the 
trivium, in verses 148-223 each subject of the quad
rivium. 

4Cerbert quotes Martianus Capella in letter 161 to 
Brother Adam, 10 March 989, Lattin, The Letters of 
Gerbert, pp. 189-191. 

QW. Stahl, R. Johnson, with L. Bruge, Martianus Capella 
and the Seven Liberal Arts, vol. I, New York, Columbia 
Univ. Press, 1971, p. 65. 
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of Martianus'~ work and adopted not the extraordinary 

style, but the device of allegory and "married" 

eloquence and learning, that is the arts of the trivium 

and quadrivium to describe his education. Walter uses 

rhetoric to put forward the universal application of 

the subjects of the quadrivium, so dear to the heart 

of the most advanced of the students of the late tenth 

century. 

Walter of Speyer, Vita et Passio S. Christophori Martyris, 
Excerpt from Book I, Verses 148-168. 

"The rhythm of the whole went ahead of the five 
girls -
Listen, reader, to the terms for the phrases, because 
you see 
That these are not ideal for the dactylic metre: 
The first, radiating many metallic beams from her 
head, 
Tells her sister dawdling behind to go faster; 
At the same time, the dawdler twists her head round 
And says to her companion following her: 
"Take the bracelets from my hand with you; 
For I entrust this (part of it?) mirror to our 
companion, 
Whom I produced once upon a time situated in our 
Proper position". The fifth attendant would stand 
with her head bare 
If the third did not offer her a milky-white head
band. 
They went with a circle of followers surrounding 
each of them, 

4\odern critics (probably unaware of the importance of 
allegorical and rhetorical culture,as research in that 
field is relatively recent) are unduly severe on 
Martianus Capella; e.g. H.J. Rose, A Handbook of Latin 
Literature, p. 458, says of The Marriage of Philosophy 
and Mercury: "It is the dullest and poorest stuff 
imaginable". C.S. Lewis, The Allegory of Love, p. 78: 
"For this universe, which has produced the bee-orchid 
and the giraffe, has produced nothing stranger than 
Martianus Capella". 
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And after they filed the shapes level as was required 
With the measurements of the gaps and spaces duly 
arranged, 
They strove to form cubic shapes and see three 
dimensions happening. 
One distance bind together the contribution of the 
first dimension; 
Equal proportion contains the number of the other; 
The mediator rejects both these enclosures from under
neath. 
Mathematicians rejoiced in these arrangements 
preserved in due order ~ 
Ready to send you consolation, famous Boaet(i)us." 

These verses were written in about 980, when 

Gerbert stopped teaching at Rheims, but when the quad-

rivium as well as the trivium was studied by an in-

creasing number of students. Walter here, perhaps in 

a rather wordy and obscure way, refers to the "musica 

mundana" of Boethius, which includes the harmony of the 

spheres, the harmony of the elements and the harmony of 

the seasons. To the four elements, sources of all 

created things, he adds a fifth, ether, if my inter-

pretation is correct. Now Walter puts the five ele-

ments, the five girls, into position. Fire tells her 

sister to walk faster, not to let the flames scorch 

Earth. Water gives rain, or dewdrops (bracelets) to 

Earth and the mirror to Air (water had originally pro-

duced air). Air gives rise to Ether which is the sub-

stance of heavenly bodies - the milky-white headband 

- the Milky Way. Walter's elements create geometrical 

~ For the original Latin text see appendix D. 
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solids instead, like Plato's Demiurge forming the 

I f . h . h . 45 e ements out 0 geometr1c s apes 1n t e creat1on. 

About 600 years later this concept may still have 

lingered. Pietro da Cortona, 1596-16~9, perhaps 

visualised it in a fine drawing called "Girls inscri

bing Trees",~ unless he simply followed Ariosto's 

tradition of the "nodi d'amore", so much part of the 

Baroque (amorous) culture, to which he belonged. 

A second example comes from the Latin plays of 

Roswitha of Gandersheim already mentioned in connec-

100 

tion with the play-element in the development of culture. 

Through the mouth of the hermit Paphnutius in 

the play of that name Roswitha
47 

expounds the Aristo-

tel ian philosophy as presented in Boethius and the 

45 Now at leas t 104 e lemen t s are recogni sed and can exis t 
as gas, liquid or solids. Using Cesare Ripa's direc
tion in the introduction of his Iconologia, where he 
develops the theory of allegorical personification in 
conscious analogy to the Aristotelian theory of defi
nition, we can expect the human figure, the girl, to 
stand for the substance or essence, the emblem she 
wears, for its "attributes". Gombrich, Journal of the 
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, p. 183. 

~. Lee, Names on Trees; Ariosto into Art, New Jersey, 
Princeton Univ. Press, 1977, p. 84, is puzzled by the 
title and says: "What is the literary source of this 
fine drawing? I have found none, and stand ready to 
believe that it sprang fully armed from the artist's 
head and hand. But if any learned reader can counter 
so naive a view, I shall be ready to listen to him." 
Should one not rename the drawing: "Five Elements 
creating Trees"? Cesare Ripa's Iconologia, the 
1758-60 Hertel ed. with 200 engraved illustrations, 
tr. Edward A. Maser, New York, Dover Publ., 1971, does 
not seem to touch on the subject under discussion. 

4tome historians have suggested that the nun Hazecha 
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ideas of early scholasticism, based on the concept of 

"substance". According to this philosophy man carries 

in him the knowledge that everything he perceives is a 

different manifestation of one and the same substance. 

The spiritual substance is God, angels and the soul; 

corporeal substance is everything perceived by the five 

senses, that is the four elements which make up, singly 

or in combination, every other substance. The macro-

cosm, which Roswitha calls her "big world", is entirely 

composed of the four elements with God as its soul and 

obedient to the slightest wish of God, just as every 

human body obeys the demands of the soul. The micro-

cosm, composed of corporeal substance, the body, and 

of spiritual substance, the soul, is Roswitha's "little 

world". Because man is a world in himself and not 

under the complete control of God he often transgresses 

God's laws. 

Paphnutius discusses the quadrivium in general 

and music~ in particular in Boethius' definition and 

may be identical with Hrotsuits, the Old High German 
for Roswitha, both of Gandersheim, e g. Lindgren, 
Sudhoffs Archiv, Beiheft 18, p. 50. 
Walter of Speyer says in Book I that Hazecha had sub
mitted a poem about St. Christopher to the Bishop of 
Speyer. This work was lost through the carelessness 
of the librarian and Walter was asked to write on 
the same subject. 

~ His answer to the student's question why we cannot 
hear the music of the spheres is that some say our 
ears no longer note it from constant exposure to it, 
some that the air is too thick to let the sound through, 
some that our ears are too small, but others believe 
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explains three "consonances", the fourth, fifth and 

second (9:8). The octave he calls a "symphonia". 

Paphnutius proclaims all is harmony, all is proportion, 

wonderful are the laws of the Lord. For him, as for 

his age, mathematics is solely directed towards the 

contemplation of the universe: "For the more someone 

realises how God, by a most wonderful law, could order 

all things in number, measure and weight, the more he 

bur n s wit h 1 0 v e for him". 49 

In the play Sapientia the heroine of that name, 

about to be martyred with her children, lectures the 

Emperor Hadrian on "perfect", "deficient" and "abundant" 

numbers by using as an example of numerical relation-

~ ships the ages of her daughters. She explains to 

him "odd" and "even" numbers and their properties and 

finishes with the confident assertion that the founder 

of the universe has created the world out of nothing 

by means of number, measure and weight, but also grants 

one a human life-span to fathom the wonders of science. 

the music to be so sweet, that if it could be heard, 
everyone would leave home and duty and follow that 
sound for ever. 

49 "Q .' b . 1 . . 1 D .. uanto en1m m1ra 1 10r1 ege eum omn1a 1n numero et 
mensura et pondere posuisse quis agnoscit, tanto in 
eius amore ardescit". Hrotsvithae Opera, "Pafnutius", 
ed. Homeyer, p. 334. 

~Sapientia says the respective ages of her children are: 
two olympiads (eight years), two lustra (ten years) 
and three olympiads (twelve years). These numbers she 
then places into their relative proportions. 
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Roswitha may have written for a small, educated 

circle of friends in high places, certainly with the 

encouragement of her abbess, but these digressions into 

speculation with numbers and philosophy were probably 

understood by all of them. As a devout nun she would 

not include such passages solely to air her own erudi-

tion. This shows the preoccupation with learning in 

the last third of the tenth century in both clerical 

d 1 . 1 51. 1 d· d· b 1 1 an ay Clrc es, lnc u lng nuns an POSSl y ay 

52 women. 

~ In her introduction to her plays Roswitha addresses 
herself by inference, to what might be both clerics 
and laymen and says she wrote at their insistence, 
but mentions no names. 

2 0nly well-educated, high-born ladies could in times 
of need successfully be recalled to their duty in the 
world, e.g. the Abbess Mathilda of Quedlinburg took 
over the regency for her nephew Otto III during his 
lengthy absences abroad. H. Prutz Geschichte des 
Mittelalters, II. Teil, p. 257. It seems possible 
that Queen Adelheid rather than King Hugh Capet 
insisted on securing Gerbert as tutor to the heir 
to the throne, Robert. Lindgren in SudhoffsAzchfv, 
Bei~eft 18. p~ 40. 
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The Period after Gerbert 

Speculation with numbers as set out above widened 

in scope and increased in intensity during the eleventh 

and twelfth centuries, helped by the founding of more 

cathedral schools and later also universities. At the 

cathedral school of Chartres and in Paris, especially 

at the convent of St. Victor, scholars codified various 

numerologies for biblical exegesis. Men like Thierry 

of Chartres, his broth~r Bernard and William of 

Conches believed in the magical significance of numbers 

and geometrical shapes,and their usefulness for lead

ing men to a greater understanding of the cosmos. 1 

For these scholars, some of them chancellors of Chartres 

under the patronage of their bishop Godfrey, theology 

was the highest form of arithmetic. For Thierry,for 

instance, the equilateral triangle expressed the quality 

of the Holy Trinity and the square demonstrated the 

relation between God the Father and God the Son: God 

the Son is a unity begotten by a unity, just as the 

1 Thierry of Chartres wrote a cosmographia and a pro-
gramme for the liberal arts called Heptateuchon; 
William of Conches wrote a philosophia mundii. Their 
metaphysical speculation was dominated by Plato's 
Timaeus and, in the case of William, to some extent 
also by Lucretius. A. Crombie, Robert Grosseteste, 
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1953, p. 12n. 
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square results from the multiplication of a number by 

itself. The nature of God the Son, Thierry explains 

2 
as a rectangle. 

Some philosophers endeavoured to construct a 
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system based on numerical relationships in which number, 

light, music, and architecture combined to prove the 

nature of God himself. Bernard Silvestris, William of 

Conches and Alain de Lille, amongst others, used sym-

bolic and allegorical language and the authority of 

classical writers to widen their speculation into the 

involvement of "natura" and its role in the regenera-

tion of the cosmos. 

At the school of St. Victor, the German Hugh 

(died 1141) and his pupils Richard and Adam expanded 

the numerological tradition of allegorical exegesis 

inherited from St. Augustine,3 Cassiodorus and others. 

They also used Pythagoras' ideas of numbers as expres-

sions of symbolic and allegorical functions, rather than 

2 According to H. Huntley, The Divine Proportion: A 
Study in Mathematical Beauty, New York, Dover Publ. 
1970, p. 61 the "golden rectangle" is truly of divine 
proportion; it has the property of recreating itself: 
if one takes a square off the golden rectangle, there 
remains another golden rectangle; this process can 
be repeated until a "point rectangle" remains. 

3 St. Augustine's The City of God against the Pagans, 
tr. G. E. McCracken, London, Heinemann 1957-1972, is 
probably constructed in a number-symbolic way. It has 
22 sections possibly because of the 22 letters of the 
Hebrew alphabet, and these are subdivided into two 
groups of five and three groups of four. 
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as scientific symbols. They incorporated numbers into 

Christian theology in a logical ordering that could 

be manipulated by using several methods to arrive at 

symbolic meanings of considerable complexity. 

Because numbers existed for philosophers on 

different levels,they possessed quite different reali-

ties. In order to unify different spheres of know-

ledge, allegory and metaphor were used, with the inhe-

rent danger that only a structure of words might result. 

As long as it was believed that God had created the 

universe by numbers, then numbers, if correctly applied, 

would pin-point the reality of the cosmos and would 

explain the true meaning of the Bible, the movements 

of the stars and their resultant heavenly music, and 

would guide the architect in the construction of an 

enclosure which would contain all that is holy and 

divine. Gothic cathedrals, stone edifices in an age 

of building with wood, constructed by medieval archi-

tects by "just means", notably the square and triangle 

in every variety of combinations, from the ground plan 

to the smallest detail, were the physical expression 

4 of the metaphysical thinking of the age. 

John of Salisbury (died c 1180) was one of a num-

ber of men who, for all their love of speculative 

4 0n musical consonances in Gothic architecture, 
O. von Simson, The Gothic Cathedral, New York, 
Univ. Press, 1956, p. 21-58. 

see 
Princeton 
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In the next century one of the most original 

thinkers of his time, Robert Grosseteste, Bishop of 

Lincoln (died 1253),took the veneration of "natura" as 

practised at Chartres and harnessed it to the Platonic 

speculation of the light - number principle. His con-

tribution to mathematics and the theory of experi-

mental science was to raise contemporary science above 

° h h d ° ° I h ° 6 lts ap azar emplrlca tec nlques. This tradition, 

practised at Oxford, found its greatest and most imagin

ative exponent in Roger Bacon (died 1292).7 

The above concludes my observations on some 

aspects of the medieval absorption with numbers which 

influenced philosophy, mathematics, music and archi-

tecture in the Middle Ages. It influenced the way 

scholars wanted to work and liked to amuse themselves. 

The game of Rhythmomachia afforded both instruc-

tion and relaxation. It satisfied the agonistic in-

stinct as well as the instinct for self-improvement 

and the mastering of problems. A thousand years after 

its inception it is not possible to say if Rhythmo-

machia was invented specifically as a teaching-aid for 

beginners that later turned into a pastime for mathe-

maticians; or if the greatest masters set out to 

6Crombie, Robert Grosseteste, "Mathematical Physics" 
pp. 91-127, and "Metaphysics of Light", pp. 127-134. 

7 0

b
O

d 1 1 • p. 139. 
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invent a game for their amusement, that also satis-

fied their intellectual capacity. No doubt the game 

was played to suit the individual requirements of 

lovers of the quadrivium. It made comprehensible and 

visible the proportions of numbers and their progres-

sion, playfully instructing the beginner and delight-

ing the expert. Students of music who also needed to 

learn proportions for their theoretical work could do 

so more quickly with the help of Rhythmomachia than by 

studying all of Boethius' De Musica. 

Rhythmomachia was an exclusive game for a smaller 

minority than chess. During the eleventh century chess 

was played by almost all the nobility and clergy, in-

cluding many who had become monks and 
8 

nuns. During 

the thirteenth century the chess-craze spread to all 

levels of society except the peasants. This did not 

happen to Rhythmomachia; it stayed, as far as is known, 

in clerical and monastic circles, especially amongst 

the Benedictines, as long as Neo-Pythagorean and Neo-

platonic philosophical speculation remained dominant. 

The Aristotelian view of the world provided by 

8 The monk Honorius Augustodunensis, c 1120, in his 
teaching manual De artibus lists chess as part of 
the quadrivium. Chess was particularly cultivated 
in aristocratic foundations, such as the Benedictines, 
especially at Einsiedeln (Switzerland) and Tegernsee 
(Bavaria). The Dominicans, leaders in theology and 
canonical law, used chess similes, moralities and 
allegories in their theological and ethical instruc
tion and preaching. H. Faust, in Rochade-Sonderdruck, 
168, Juli 1978, p. 2. 
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Thomas Aquinas brought about a change in outlook. 

Certain circles,however, such as the Franciscans at 

Oxford,maintained their interest in Platonic philo-

sophy and possibly also an interest in Rhythmomachia. 

During the Renaissance some lay and clerical scholars, 

especially cultured men and mathematicians, took an 

interest once again in Rhythmomachia. 

Manuscripts of the rules of Rhythmomachia from the 

eleventh to the sixteenth century are not at all rare, 

but evidence of how, where, when and by whom the game 

was played is a little harder to find. 

In the next chapter six of the earliest 

manuscripts of Rhythmornachia will be discussed. 

One of these is attributed to the Benedictine abbot 

and musicologist Fortolfus 9 (died 1103) of St. Michels-

b t B b H . Rho h· 10. f . 1 erg a am erg. 1S yt m1mac 1a 1S 0 except10na 

interest because Fortolfus was an important musician, 

the author of Breviarium de Musica and Tonarus. l1 In 

these works he incorporates his own studies of the 

9 The spelling of Fortolfus varied considerably: Frutolf, 
Frotolfus, Rudolf or Frodulf. G. Sarton, Introduction 
to the History of Science, Baltimore, Williams & 
Wilkins, 1927, vol. I, p. 763 says Abbot Fortolfus of 
Bamberg was probably the author of this Rythmimachia. 

10 

11 

The original manuscript of the Rythmimachia is 
in Wroc~aw, Biblioteka Uniwersytecka (formerly 
Breslau, Stadtbibliothek) Rehdig. n 54, f 86a-94b. 

The original is in the Bayrische Staatsbibl. 
Munich, Clm l4965b (ex. Kat. S. Em. 965 y 3). 
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theory of music with the work of other writers, and 

produces a harmonious whole at a time when a syste-

matic treatment of all the available material on the 

theory of music was still lacking. Fortolfus set down, 

in a logically ordered form, the complete theory (at 

that time) of one-voice church music. In the intro-

d u c t ion tot h e BreviarilIDl, For t 0 1 f usc a 11 s his t rea tis e 

a schoolbook or handbook for oral teaching and gives 

a definition of the word "music", which is identical 

with that given by his predecessors. Music is the 

"scientia bene modulanti", the theory of music, not 

the practice. "Modulari" to the teacher of music 

means essentially composing. The composer has to be 

aware of the musical-philosophical implications when 

selecting a melody and its important end-chord. 

For t 0 1 f us' Breviari1.ID1 beg ins wit h the stu d y 0 f the 

monochord which helps to demonstrate musical intervals. U 

When dealing with musical consonances Fortolfus, like 

almost every medieval music theorist, follows Boethius 

and through him Pythagoras, who decreed that not the 

ear but mathematics decides what is a consonance. The 

ear may only be trusted in so far as it does not con-

t d · . th . 1 . 13 ra lCt arl metlca proportlons. 

12C. Vivell, "Das Breviarium de Musica des Frutolf von 
Michelsberg", in Studien und Mitteilungen zur Geschichte 
des Benediktiner-Ordens und seiner Zweige; Neue 
Folge Jahrgang 3, 1913, p. 413-423. 

DIn this they contradicted their own theory by dec la-
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In the manuscript with which we are concerned, 

Fortolfus carefully sets out, in detail, the rules of 

Rhythmomachia (in Latin),M but also finds it necessary 

to defend the game in a "Prologus in Rithmimachiam" 

against attacks by the ignorant who judge by appear-

ances. He calls Rhythmomachia an art but classifies 

it as a natural science because "numbers occur by 

nature" ,15 

He declares that a proper knowledge of the game 

is useful and also brings pleasure, and he quotes 

Horace in praise of that which instructs and amuses 

at the same time, Far from being "irreligious and 

w 0 r t h 1 e s s" ,16 i tin f act em p loy s n urn b e r, pro v ide d b y 

nature, and used by God himself in the creation of the 

14 

15 

16 

ring that the "proportio multiplex" 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 
and the "proportio superparticularis" 3:2, 4:3, 9:8 
produced a consonance. But they refused to recog
nise the full tone, the second 9:8, because its 
dissonance offends the ear. In actual musical prac
tice they allowed the ear to be the judge, thereby 
following the pupil of Pythagoras and his protagonist, 
Aristoxenos, whom they condemned for his theory that 
the ear alone must be the judge of consonances,' For 
the same reason musicians also condemned the third, 
5:4, a conconance, despite its pleasing sound. 

C. Vivell, Studien und Mitteilungen, p. 420. 

Fortolfus, Rythmimachia, MS n 54, Wroc}aw, Refences 
here are to ed. R. Peiper in Abhandlungen zur Ge
schichte der Mathematik, 3, Supplement zur histo
risch- literarischen Abteilung der Zeitschrift 
fUr Mathema.0J<:~E~J~hysik, Band 25,1880-:-p-. 203, 

ibid., Book I, ch. V. 

ibid., Pro10gus p. 169. 
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universe by "measurement, number and weight".17 

Number, says Fortolfus, is concerned with the 

elements, the seasons and the movement of stars, but 

the ignorant engaged in idle merry-making decry, from 

envy, that which they do not understand. The art of 

Rhythmomachia is worth knowing because those trained 

in arithmetic quickly penetrate to its depth, but the 

untrained can also enter, if at a slow and more 

laborious pace. 

In Book I, chapter III, Fortolfus declares that 

Rhythmomachia, without boring the less well educated, 

affords them access to arithmetic in a summarised form. 

It teaches the three progressions (arithmetical, geo

metrical and harmonic) and helps to make visual what 

Boethius describes at length in his De Arithmetica. 

Rhythmomachia, says Fortolfus, springs from the 

fountain-head of all seven liberal arts, namely arith-

metic. Geometry, music, astronomy would not exist if 

arithmetic did not exist first - without it there would 

be no square, or triangle, diatesseron, diapente or 

diapason. The substance of number will endure if the 

other arts are removed, but if arithmetic is removed 

nothing endures (chapter V). 

In chapter VIII Fortolfus poses the question of 

17 Forto1fus, Abhandlungen, Pro1ogus, p. 169. 
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the origin of numbers themselves, and answers by 

quoting Boethius' views on "good" and "bad" which can 

be likened to "even" and "odd". Evenness, which is 

the root of everything, also produces oddness which 

is a straying from evenness. 

Fortolfus shows the several levels on which 

Rhythmomachia could be played: 

1) to practise arithmetic with its proportions and 

progressions illustrated by diagrams. W 

2) to use the game for philosophical speculation on 

the origin and properties of numbers and God's 

use of them in the creation of the universe. 

For Neoplatonic philosophers number existed in 

114 

nature from the beginning of the world and God naturally 

arranged the world in its pattern: immanence is 

stressed rather than transcendence. Number takes on 

an almost magical significance and the play-element 

in these speculations can hardly be doubted. From the 

playground for numbers grew a discipline adopted by 

architects steeped in this philosophy: number, circle, 

triangle and square "engineered" Gothic architecture. 

God the Father was pictured in the Renaissance as the 

18 Fortolfus, Abhandlungen, pp. 190-195. See appen-
dix C for an English translation and summary of 
the work. 
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architect of the world, holding the tools of an archi

tect in his hands.
19 

Fortolfus ends his manuscript with a poem set to 

music. The notation is that of the eleventh century 

the words are allegorical. 

dttpiU',1n duAOI c.1l,.nlJ. Diar, .. ,,,m dJ.up~nrr tN!,I~x. runu'uLu! arrl4t. (It"to b~ruduu"~ JWUt'm. orfi.Jnt's 

r - -.-- , . . "~-'.' , 
C'OIll.Ututrnt Ul c tor 1 ~ m.. 

"iT' 
Osculrtar lilt" o~ru1o uris IIW yuiQ 

rnrliora sunt ubn-li tua .unCi numl'R tU.U"lR. 

f".VfT. ()P~·",,- r'OnTfJf.1"- ,110'" 

11 Last MS page of Fortolfus' Rythmimachia 20 

1 The Gospel carries the fourth to the four corners 

of the world 

2 The fifth starts dances throughout the five sisters. 

19Taking as biblical 
"When he prepared 
set a compass upon 

reference 
the heavens 
the deep". 

Proverbs VIII 
I was there: 

27 
when he 

20 T l' , 11 b P rans atlon ln co a oration with rof. H. Schlagbauer 
and Dr. C. Coleman. 
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3 And the octave is endowed with the double talent. 

4 A triple tie links the octave and the fifth. 

5 The eight beatitudes sound and give the nine 

ranks of the angels a tonal measure. The zacheus 

quadruples the double octave. 

6 Superpartients [for example 4:SJ in all their forms 

cannot be admitted as music, unless the sound 

decides otherwise. 

7 In the superbipartients the consequent contains 

the antecedent once and two of its parts. 

8 Supertripartients, in which the consequent con

tains the antecedent once and three of its parts, 

and the remaining types of superpartients, con-

stitute a victory of music. 

9 Let him kiss me with a kiss from his lips (she 

turns to the men) your fragrant wine-filled kisses 

are better than the best perfumes and your name 

is redolent with ointment. That is why the young 

girls have admired you exceedingly. 

Analysis of the Fortolfus Song. 

An analysis of the Fortolfus song can be derived 

from the number symbolism practised
B 

by the outstanding 

theoretical musicians Berno (died 1048) and Hermannus 

Contractus in Reichenau, one of the most famous musical 

21 
Brambach, in Zentralblatt f~r Bibliothekswesen, p. 48. 
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schools of the time. They believed that music is 

number in mutual relation. 

Line 1 It was believed that through divine inspiration 

originally the end tetrachord D E F G was found. 

The number "four" was given a major part in 

Creation, such as in the music of the spheres, 

the human voice, instrumental music, the forma

tion of the first cube, elements and the 

seasons. 

Influenced by the mystery of this number the 

harmonic voice of the four Evangelists went 

forth to the four ends of the world. The 

Psalmist knew that such harmony pleases the 

Lord; he calls four times to sing praise 

Psallite Deo nostro, psallite: 

nostro, psallite sapienter. 

psallite ergi 

Line 2 The fifth is also a consonance, (quint or 

diapente). Its sound moves the five elements: 

air, water, earth, fire and ether, which are 

involved in Creation; like the five girls in 

Walter of Speyer's poem. 

Line 3 The octave or diapason contains a "double 

diapente" (4:2:3), the double talent. 

Line 4 A triple proportion makes up a diapason (octave) 

and diapente (fifth), for example 27 includes 
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the proportions 27:18:9. 

Line 5 Matthew 5:3-11 names eight beatitudes. Here 

they make the ninefold angelic celestial 

hierarchy dance (guardian angels belong to 

the lowest order). 

"Zacheus" refers to a chess-piece. The 

earliest name given to it in Europe was 

"scacus", which acquired a wider meaning of 

"game-piece" or "man". Quadrupling the 

octave gives 64, the number of squares of 

the chess-board. 

Lines 6-8 Lines 6, 7 and 8 simply explain the mean-

ing of the various types of superpartients. 

In line 6 it is stated that the ear, not 

theory, must decide what is a musical sound. 

Line 8 describes supertripartients and states, 

again, that music, (that is sound), is 

victorious - over mathematical musical 

. 22 
proportlons. 

Line 9 is from the "Song of Solomon", 1: 1-3 and 

22 

4: 10. 

This was controversial at the time. Some musicians 
would have insisted that theory must decide what is 
a musical sound because they adhered strictly to 
Pythagoras and Plato who "restricted consonances to 
ratios made out of their tetractys (1.2.3.4.) and 
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As Fortolfus places this poem, set to music as a 

finale to his Rythmimachia, he may have wished to say 

that the study of the quadrivium and its teaching aid, 

Rhythmomachia, was a means not only to education, but 

. 1 f . 23 to spirltua per ectlon. 

therefore failed to include thirds and sixths ... " 
D.P. Walker, "Kepler's Celestial Music", Journal of 
the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. 30, 1967, 
p. 235. 

23 
Bukofzer, "Speculative Thinking in Medieval Music", 
Speculum, vol. XVII, p. 166. 
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MANUSCRIPTS OF 

RHYTHMOMACHIA IN THE MIDDLE AGES 

AND 

THEIR POSSIBLE AUTHORS 
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One of the difficulties in dealing with medieval manu

scripts is identification. 1 At that time only Christian 

names were used, sometimes with sobriquets, sometimes 

with place names. Vanity quite often prompted simple 

monks to claim the authorship of work done by others, 

for the greater glory of their particular establish-

ment. Even in well-documented lives some confusion 

may never be resolved. For instance John of Salisbury 

left an autobiography and many letters and yet it is 

still not possible to establish exactly who his teacher 

"Master Gilbert" was. 

Research into manuscripts of Rhythmomachia has 

led to the conclusion that no entirely original work 

on the game has yet been found, if it ever existed. 

Just as the new reckoning spread by word of mouth 

initially rather than through the production of tracts, 

so Rhythmomachia may have been propagated at first by 

playing and may even have incurred disapproval from 

certain conservative sections always reluctant to exa-

mine new ways. As time went on particular points more 

difficult to remember may have been written down. The 

1 
Library catalogues of manuscripts that concern us 
here usually date from the middle of the nineteenth 
century; e.g. the catalogue of the Handschriftensamm
lung, Vienna, vol. II is dated 1868, also Munich, vol. 
IV,1876. Attribution of texts on Rhythmomachia has 
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extant manuscripts of the eleventh century which are 

the earliest that have survived point very strongly 

in this direction. 

Our concern for the moment is with six early medieval 

codices of which copies from the eleventh, twelfth and 

thirteenth century exist in various libraries, for 

instance in Vienna, Munich, Paris, Brussels, Montpellier 

Avranches and Dresden. 

These manuscripts on Rhythmomachia are either 

anonymous or attributions; of the writers, only one 

can be identified with reasonable certainty. This 

leaves open the question of the identity of the inventor 

of Rhythmomachia - if there was one inventor. 

At best one can say that if Rhythmomachia was not 

devised by a group of scholars, but was the brain-child 

of a single man, prominent in his time (not someone un-

known who had one good idea), then this inventor must 

have fulfilled certain requirements: 

2 

1. lIe must have lived not earlier than 980. 2 

2. He must have been a chess player, which a~ 

in most cases been accepted in good faith and was 
allowed to remain unquestioned for several hundred 
years. Examination by experts in palaeography of 
all the relevant MSS could clear the picture a little. 
However, the common usage of scribes or scriptoria 
can still leave the identity of the originator of an 
invention in some considerable doubt. 

This is the terminus post quem deduced from the manu-
scripts consulted. 
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that time places him amongst the highest 

in rank at court or in a cathedral. 

3. He must have been very well educated in 

the liberal arts with emphasis on the quad-

rivium - the latter was quite exceptional 

in the tenth century - and he must have 

been familiar with Gerbert's "apice". 

4. He must have had the leisure time for such 

intensive study and at the same time have 

shared his interests with like-minded men. 

Suggestions can only be put forward after an exa-

mination of a selection of representative manuscripts 

which date from the tenth to the twelfth-century: 

a) Odo, Vienna, Osterreichische Nat. Bibl., 
Handschriftensammlung, codex 2503 

b) Hermannus Contractus, Munich, Bayrische Staats
bibl., Clm 14836 

c ) G e r b e r t , Par is, Bib I . Nat. 1 at. , cod ex 7 1.8 5 

d) Asilo, Rome, Vat. lat., codex 3101 

e) Fortolfus, Wroc~aw, Univ., n 54 

f) Regule S. Benedicti (insertion). Munich, 
Bayrische Staatsbibl., Clm 28118. 
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The Tabulae Codicum Manu Scriptorum in Biblio

theca Palatina Vindobonensi,3 lists the contents of 

codex 2503 as follows: 

"(Univ. 643) m XIII. 57.8°. 

1) l a - 17 a . Guido de Aretio, Micrologus de musica. 

2) 17 a - 23 a . Idem, Regulae musicae rhythmicae. 

3) 32 a • Idem, Regulae . d' t t mUS1cae e 19no 0 can u. 

4) 32 a - 37 a . Isidorus Hispalensis, Sententiae ad 

Braulionem episcopum de musica et Excerpta de 

rhythmimachia. 

5) 37 a - 42 a . Oddo abbas Cluniacensis, Dialogus de 

arte musica. Incip.: 'Quid est musica? M. 

Veraciter canendi scientia •.. ' Expl.: 'Et plaga 

tetrardi modum VII et octauum.' 

6) a 
42 . Idem, Quomodo organistrum construatur et de 

fistulis. 

7) 42 a - 43 a . Gerlandus Vesontinus, De fistulis et 

nolis. 
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8) 43
a 

- 48 b. Oddo Cluniacensis, Regulae super abacum. 

9) 48 b. Gerlandus Vesontinus, Nomina characterum. 

Incip.: 'Hec sunt nomina karacterum cum figuris ... ' 

Expl.: 'Sicilicus.' 

10) 49 a - 57 b. Oddo Cluniacensis, Regulae de rhyth-

mimachia. 

11) 57
b

. Gerlandus Vesontinus, Ad pectus purgandum 

apozimata et electuarium ed vocem clarificandam. 

3 vol. I-II, Cod. 1-3500, Graz-Austria, reprint 1965. 
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Cum notis marginalibus." 

In the above, item (4) contains "Excerpta de 

rhythmimachia", comprising 22 lines in all, by Isidorus 

(of Seville c 570-636) Hispalensis. Similar material 

is also in Munich, Clm 6369, fu.66a, but there listed 

as anonymous. 

The Munich manuscript originally came from the 

Dombibliothek in Freising and bears in the right-hand 

margin faintly, by a later hand, the words "Gerbert, 

SS. eccl. de mus. I. 25. Excerptum de Rythmimachia".
4 

Abbot Martin Gerbert of Hornau, 1720-1793, a 

Benedictine music historian, who spent most of his work-

ing life transcribing and editing medieval musical 

. 5 . d manuscrlpts, caple item Odo of Cluny, 

"Regulae de rhythmimachia" and published it in Latin 

without a translation in Scriptores ecclesiastici de 

musica in 1784. 6 Possibly because codex 2503 contains 

other work by Odo of Cluny, 879-942, Gerbert of Hornau 

attributed the manuscript about Rhythmomachia also to 

Odo. 

4 The attribution of item (4) to Isidorus of Seville is 
erroneous as he belongs to the seventh century. The 
marginal remark on the "Excerpta de rhythmimachia" 
refers to Gerbert of Hornau. For a copy of the relevant 
page see appendix A. 

5 Some editorial notes have been appended at the end of 
four out of ten pages. For a copy of the Rhythmomachia 
of codex 2503 see appendix A. 

6 
Martin Gerbert, Abbot of Hornau, Script ores ecclesias-
tici de musica sacra potissimum, San Blasianis, vol. I, 
pp. 285-295. 
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Modern critical research into the authorship of 

medieval tracts on music is constantly contributing to 

the compilation of a correct register of extant manus

cripts. 7 For instance an attribution by Abbot Martin 

Gerbert of Hornau of a manuscript, entitled "Musica 

Enchiriades", Paris, Bibl. Nat. Fonds lat.7202, to 

Hucbald of St. Amand, in Scriptores ecclesiastici de 

musica sacra potissimum, 1784, I, p. 152-212, has been 

proved erroneous according to Hans Muller, "Hucbalds 

echte und unechte Schriften uber Musik", 1884, as 

8 quoted by R. Weakland. 

The Rhythmomachia under discussion, attributed by 

Martin Gerbert to Odo of Cluny, has not yet been sub-

jected to examination by experts. This attribution 

rests solely on Abbot Martin Gerbert. The handwriting 

of the manuscript is Carolingian, showing rounded 

characters, and possibly dates from around 1200. Its 

place of origin could be northern Italy, but the hand

writing suggests no particular scriptorium. 9 

The history of codex 2503 is only known since 

the sixteenth century when it passed from the possession 

7 M. Huglo, "Der Prolog des Odo zugeschriebenen I Dialogus 
de Musica''', Archiv fur Musikwissenschaft, vol. 28, 
1971, p. 134. 

~. Weakland, "Hucbald as Musician and Theorist", in 
The Musical Quarterly, vol. 42, 1956, p. 66. 

%r. E. Irbich of the Handschritensammlung, 6sterr. 
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of Alexander Brassican to Bishop Johannes Fabri, who 

left his library to the St. Nikolaus-collegium in 

Vienna in 1540. From there it went to the old Vienna 

University Library and then arrived in the Imperial 

Court library in 1756, now the Osterreichische 

Nationalbibliothek. The "Regulae de rhythmimachia" in 

codex 2503, 49
a 

- 57
b

, attributed to Odo of Cluny 

(hereafter called the Odo MS) starts with proportions, 

interrupts that with "De tabula", continues on the 

pyramid and then ends abruptly. It may possibly be a 

later copy of some of the earliest rules of Rhythmomachia 

found so far. The writer says on fo. 51 a that he has 

placed the battling numbers in memory of Boethius' 

three progressions: arithmetic, geometric and harmonic. 

This is followed immediately, fo. 54 a - 57 b, by what 

seems to be the comment of a scribe who calls the game 

a "n u mer 0 rum pug n a" and him s elf ani g nor am us (f o. 55 b) . 

Rather fatuously he goes on to describe himself as 

gathering the flowers, dripping with honey, from the 

meadow of the work, which is good for his ignorance. 

The boredom this scribe seems to have felt for the work 

in hand is indicated by the repetitive doodles that 

10 decorate the bottom of every page. 

10 

Nat. Bibl., VierlIl~, gav~ this as her considered opinion 
of codex 2503, 49 - 57 • 

A copy of the original MS of the Rhythmomachia attri-
buted to Odo, codex 2503, is in the appendix A. 
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of pages or the carelessness of scribes cannot be 
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determined. It is bound in codex 2503 with other work 

by Odo of Cluny but has itself no identification. 
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b) 

Codex Clm 14836, Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, 

Munich, contains a collection of eleventh-century 

manuscripts, 162 pages in all. These pages are only 

137 mm high and 107 mm wide. The codex previously 

belonged to the Convent of St. Emmeram (K.6.). The 

binding dates perhaps from the fifteenth century, as 

does the list of co~tents on the front page. The 

pages are numbered twice, in Roman and Arabic numerals, 

which do not always coincide. The binders proceeded 

according to the Arabic numbering. 

List of contents of the miscellanea: 

"Cilindrus 
Rythmomachine (~) siue pugna numerorum 
ac scacus mathematicus Wirzibergen 
Commentum in rationem (?) Boethii 
Hermani Astrolabium 
Geometria Gerberti 
Ludus laterculorum siue scacus 
Coniunctio numerorum Wircebergensium 
Geometrica Musica 
Mensura limitum 
Pondera mensure 
Astrologica Musica 
Adelpoldi Geometrica 
Pondera mensure rursus 
Astrolabium". 

The second item in the list of contents, fo. 3b -4b 

is the "De conflictu rithmimachie" of Hermannus 

Contractus, 1013-1054. This is followed immediately 

(continuing on the same line, ever conscious of the 
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scarcity of writing material) fOe 4b -6b, by excerpts 

from Asilo'a "Ite de rithiii", which is complete in Vat. 

Lat. 3101. 11 
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Other interesting items listed include two mathe-

matical comments on chess. One of these is by "Wirze-

burgensi" who also wrote a "coniunctio numerorum". 

There is also a treatise linking music with geometry 

and another one linking music with astrology. 

The contents of codex 14836 provide a very good 

example of the close connection and interrelationship 

between all the subjects of the quadrivium to which, 

in the Middle Ages, also belonged chess and Rhythmo-

machia. These "games" helped medieval scholars to 

undertake the difficult and unpopular task of thinking 

original thoughts. 

The first known attribution of "De conflictu 

rithmimachie" to Hermannus was made by Jacob Philip of 

Bergamo, 12 1434-1520, in his catalogus. The German 

Benedictine Abbot Trithemius of Spanheim,D 1462-1516, 

also lists a "De conflictu rythmimachiae" (his spelling) 

11 
For a copy of fOe 3b -6b, "De conflictu rithmimachie" 
and "Ite de rithiii" see appendix A.. 

12Giacomo Filippo Foresti (usually Jacobus Philippus 
Bergomensis, of the noble house of Solto near Bergamo), 
Supplementi Chronicarum ab ipso mundi Exordio usgue 
ad redemptionis nostrae Annum MCCCCCX. Venice 1513, 
p. 208. 

13 
Catalogus scriptorum ecclesiasticorum, Co10niae,1531, 
p. 64. 
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among the works of Hermannus who, he informs us, knew 

Greek, Latin and Arabic. 

Hermannus' Rhythmomachia is fragmentary and 

probably a mid-eleventh century copy of an earlier 

work. There was a large scriptorium at Reichenau where 

this copy of a Rhythmomachia could have been made and 

the script is Bavarian and consistent with their out-

14 put. As was discussed in the chapter on etymology, 

Hermannus gave the game a special emphasis by using 

the relatively uncommon word "conflictu" in conjunc-

tion with "battle of numbers", the "rithmimachie". 

14 Th" h .. f D H 1S 1S t e oplIllon 0 r. . Hauke of the Bayrische 
Staatsbibliothek, Munich (Handschriftensammlung). 
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c) 

A copy of "De conflictu rithmimachie" and "Ite de 

rithffi" with an attribution to Gerbert of Aurillac is 

in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, codex 7185.~ 

This work of 69 lines (the first four lines of the 

Vatican Library's "Ite de rithlll" are missing) is also 

at the Bibliotheque de l' Arsenal sciences et arts, 

cod e x 830 3, the cit Y 1 i bra r y 0 f A v ran c h e s, 2 35m b r. 8. 

sXII and Montpellier biblioth~que de l'~cole de medi-

3 
cine, codex 366 , where it is listed as anonymous. 

These manuscripts date from between the twelfth and 

fourteenth-centuries. 

The Paris codex 7185, fo. 107a - 108b. starts: 

"Ludus qui dicitur rithmimachia". Apart 

from the fact that the first four lines from Asilo's 

work are missing, the differences in the text between 

the Paris and Munich manuscripts are negligible. 

Codex 7185 used to be in the Colbert library,400l. 

and before that in the collection of Jacques-Augus~e 

1~0 clarity could be obtained from the Biblioth~que 
Nationale as to the reasons for this attribution. 
Archiv der Gesellschaft fur altere deutsche Geschicht
kunde, ed. G. Pertz, Hanover, Hahn 1874. vol. XII, 
p. 383. Pertz publishes a disclaimer to the pre
sumed authorship of Gerbert in the form of a letter by 
the mathematical historian M. Chasles of Chartres: 
"Je doute que la rithmomachia soit de Gerbert; je ne 
vois pas sur quelle autorit~ on la lui attribue; je 
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De Thou. The handwriting of both Rhythmomachias, that 

in Munich attributed to Hermannus, and that in Paris 

attributed to Gerbert would, on palaeographica1 evi-

dence place their origin in the middle of the eleventh 

century. Both of these manuscripts are most probably 

copies an earlier work. 16 

l'ai trouv~ dans beaucoup de mss. et jamais je n'y 
ai vu Ie nom de Gerbert". 

For a copy of codex 7185 see appendix A. 

16 F h' . I . d b D or t 1S V1ew am 1n e ted to r. H. Hauke, Staats-
hi bl. Munich. 
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d) 

The Rhythmomachia of Asilo in Rome, Vat. lat. 

3101, "Descriptio Rithmachyae', is listed in Pertz as 

"im Jahre 1077 von Benedictus accolytus mono S. Arsacii (sic) 

in Suddeutschland geschrieben".17 This codex in the 

Vatican library is written by the same hand through-

out,18 in black and red ink on parchment and was re-

bound in red leather in the sixteenth or seventeenth-

century. The Rhythmomachia is on f 2a and 2b follovled 

by a miscellany of work by Hermannus Contractus and 

others, amongst it counting wi~h Arabic figures and 

several calendarii, one with necrological notes. It 

continues with multiplication tables, work on compu-

tistic, arithmetic, how to mix colours, etc. This is 

a collection of very specific knowledge treasured at 

the time and known only to a privileged ~lite. 

The heading: "Descriptio Ritmachyae" is followed 

by "Quinque genera inaequalitatis ex aequalitate pro-

cedere manifestum est". On line six we read "Huiusmodi 

conflictum quidam ex clero Wirzeburgensi, si periti 

iudicent, dabit posteritati .... " 

A Rhythmomachia in Paris, codex 7377 C may also 

l7pertz Archiv, vol. 12, p. 232. The name of the cleric 
from Wtirzburg, "Asilo", is given in Paris codex 7377C. 

l8A specialist in medieval manuscripts at the Vatican 
library was unable to make any further comments as to 
the possible date and origin of codex 3101. 
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have been based on the work of the "cleric of Wurzburg". 

The reference there reads: "Huiusmodi conflictum qui-

dam ex clero Wirzeburgensi nomine Asilo si periti 

iudicent dabit posteritati". In the margin is 

the verse: 

"Nomen id expelle, quod dicis cesar Aselle, 
Asilo dicor ego, cui si tria grammata tollo, 
A remanebit et 0; quid erit praestantius illo?" 

This might read in a very free translation: 

Caesar, if you take with one stroke of the pen 
the middle piece of my name, 
Asilo I am called, 
Then would remain A and 0 
Which of the two would be more important, 
The one or the other? 

A cleric from Wurzburg called Asilo on familiar 

terms with the Emperor,living in the eleventh century 

can be found, if we note that Asilo,was a hypocorism 

for Adalbert and Adalbero. N Adalbero, Count of Lambach, 

member of the chapter of the Cathedral of Wurzburg, 

educated in Paris, became Bishop of Wurzburg by favour 

of the Emperor Henry III in 1045 (died 1090).~ Henry 

was considered to be a highly educated man and was 

1%. Stark, Die Kosenamen der Germanen, Vienna, Hof, 
1866, p. 92 f., and E. W. F~rstemann, Altdeutsches 
Namenbuch, Munich, Fink, 1966-67 (reprint of 1900-16), 
vol. I, p. 192. Ascelin, Azilin, Aselle, the spelling 
varied. Archbishop Adalbero of Rheims (died 989) was 
called Ascelin by his friends. Lattin, The Letters 
of Gerbert, p. 10. Bishop Adalbero of Laon, 977-1030, 
was also called Ascelin, Peiper, in Zeitschrift fur 
Mathematik und Physik, p. 215. 

~Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, K~nigliche Akademie 
der Wissenschaften, Leipzig, 1896, vol I. 
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much praised for his efforts in encouraging the study 

of the liberal arts. Asilo would presumably have 

written the Rhythmomachia before he became bishop 

in 1045 and,as he uses the word "conflictu",he most 

probably based his work on Hermannus' "De conflictu 

rithmimachie". 

Whatever the identity of Asilo, his Rhythmomachia 

was carefully copied and incorporated with other mate-

rial relating to the arts of the quadrivium in codex 

3101 by the acolyte Benedictus at the monastery of 

St. Arsacius before 1077. 

According to legend Arsacius, a Persian monk, was 

martyred in the fourth century. The influential 

Huosier family of Tegernsee founded a Benedictine 

monastery at Ilmm~nster in Upper Bavaria in 746 for a 

Ijo or Uto, who became its first Abbot. The founders 

are reputed to have transferred the reliquiae of St. 

Arsacius from Milan to Ilmm~nster and dedicated the 

h . 21 monastery to t e salnt. In 921 the Cella Ilmina, as 

n The history of Arsacius is somewhat controversial. 
Until stonemasons from Milan erected the collegiate 
church in the early thirteenth century Arsacius 
(Arsatius) was revered as a confessor, not a saint. 
Ijo is reputed to have brought the remains, or part 
of them, with him from a pilgrimage to Rome as a gift 
from Pope Zacharias. The Roman hagiographia does 
not mention St. Arsacius of Ilmm~nster, neither does 
aTegernsee calendarium of the eleventh century. On 
the other hand an eighth century Anglo-Saxon calenda
rium of Ilmmunster notes: "dedicatio basiliae sancti 
~cii ad ilmina", 11th May. R. Bauerreiss, "Ein 
angels~chsisches Kalenderfragment des Bairischen 
Hauptarchivs", Munich, 51, 1933, p. 178. 
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it used to be called, was devastated by the Huns. 

Between 1060 and 1068 it was revived as a seat for 

canons of the chapter by the Margrave Ernst. The 

monastery of St. Arsacius must have acquired a con-

siderable reputation for learning as Conradin I, King 

of Jerusalem and Sicily from 1266-1268, grandson of 

the sophisticated and highly-cultured Frederick II, 

was educated there in about 1260. 

Similar texts to the one produced at St. Arsacius 

are in Rochester N.Y. and Hereford. These have been 
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discovered only fairly recently and have been discussed 

by J.F.C. Richards and G.R. Evans.* 

In 1495 with permission from Pope Alexander VI, but 
against the wishes of the Bishop of Freising and the 
Prior of Ilmmunster, by order of Duke Albrecht IV the 
religuiae of Arsacius were transferred to the Frauen
kirche in Munich, but were returned to Ilmm~ster in 
the nineteenth century. Cf. W. Hotzel t, "Translationen 
von Martyrer-reliquien: Arsatius von Ilmmunster", in 
Studien und Mitteilungen zur Geschichte des Benedik
tinerordens und seiner Zweige, 53, 1935, p. 303-305; 
Germain Morin OSB, St. Bonifaz, Munich, "Qui est 
saint Arsacius honore a Milan et en Baviere?" 
ibid., 54, 1936, 1-6, Lexikon fur Theologie und Kirche, 
ed. M. Buchberger, Freiburg, Herder, 1960. 

,';: 
John F.C. Richards, "A New Manuscript of a Rithmo-
machia" , Scripta Mathema t ica, vol. 9, 1943, pp. 87-
99, 169-183, 256-264 and Gillian R. Evans,"The 
Rithrnomachia: A Medieval Mathematical Teaching Aid?1l 
Janus, 63, 1976, pp. 257-273. 
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e) 

The Fortolfus manuscript of Rythmimachia, Wroclaw, 

Biblioteka Uniwersytecka n 54 was written by a monk~2 

He says in the prologue to his second book: "fraterna 

Karitas extorsit opus". It is obvious that the writer 

was well-educated in the quadrivium and had studied 

Boethius, whom he quotes frequently. There is no doubt 

about the monk's name. He closes his work with the 

words: "Explicit opus Fortolfi". 23 

The neatness of execution of the manuscript and 

the absence of mistakes together with the excellence 

of the writing suggest that the author perhaps also 

wrote the manuscript himself*or closely supervised a 

skilled scribe. It is of course possible, though un-

likely, that Fortolfus made use of the services of a 

professional copyist. A more reasonable supposition 

might be that he managed to obtain the goodwill of a 

sympathetic abbess who gave the task to her diligent 

and careful nuns. The book might perhaps have bee~ 

22 Ex Rhedigerianus sIS,S membr, f 86a - 94b. A copy 
of this MS (formerly Bourgogne) is in the Biblio
theque Royale, Brussels, n 927-940. 

23This was not the usual way at that time to state the 
authorship of a tract, but it is not unique. The poems 
of Alcimus Avitus finish (Book 6) with the words 
"Explicit opus docti A1cimi". Vienna n 391. 

··k 
I am indebted to Prof. Dr. M. Folkerts of the Institut 
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intended as a gift to a particularly keen collector 

f h · h d' 24 o 19 stan lng. 

Speculation about the possibility of the Fortolfus 

Rhythmomachia being intended as a "presentation copy" 

is reasonable because the quarterino pages of double 

column were united with a particularly good copy - also 

in German handwriting - of Boethius' De arithmetica 

f 1-85. A fourteenth-century table of contents in 

the codex, on f la reads: 

flItem duo libri Boecij de arismetrica 
Item liber qui dicitur Rithmimachia". 

Unfortunately nothing else can be gleaned from 

codex n 54. 

24 

flir Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften d. Univ. Munich, 
for his opinion that the argument, which suggests that 
~he author, Fortolfus, is also the writer of codex n 54, 
~s r:ot at all convincing. Cf Richards, Scripta tv1.a~.!le
mat~ca, vol. 9, pp. 88, 89 discussing L. Ellenwood's 
dating and writer of a Rochester MS. 

As an example of nuns copying manuscripts for monks 
can be ci ted: the Englishman (St.) Boniface, 'Apostel 
der Deutschen', killed in Friesland in 754, always 
starved of books (and passionately desiring them), 
writes to the Abbess Eadburge full of gratitude for 
the present of books which her nuns had copied for 
him. He sends her a silver graphium and begs for 
more. F. Merryweather, Bibliomania in the Middle 
~, 1849, rev. ed., London, Woodstock Press, 1933, 
p. 166, 167. 
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f) 

The Bayrische Staatsbibliothek in Munich has a 

ninth-century manuscript of the rules of Benedict of 

Aniane, Abbot of I~ornelimunster, codex 28118. It is 

a large book, 415 mm by 325 mm,containing 216 pages of 

parchment. The lettering is black with many red capi-

tals; the script is Carolingian and by three distinct 

hands. The volume was rebound in pigskin in 1559. 

This manuscript is the oldest extant collection of the 

rules of Benedict of Aniane who died in Kornelimunster 

in 821. His friend Helisachas of St. Maximin in Trier 

was present at his deathbed and may have removed the 

rule-book to Trier where it remained until Lhe secula

rization of the monastery in 1802.~ 

In this beautifully preserved manuscript an addi-

tion was made in the eleventh century: folio 18 vb -

19r contains a fragment of some rilles of Rhythmomachia: 

"II ab hostibus undique circumuentus captivatur ... ", 

f l8vb, and the field of play without the shapes of the 

pieces; the numbers are given in Roman numerals (19r). 

~The publisher Joseph von Gorres acquired the codex 
and left it to his heirs, who sold it to Professors 
Grauert and Traube of Munich from whom the Bayrische 
Staatsbibl. (BSB) Munich purchased it in 1902. See 
O. Seebass, "Uber das Regelbuch Benedikts von Aniane", 
in Zei tschrift fur Kirchengeschichte, 15, 1895, 
p. 244-260. 

This information was obtained from a preview Dr. Hauke 
of BSB gave me of the catalogue of manuscripts before 
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Two mistakes can be observed on the "even" side: the 

number for the pyramid should be 91, and "basis" should 

be one square higher. 

If the rule-book was taken to Trier in 821, the 

addition of the Rhythmomachia, in the handwriting of 

the eleventh century, was made at Trier.~ 

To find a Rhythmomachia recorded in a highly 

treasured and revered rule~book is rather curious. It 

indicates either a great love of learning and the 

desire to record the practice of the quadrivium and 

Platonic philosophy in the abbey's most important book 

after the Bible, or else disapproval and suppression. 

Could it be that a safe hiding-place had to be found 

for Rhythmomachia when superiors less well educated 

and therefore less sympathetic to the liberal arts 

frowned upon playing a game, even one like Rhythmo-

machia? The man who recorded the Rhythmomachia in the 

rule-book seems to have been anxious to give it mini-

mal exposure. He refrained from sketching the shape 

of the pieces, the circle, square, triangle and pyramid, 

but confined himself to the proportions and numbers. 

During the eleventh and particularly the twelfth-

1000 AD at the BSB, which is in preparation for publi
cation. 

26 Trier had a famous scriptorium in the ninth century 
and would have welcomed this beautiful rule-book of 
Benedict of Aniane. 
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Text of insertion in Regule S. Benedicti 

u . .u, holhlnrunJtt. c,rront ttL"JtrUf ~r· Vnu(. Ull.di ri'r:unaJr. 

c.uLr . .lim-. fiJI· .u, holbtn.')'orrIl- of, fiJtn· n -a.m .wkrrt. VI ·.!-fnUMum 

lrtr~Jo C:tf''' ~'YflJ.~.wl1DU4·orutJrUctr'V.,"·.Ul'''''VI'C'~'1~· 
-. . f· -- t': ~ . .,(~·V·p1"t11ArtU. 

:",.I~~VI'''f"Ounu.n,un~· lU~~-'f ....... 

fn'fUmt1l':~y.·· ~.v· rn'fU""l" -,,"lu· fr~ In fr-ynmo·.,c(yuu . .J!:."n·1n 

frrrtm 0 . ~.ilf~ ~"""nw-tu In oC'tuao .l-",~..,:,.:f.." nil' In no no· ;FV' ¥ ·m . 
t"1Ul1lto·1iUt" f'v= ururclO· -",t Y'l!"ounUn.t. In. 'fut.ntn.1iuc -J!'v, 

1n110fl'" Pl'r.uruf.ure.-"ct. J.!mu1npl.t~o"rfu.r m-tpmr lMfrflUJrLcrr 

f. VUII· ,n'lu.lrDJ Up" ~Jt.: C.ts-vllU· J!:'"'~Y' tn'("4f"TIII' -1Tnn4 
rttnnl,v . .,Jvltu. Cl..lfJ·pe-"""V' tnr~· krtmlnrnr-·tU· ~1?.)l"J"'~III· 

f 'fUtn~ma ft;t tn«fU1Jf1lJ.1rNJW1~. vuu.j· 

(Attack of Even side by Odd) 

The 2 is captured when completely surrounded by enemy 
pieces. One 4 falls with the pyramid; the other 4 can 
be attacked by enemy pieces, but not taken away. A 6 
falls by the 3 on the second square, the 8 by its com
plements, that is the 5 and the 3. The 16 by the same 
amount (i.e. by the enemy's 16). The*36 by a 9 on the 
fourth square, or by the same amount. A 25 by the 5 on 
the fifth, the 20 by the 5 on the fourth, the 42 by the 
6 on the seventh (error for 'by the 7 on the sixth'?), 
the 49 by the 7 on the seventh, the 72 by the 9 on the 
eighth, an 81 by a 9 on the ninth, the 15 by the 3 on 
the fifth or by the 5 on the third, the 45 by a 9 on 
the fifth or by the 5 on the ninth, But the pyramid, 
the 91, is taken away by multiplication of its largest 
base, that is by a 9 on the fourth square. The 169 by 
the 30 on the fourth, and with the 49 remaining. The 
153 by the 25 on the sixth and with the 3 remaining. 
The 289 by the 56 on the fifth and with a 9 remaining. 

* He omits the 64. 

Translation of text with Arabic numerals replacing the 
Roman numerals of the original by B.S. Lee, Department 
of English, University of Cape Town. 
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century there developed an almost excessive preoccupa-

tion with mathematics and even liberal scholars like 

John of Salisbury found it necessary to sound a warning. 

Benedict of Aniane had himself been less keen 

than his friend Charlemagne on general education and 

restricted monastic teaching to their own intake of 

. V m postulants. Hellsachas of SL. Maximin may have 

shared this view and continued the tradition at Trier, 

unlike Tegernsee,~ Reichenau and Einsiedeln for 

instance where chess was considered part of the quad-

rivium. 

If lovers of Rhythmomachia at Trier in the eleventh 

century needed to conceal their secret passion, what 

better hiding-place for the game? Supplied with 

"apice", two monks might retire to their cellon a 

wet winter's day and pore over their "rule book". 

These earliest Rhythmomachias just discussed have 

been attributed to ado, Hermannus Contractus, Gerbert, 

27 Abbot Benedict of Aniane, son of Count Maguelonein 
Lower Languedoc, was a courtier friend of Charlemagne 
who accompanied him to Italy in 773. On his return 
he entered the monastery of St. Seine near Dijon, and 
moved in 780 to the Abbey of the Holy Saviour founded 
by Witiza at Aniane. He became a friend of Alcuin and 
with the help of Charlemagne built Kornelim~nster 
near Aachen in 815/6. He was head of all monasteries 
(First Benedictine reform). Neue Deutsche Biographie, 
Berlin, Duncker & Humblot, 1957, vol. 2, pp. 43, 44. 

WSt . Maximin helped to found Echternach, Tegernsee, 
Maria Laach and Brauweiler. New Catholic Encyclo
paedia, vol. XIV, p. 287. 

29 In 1803 with the dissolution of Tegernsee 60,000 
books were moved to the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, 
Munich. 
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Asilo and Fortolfus. Can anyone of these men have 

also been responsible for the invention of the game? 

The Abbot Odo of Cluny, 879-942, fulfills most of 

the requirements to qualify as the possible inventor 

of Rhythmomachia. As the son of Ebbo I, Lord of D~ols, 

he was brought up at the court of Duke William of Aqui-

taine where he may have become familiar with chess. 

He studied at Tours and at Paris under Remigius of 

Auxerre and for 14 years was rector of a school in 

Burgundy. He was a musician and composer, though his 

overriding interest was the restoration of monasteries 

and the Holy Rule. However, Odo died in 942, far too 

early to have seen Gerbert's "apice" and it can hard-

ly be supposed that Odo invented them also, independent-

ly of the abacus and Gerbert. 

Fifty years later there was another Odo at Cluny, 

a simple monk, "Odo levita", deacon and "schola cantorum 

magister" ~ He lived at the right time but nothing 

else is known of him. 

Another Odo who can be considered as a possible 

inventor of Rhythmomachia was the Benedictine Abbot 

Odo of Arezzo. Little is known of his personal life. 

~ A. Bruel, ed. Recueil des chartes de I' abbaye de 
Cluny, iii, Paris 1884, p. 145 as quoted in The New 
Grove Dictionary, vol. 5, p. 503. 
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He was a musical theorist, therefore well educated in 

the quadrivium, and he wrote an influential tonary and 

a treatise to provide the theoretical and practical foun-

d o flo h 31 atlon or earnlng cants. 

Guido of Arezzo used Odo's work as source material 

for his own studies and, with his greater fame, some-

what eclipsed Odo who belonged to the previous genera-

° f ° ° 32 tlon 0 mUS1Clans. There is nothing about the Odo 

manuscript that suggests it could not have come from a 

scriptorium in or near Arezzo; there is also no proof 

that it did. If an "Odo" invented Rhythmomachia, then 

evidence could be in favour of Odo of Arezzo. This 

°d ° h 1 ° ° 1 33 eVl ence lS, owever, on y Clrcumstantla • 

***** 
Hermannus Contractus qualifies as a possible 

inventor of the game.~ He lived at about the right 

31 The New Grove Dictionary, vol. 5, p. 503. These 
treatises were compiled in the late tenth century. 

32uuglo, in Archiv fur Musikwissenschaft, pp. 134-146. 

33 U• Chevalier Repertoire des Sources Historigues du 
Moyen Age, New York, Kraus repro 1960, lists no 
Odo who might be more likely as the inventor of 
Rhythmomachia. 

~ermannus was the spastic son of a Count of Vehringen 
(in Swabia) and entered the Benedictine monastery at 
the then usual age of seven. There he spent the rest 
of his life, first under Abbot Berno, who built up the 
"Reichenauer Sangerschule" and later as abbot. He was 
one of the great versatile intellectuals of his day. 
He wrote a history of the Germans and propagated the 
scientific work of Gerbert of Aurillac, particularly 
the use of the astrolabe. His greatest work was done 
in the field of music. He invented a new musical 
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time, came from the right background to know chess, 

had the best education available and was particularly 

interested in the work of Gerbert of Aurillac, which 

would include reckoning with "apice" . He had the 

time to devise the game, and the opportunity and com-

pany to play it with kindred spirits at Reichenau, 

famous for its high standard of learning and music. 

It seems reasonably certain that the Rhythmo-

machia attributed to Hermannus goes back to rules he 

used or recorded. There is no proof however, that he 

also invented the game. 

The greatest of all the scholars at the turn of 

the tenth to the eleventh century was almost certainly 

Gerbert of Aurillac. He possessed all the character-

istics required of the inventor of Rhythmomachia. 

Gerbert had the scholarship: he studied mathematics 

in Spain, he invented the new reckoning with. "apice" 

he moved in the highest circles of church and state 

where chess was played, he invented and encouraged· the 

use of other teaching aids to help popularize the study 

notation independent of that of Guido of Arezzo and 
encouraged the use of "Guido' s Hand" and the mono
chord, which helped to show the diatonic division of 
scales based on their multiple and "superparticular" 
proportions. Hermannus, like Gerbert of Aurillac 
and Guido of Arezzo, seems to have been keen to share 
his knowledge. This was not common at the time, as 

some well educated men were not free of a certain 
intellectual superiority and desire to remain exclu
sive. 
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of mathematics and music, he taught for many years in 

the cathedral school of Rheims and associated with 

intellectuals who were eager to learn. 

If Gerbert was the inventor, why does he not say 

so in one of his letters and why is his biographer 

Richer silent on this point? Many of Gerbert's letters 

are lost. Only during the latter part of his life when 

he corresponded with kings and was active in politics, 

did he order copies of his letters to be kept. 

Richer may not have mentioned Rhythmomachia for 

various reasons. As a monk he may have taken his vows 

very seriously and not played any games at all and 

therefore not known about this game; he may have known 

about it and disapproved of others playing and tried 

to protect Gerbert whom he admired; he may not have 

found Rhythmomachia worth mentioning as everyone in 

their circle knew about it; 

an . h 35 overslg t. 

or it may simply have been 

35Richer was in fact a somewhat naive biographer as far 
as Gerbert's mathematics is concerned and a careless 
one as far as Gerbert's life history is concerned. 
Gerbert spent three years as Abbot of St. Columban in 
Bobbio in Italy (a royal appointment by Otto II, 
980-983). His energetic land reforms there caused an 
uproar among the local nobles. After the sudden death 
of Otto II (7. 12. 983) Gerbert found his position 
untenable and fled to the Imperial Court of the Dowager 
Empress Adelaide at Pavia, returning afterwards to 
Rheims. Richer completely ignores these three event
ful years in Gerbert's life. If Gerbert ever was a 
monk, which is doubtful, he may have had dispensation 
from his vows from Pope John XIII. He was ordained 
to the priesthood by Archbishop Adalbero of Rheims 
soon after 972. Concilium Mosomense in Olleris, p. 246 
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Rhythmomachia is a game in the very spirit of 

Gerbert: he tried stretching the mind to grasp that 

which had not yet been thought of, to push out the 

frontiers of human endeavour in matters of mental 

activity. Rhythmomachia for Gerbert might have been 

the equivalent of the modern "think-tank", or "Scrabble" 

with numbers. 

There is no firm evidence that Gerbert invented 

the game, yet he was the person nearest to its creation: 

he was intimately involved with counting-boards and 

numbered "apice". During his teaching years at Rheims 

(972-980) he would spend leisure hours as well as work-

ing days amongst the keenest students of the quadrivium. 

A game of chess for relaxation could, in a moment of 

inspiration have led to two chess-boards being joined 

together (possibly a counting-board of 8 X 16 squares 

existed) ,and with counters at hand a new mathematical 

game was devised. All this however must remain con-

jecture. 

Asilo, if we are correct in surmising that we are 

talking of Adalbero, Bishop of W~rzburg, died in 1090. 

He figures not so much as the possible inventor of 

Rhythmomachia, for which he lived too late, but as the 

man who perhaps brought the game with coherent rules 

as quoted by Lattin, The Letters of Gerbert, p. 4, 
fn. 5. 
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well have become acquainted with Rhythmomachia and 

wished his friends at home also to profit from it. 

In the Middle Ages many monks, especially those 

of the order of St. Benedict, had a great love of 

learning; some o[ them were very keen bibliophiles, 
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not to say bibliomaniacs, who copied all available 

material, thereby building up their own private collec

tions and also enriching monastery libraries with 

bequests of books. The gift of a book, especially a 

rare one, to a monk or a lay collector would be highly 

welcomed. 

The identity of the monk Fortolfus or Frutolfus 

can only be established by inference. Palaeographi-

cally the manuscript belongs to the twelfth-

century. Only one Fortolfus, a German Benedictine 

theorist of music who lived at St. Michelsberg Abbey 

in Bamberg, made his mark on history towards the end 

of the eleventh-century and died in 1103. This Fortolfus 

wrote a Breviarium de musica. In the foreword he gives 

a definition of the work "music": musica is the 

"scientia bene modulandi", the theory of music prac-

tised by philosophers. The theoretically educated prac-

titioner of music, that is the singer or instrumenta

list, he calls a "cantor musicus". 36 

36Codex Bruxellensis, Fetis (= Cbrf) 5266, as quoted in 
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Fortolfus also wrote a Tonarius and completed the 

theory of Gregorian music begun by Guido of Arezzo. 

The writer of this beautiful Rhythmomachia would most 

probably have been that kind of man: a philosopher of 

great accomplishment. No other such Fortolfus is known 

and a man of such gifts would hardly have remained 

unknown. 

Fortolfus~ of St. Michelsberg, the presumed author 

of the Rhythmomachia,makes it clear that he is not the 

inventor of the game. In the prologue to Book II he 

says he has built on what others have written.~ 

Fortolfus is the only writer of the eleventh century 

to set Rhythmomachia into its cultural background. 

This and his defence of the game against the Philis-

tines has already been discussed in the previous chapter. 

37 

Feur of the early il~,n~Jscripts or Rhvt!l.T:lOmachiCi 

Colestin Vivell, Das Breviarium de musica des Monches 
Frutolf von Michelsberg, Studien und Mitteilungen 
zur Geschichte des Benediktiner-Ordens und ·-s-e-fner 
zwei~e, Neue F01ge-:-~r-(Band 34), sEilzbur'g-; 1913, 
pp. 13-423. ' 

The name of Fortolfus or Furtolf, Fortolf or Frotolf 
does not very commonly appear in writing. Pertz's 
Monuments does not mention it at all. G. Sarton, 
Introduction to the History of SCience, p. 763 says 
under Frutolf ... "He is probably the author of the 
Rythmimachia ... ". 

38See appendix C for a translation of Prologue I, II 
and a summary of the text. Peiper edited and pub-
1 ished the Fortolfus Rythmimachia in Latin I.vithout 
a translation in Abhandlungen z~r Geschichte der 
Mathematik, 3, Supplement zur historisch- liter
arischen Abteilung der Zeitschrift fur Mathematik 
un d ~h Y s i ~, Ban d 2 5, 1 8 80, p. 1 6 7 - 2 2 7 . 
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just discussed, those attributed to Odo, Hermannus, 

Asilo and Fortolfus, have certain passages, phrases or 

sentences in common. Copying of manuscripts was done 

in many scriptoria; parts of Asilo's work were at some 

stage joined to that of Hermannus, and both had perhaps 

taken from Odo; Fortolfus incorporated into his own 

work what had been written before him. These four manu-

scripts of Rhythmomachia were copied for the next few 

hundred years a'ld also provided the basis for new and 

39 improved versions of the rules. Not until the 

Renaissance do we again find someone like Fortolfus to 

set Rhythmomachia against the cultural background of 

its time. 

Indirect evidence that Rhythmomachia was played 

by well-known men in the Middle Ages can be obtained 

from letters and reports. Abbot Rupertus of Reichenbach 

in Bavaria asked Wilhelm of Tegernsee, to send on the 

rules of the game as he had promised~ John of Salisbury, 

~ Abraham Riese, son of the famous sixteenth-century GerQan 
mathematician Adam Riese, produced a German Rythmomachia 
for_ Duke August of Saxony in 1562, 
cod. Dresden, C 433 s. xvi., which starts: "Das die 
funff genera Proportionis inaequalitatis, aus der 
proportion aequalitatis ihren ursprung haben, Darum 
ist genugsam in Arithmetica Speclatiua gehandelt. 
Die funff genera aber Proportionis inaequalitatis 
seind, Multiplex, Superparticulare, Superpartiens 
Multiplex superparticulare, und Multiplex Superpartiens. 
Under diesen seind, drei genera, als Multiplex, Super
particulare, und Superpartiens. Zwischen welchen ein 
Kampf, schlacht und Streich aus Zwiespal, von wegen 
der geraden und ungeraden tzalen sich ehrheben, Und 
dieser Kampff wurdt Arithmomachia genannt". 

4G B. Pez, Thesaurus anectotorum novissimus, Aug. Vind., 
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c 1115-11S0, uses Rhythmomachia as a simile in a letter 

to Baldwin, archdeacon of Totnes, c May 116S. He writes 

in a way that leaves no doubt in our mind that John 

expects Baldwin to be perfectly familiar with the game: 

" .• . What remains for us to look for from the 
Lord, save that his flanks may perish with 
him, and those who were his comrades in evil 
may be with him too in his fall? For this 
is suggested by the game of rithmachia: 
whenever the pyramid is captured its sides 
fall in with it. Do not the powers of this 
world have a likeness to these pyramids, and 
great houses too, as in a body the limbs 
crash along with the head - those, that is, 
who on the head's strength had risen against 
the Lord and were raging against Christ's ~ 
poor?" 

Further evidence of Rhythmomachia among the famous 

comes from Richard Fournival, c 1200-1250, Chancellor 

of Amiens, the presumed author of the Latin pseudo-

Ovidian romance "The Vetula". Fournival included in 

41 

1721, vol. VI, p. 2. The Abbey of Tegernsee had 
been famous for its learning from early days. The 
"Ruodlieb" with its plot that hinges on chess was 
written there c 1030. The Abbey continued as one 
of the great teaching institutions, and cared for 
one of the finest collections of books in the Middle 
Ages. 

" ... Quid ergo superest a Domino expectandum, nisi 
ut ei compereant latera sua, et quos complices habuit 
in errore comites habeat in ruina? Nam et in rith
machia ludentium hoc indicat iocus, ubi quociens 
aufertur piramis intercepta, totiens concidunt latera 
eius. Nonne harum piramidium instar habent saeculi 
potestates, et quaelibet amplea domus, ubi quasi 
corporis membra capiti suo concorruunt, qui de illius 
uiribus contra Dominum intumuerant et in Christi 
pauperes saeuiebans?" The Letters of John of Salisbury, 
ed. W. J. Millor, and C. Brooke, Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, 1979, vol. 2. "The Later Letters"(1163-11S0) 
pp. 570-573, rendering "rithmachia ludentium" as "the 
game of rithmachia" instead of Millar's "game 
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his didactic poem a digression on games and a chess 

morality, and ended with a description of Rhythmomachia 

in verse, explaining the form of the pieces and their 

numerical relationship. He praised the excellence of 

the game and closed with the words: "0 ultinam multis 

I 
,,42 

numerorum pugna p aceret •..• 

The Franciscan Roger Bacon, c 1214-1294, elevated 

Rhythmomachia to the seventh science and listed it 

after Pythagorean tables, astronomical tables, weights, 

43 measures, practical geometry and commerce. This indi-

cates that the game was known at Oxford in the thir-

tee nth century, when Oxford was becoming distinguished 

of spillikins" and "piramis intercepta" as "( whenever) 
the pyramid is captured" instead of "the pyramid is 
broken". 

42 De Vetula was translated into French in the fourteenth
century by Johan Lefevre, as "La Vieille", ed. Cicheri, 
Paris, 1861. See also: Paul Klopsch, Pseudo-Ovidius De 
Vetula, (Mittellateinische Studien und Texte), Leiden und 
Koln, Brill, 1967. For the relevant verses see appendix D. 

43 S e p tim ado c e t pro pte r ted i u m am 0 v end u met ins 0 1 a c i urn 
hominum ludos Pharaonicos constituere, cujusmodi sunt 
ludi Rithmimachie. Hec enim pars constituit duos· 
reges in numeris et duas numerorum acies ingerens 
tabellis (aliter cabal lis) et congredientes adinvicem 
ad modum scacorum ludi, in qui bus numerorum pugna 
mirabili subtilitate et jocumditate conseritur numerus 
uterque acierum hinc inde se aggredientium ad simili
tudinem militum in excercitibus et bellis, et ideo 
hic ludus sapiencie vocatur Rithmimachia, id est, 
numerorum pugna, nam ad 'rithmo' Grece 'numerus' est 
Latine, et 'machia', media producta, 'pugna' dicitur 
in Latino, et hec traduntur in libris propriis per 
singulas practicas nominatis, ut in libro Rithmimachie 
et in Algorismo completo in integris et fraccionibus, 
et in Algebra que est 'negociacio', et in Almagabale 
que est 'census', et in libro Abbaci, et in aliis 
practicis Arismetice, licet non isto ordine quem inter 
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as a centre for the study of Platonic cosmology and 

research into fundamental mathematics. M Scholars at 

Oxford managed to combine empirical investigation with 

metaphysical speculation, e.g. Grosseteste's preoccu-

pation with the properties of light in physics and 

the highly conjectural notion that light was the agent 

through which the soul worked on the body and illumi-

nated the beauty of creation, an idea expressed by the 

architects of Gothic cathedrals. 

Already in the twelth century Oxford attracted 

students of the quadrivium in particular, such as the 

widely travelled mathematician and linguist Robertus 

C . 45 h estrensls, w 0 translated the Koran from Arabic into 

Latin (1143) at the suggestion of Peter the Venerable 

(died 1156), Abbot of Cluny. Robertus wrote in his 

introductory letter to this work that from then on his 

life would be dedicated only to mathematics, astronomy 

and astrology for the greater glory of God. According 

partes has nunc michi placuit observare. "Comrnunia 
Mathernaticae", Opera hactenus, inedita Rogeri 
Baconi, ed. R. Steele, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 
vol. 16, (1940), pp. 48, 49. 

MRoger Bacon not only enjoyed the patronage of Pope 
Clement IV, the former Provencal soldier, lawyer and 
secretary to St. Louis of Fra~ce, but was also 
instructed by Clement to send directly to him reports 
of his scientific discoveries, to the displeasure of 
his superiors. One would like to think that the 

45 

game of Rhythmomachia was amongst the scientific dis
coveries sent to Rome. J. J. Bridges, The Life and 
Work of Roger Bacon, London, Williams & Norgate, 1914,p 27. 

Robertus, also called Katene, is said to have travelled 
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to a Florentine manuscript~ he wrote a Rhythmomachia 

and may have introduced the game to England when he 

settled there in 1150. 

Another famous Oxonian, professor and scientist, 

the Augustinian, Thomas Bradwardine, 1290-1349, later 

Archbishop of Canterbury, confessor to Edward III of 

England, "Doctor Profundus", wrote on numerical pro-

portions and a small treatise on Rhythmomachia. At 

about the same time the mathematician and Bishop of 

Lisieux, Nicole d'Oresme, 1325-1382, was occupied with 

similar thoughts. He included a Rhythmomachia in his 

"De proportionibu8 proportiorum", which was published in 

Venice in 1505 with works of Bradwardine and others on 

the same b 
. 47 

su ]ect. 

A few verses from John Lydgate's chess-allegory 

48 Reson and Sensuallyte might perhaps be a fitting 

~ 

in Greece and Asia Minor. He settled in Barcelona 
in 1136 and was Archdeacon of Pamplona for several 
years. He translated Morenius into Latin (1144). 
His arrival in England must have encouraged those 
students of the quadrivium who could not arrange'a 
sojourn in Spain for lectures by advanced mathe
maticians. Dictionary of National Biography, ed. 
L. Stephen and S. Lee, London, Smith, Elder, 1908, 
vol. 48, pp. 362-364. 

Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, MS II., 
II., 278, p. 40 v. 

47 A. Chicco, La Ri thmomachia, Bonus Socius, 's Gravenhage, 
1977, p. 85. 

48Lydgate (1370-1451) was a Benedictine monk and court 
poet. He translated the anonymous French didactic 
poem of the thirteenth century "Les Eschez Amoreuz", 
which itself owed much to the "Roman de la Rose", and 
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conclusion to some of the evidence of Rhythmomachia in 

the Middle Ages. Lydgate links chess with Rhythmomachia 

in the list of games at which Deduit, the son of Venus, 

excels. Dull brains, he says, cannot understand, but 

Deduit as God of Games (line 2376 ff) is willing to 

share his knowledge. Lydgate expands on man's passions 

and their playground, using chess perhaps as the secu-

lar metaphor and Rhythmomachia as the theological meta-

phor. Here is the relevant text: 

lines 

" .. In al the crafte and melody 

music, Of musyke and of Armony, 

What tyme that hit shal be do, 

He ys expert; and eke also 

At al(le) pleyes delytables: 

Dice, At mereles, dees and tables 2404 

He kan pley(en) passyngly; 

But best and most specially 

iliess, At the Chesse he dooth excel Ie 2407 

The philomestor, soth to telle iste Ifrilosophus 

For to make comparyson, secundum quosdam 

Ne was nat lyke him of renoun, llmenit ludum 

That first founde this play notable, Scacorum 

With him to play(e) was not able. 2412 

expanded the first 4873 lines into 7042, 
off at the 4th pawn of the lover's side. 
16,Bodleian, 22 ff. 

breaking 
MS Fairfax 
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And I dar also specifie, 

and the The play he kan of Ryghtmathye 

ganE of Which dulle wittis doth encombre, 

arit.hrretic For thys play stant al by noumbre, 

(leaf 235, 

bk.) 

And hath al his conclusions 

Chefly i~ proporsions 

By so sotil ordynance, 

As hyt ys put in rememberaunce 

By thise Philosophurs olde .... " 

Rihtmachia est 

ludus philosophorum 

et consistit in 

arsretica et pro-

[Drcionibus 

nurrerorum 

2420 

49 

~ Lydgate's Reson and Sensuallyte, MS 16 Bodleian, 
ed. E. Sieper, London, Kegan Paul, 1903. 
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RHYTHMOMACHIA AND THE IMPORTANCE OF NUMBERS 

IN THE RENAISSANCE 

5.1 The cultural background 

5.2 Selected manuscripts and books 
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The Cultural Background 

During the Renaissance a number of famous scholars and 

cultured men devoted themselves to the study of the 

quadrivium and incidentally of Rhythmomachia,which was 

associated with it. They believed that Pythagoras, 

the Cha1deans or Boethius had invented the game because 

it is suffused with the spirit of Neop1atonism. It 

also reflects Pythagoras' view of the creator which 

Boethius expressed when, in the ninth hymn of the third 

book of De conso1atione Phi10sophiae,God is addressed 

as "Tu numeris 1igas", a theme used by Dante in Paradiso 

XXXIII. Some mathematicians may have found the game 

helpful in teaching arithmetic and proportions, others 

may have looked for a mathematical curiosity that satis

fied their interest in number and proportion and at 

the same time could entertain and amuse some of their 

noble patrons. 

New treatises on Rhythmomachia were written during 

the Renaissance and put into circulation in greater 

numbers and with greater ease than before, because of 

the recent invention of printing. A brief discussion 

of the cultural background against which Rhythmomachia 

experienced this revival, as far as is relevant to this 

study, will be followed by a review of the more impor

tant manuscripts, books and references. 
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Just as the prologues of the Fortolfus manuscript 

provided some information about Rhythmomachia in the 

daily lives of the players of the eleventh century, so, 

fortunately, an early sixteenth-century manuscript of 

Florence shows that the philosophy of number and pro

portion and the directly related game of Rhythmomachia 

could interest and even excite a group of highly

educated men in the Renaissance. 

These men may have hoped that Rhythmomachia would 

help to explain and justify, as well as defend, the 

ancient idea of the underlying harmony between God, 

the world, man and matter, especially at a time when 

political upheaval and disturbing new discoveries 

threatened from all sides. 

During the Middle Ages scholars had relatively 

few pagan classical sources available for study. Such 

texts as they had they managed to reconcile with Chris-

tian teaching without great difficulty. During the 

Renaissance scholars still relied on the classical 

texts used earlier, but also had to cope with a wealth 

of new material as more and more Greek literature and 

philosophy and writings on science, medicine, etc. were 

discovered and translated into Latin. 

Sometimes reverence for antiquity led to the in

discriminate use of material, some of doubtful value 

and authenticity. For example Hermes Trismegistus (the 

Greek name for the Egyptian god That) was credited with 
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having inspired about 42 Greek, Latin and Arabic works, 

the so-called Corpus Hermeticum,l which explained the 

origin of the world and claimed to show the way to sal-

vation. This source was used for much of the number 

symbolism current in the Renaissance, especially for 

astrological work. 2 

Renaissance philosophers did not set out to pro-

duce a new philosophical system but rather tried to 

adapt the old one to the new material. They still 

believed that the universe was numerically ordered and 

that numerology would reveal the secrets of the whole 

creation. New methods of applying numerology were care-

fully guarded as not fit for the uninitiated. 

Only the initiated, it was felt, could grasp the 

splendour and radiance of truth, which they perceived 

as synonymous with beauty. The attributes of beauty 

were consonance of parts, proportion and light. Medi-

1Isaac Casaubon in 1614 dated the Hermetica as second 
or third century A.D. gnostic versions of Greek philo
sophy. For an in-depth study see J. Festugiere, Le 
Revelation d'Hermes Trismegistus, Paris, Lecoffre, 
1949-1954. 

2 
Another source was the cabbala, e.g. the number 32 
(multiple of four, half the number of squares on the 
chess-board). Sepher Yetsirah (1:1): "Jehova, the Lord 
of Hosts, the God of Israel, the living God, King of 
the world ••• has graven His name in 32 mysterious paths 
of wisdom", these consist of 10 self-contained numbers 
(Sephiroth) and 22 basic letters (1:2). The meaning 
of the 10 numbers: 1: the spirit of the living God; 
2: spirit from spirit; 3: water from spirit; 4: fire 
from water; 5-10: height, depth, East, West, South, 
North. Jung, Collected Works, vol. XII "Psychology and 
Alchemy", tr. R. Hull, 2nd ed., London, Routledge & 
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eval philosophers had laboured to create the conditions 

which would afford an insight into perfection: the 

Gothic cathedral, built in "perfect" ratios, flooded 

with light - the closest approximation to pure form-

echoing with music written in "perfect" concord. Their 

guides had been the principles of Platonic aesthetics 

with the blessings of St. Augustine. 

This seems to have been understood almost instinc

tively and acted upon by Abbot Suger on the rebuilding 

of the church of St. Denis. As a devotee of Dionysius 

the Areopagite, whose works Suger studied in the trans

lation of John Scotus, he saw "the Lord" as the "super

essential light"; God the Father as the "Father of 

lights" (Pater luminum) and Christ as the "first radiance!' 

As Dionysius put it in De Coelesti Hierarchia: 

"Every creature, visible or invisible, is a light 

brought into being by the Father of the lights ... This 

stone or that piece of wood is a light to me ... For I 

perceive that it is good and beautiful; that it exists 

according to its proper rules of proportion; that it 

differs in kind and species from other kinds and spe-

cies; that it is defined by its number, by virtue of 

which it is 'one' thing; that it does not transgress 

its order; that it seeks its place according to its 

specific gravity. As I perceive such and similar 

Kegan Paul, 1935, p. 205. 
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things in this stone they become lights to me, that is 

to say, they enlighten me (me illuminant). For I begin 

to think whence the stone is invested with such proper-

ties ... ; and soon, under the guidance of reason, I 

am led through all things to that cause of all things 

which endows them with place and order, with number, 

species and kind, with goodness and beauty and essence, 

and with all other grants and gifts.,,3 

In this way the human mind is guided upwards by 

myriads of lights to partake of the radiance and har-

mony which is God. 

Humanists believed in order, hierarchy and uni-

versal correspondences. Their example for order came 

from the belief that God had created everything accor-

ding to a plan or pattern, by using number. By hier-

archy they understood the three worlds: 

1) the world of the senses, the everyday world, 

2) the intelligible world, a world free and yet not 

free of sense experience (e.g. on this level science 

could be experienced), 

3) the super-sensible world, the realm of God and 

his angels. The universal correspondences included 

man, who had the duty to explain the interrelation-

ship; therein lay his wisdom and dignity. 

3Quoted by E. Panofsky, Introduction to Abbot Suger on 
the Abbey Church of St. Denis, and its Art Treasures, 
New Jersey, Princeton Uni v. Press, 1946, p. 19, 20. 
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Renaissance thinkers believed, with Plato, that 

numerical structure underlies all that exists: the 

cosmos, the human figure, the pleasing sound in music, 

and all that is good in art and architecture. Their 

quest was for ideal proportions, with which, it was 

hoped, the artist would be able to recreate on earth, 

in imitation of God, the harmony and beauty of the 

cosmos. Through the knowledge of the liberal arts 
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and especially music and its mathematical connotations 

many excursions could be made into the world of the 

fine arts. When painting, sculpture or architecture 

are particularly concerned with proportions and where 

correspondences are drawn between the arts and music, 

reference to Rhythmomachia seems justified though it 

is only indirectly related. 

L. B. Alberti had laid down guide-lines for the 

artist and philosopher: 

1) that works of art give greater pleasure when con

structed on the most pleasing proportions, 

2) that these proportions can be found in nature 

and are therefore God-given, 

3) that these proportions, as recognised by Pythagoras 

and Plato, originated from music but can also be 

applied in other disciplines, because as music 

is only pleasing to the ear when sung or played 

in harmony, so painting or architecture will be 

more pleasing when organized on principles of 
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harmonic proportions.
4 

He told painters that they must first be familiar 

with geometry so that they could understand perspec-

tive. Proportion and symmetry were for him objective 

standards and a guarantee of beauty, which he defined 

as a certain regular harmony of all parts of a thing 

of such a kind that nothing could be added, taken 

away or altered without making it less pleasing. 5 

In painting guilds apprentices were taught about 

materials, methods of painting and perspective after 

taking a vow of secrecy. Greater secrets, reserved 

for masters, were those of the composition of paintings: 

the magic significance of the circle, the square and 

the triangle and that most divine of all ratios, the 

golden section.
6 

Only the most exclusive artistic 

4 L • B. Alberti, Ten Books on Architecture, tr. into 
English L. Leoni, 1726, ed. J. Rykwert, London, Tiranti, 
1955, Book IX, ch. IV, V. 

5. b' d 11. Book VI, ch. 2. 

~he golden section was defined as that division of a 
line in which the smaller part is in the same propor
tion to the greater part, as that greater part is to 
thewhole. Luca Pacioli wrote a treatise about it, 
which was illustrated by Leonardo. In this he claimed 
that the golden proportion was divine because, like 
God, it was unique. It was in addition like the 
Trinity, three in one: three points united in a con
tinuous harmony. After this publication the secret 
became more or less common knowledge in artists' work
shops. (See diagram overleaf). 
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circles of the time knew the well-guarded secret of 

translating musical proportions into the structure 

and composition of a painting or a sacred edifice. 

Examples where the painter has used numerical 

structure, mainly circles and triangles,in the compo-

sition of his painting are the "Crucifixion", by 

Raphael, and Tintoretto's "The Origin of the Milky 

7 Way", c 1578, both now in the National Gallery, London. 

In the schools for medieval masons the skills 

needed by architects were taught and the true meaning 

of religious allegory and symbolism were explained 

according to the degree of initiation. On the ordi-

nary level the secret of how to build allowing for the 

pressure and counterpressure of the complicated arches 

that made up Gothic cathedrals could be acquired. At 

"inner" schools deeper insights could be gained by medi-

tat ion and from the theoretical teaching of archi-

tects, who, like musicians, followed the authority of 

C 

A D 

AD : DB = DB AB 

B 

Construction of the 
golden proportion 

1 
AC = 2" AB 

7FredGettings, The Hidden Art, A Study of Occult 
Symbolism in Art, London, Cassel, 1978, p. 98-106. 
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S A 
. 8 t. ugustlne. He had believed in the close relation-

ship between architecture and music; architecture pro-

viding the mirror for eternal harmony and music its 

echo. Masons were also taught the true relationship 

between God, man and the universe, encompassing propor-

tion, ratio, harmony and the secret of creation by num-

ber. From these schools the Society of Freemasons 

9 developed. 

An example of an architectural design based on 

numerical proportion derived from music, and therefore 

considered capable of re-creating the true relation-

ship between God, man and matter during worship, is 

the plan for a church in Venice, San Francesco della 

Vigna. This was commissioned by the Doge Andrea Gritti 

in 1534 from the architect Francesco di Giorgio. The 

latter constructed the plan on musical proportions. ill 

8 In RetractE'.ti':?l the work in which, towards the end 0 f 
his life, St. Augustine examined his literary produc
tion, he reiterated his belief that number could ~uide 
the intellect to the visible truth, in God, via the 
understanding of all created things. Retractatio, 
I, ii (PL, XXXII, 600ff). 

~. Gould, A History of Freemasonry, London, Caxton, 
undated subscription edition. 

101 nth eRe n a iss a n c e the pro p 0 r t ion s 0 f the hum an bod y 
were seen as a visual realization of musical harmony. 
E. Panofsky, Meaning in the Visual Arts, New York, 
Doubleday Anchor Books, 1955, p. 91. Panofsky also 
quotes Giorgio and Ghiberti transferring the centre of 
the human figure to the crotch, when this figure is 
inscribed in a circle, ibid., n65. Giorgio revered 
Pico della Mirandola, whose cabbalistic theses he trans-
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The width of the nave was to be nine paces, which is 

the square of three, the first and divine number 

(1:1:1); the length of the nave was to be 27 paces, 

a triple proportion which makes a diapason and a dia-

pente (octave and fifth): 

9:18:27 

9:18 (1:2) for the diapason 

18:27 (2:3) for the diapente. 

These proportions were considered to be the microscopic 

reflection of the 11 macrocosm. The humanist Fortunato 

Spira, the painter Titian, and the architect Sebastiano 

Serlio, a pupil of Alberti, were consulted about the 

design and expressed approval. 

Giorgio justifies his plans: "this mysterious 

harmony is such that when Plato in the Timaeus wished 

to describe the wonderful consonance of the parts and 

fabric of the world, he took this as the first founda-

tion of his description ••• ", and again " ••• we being 

desirous of building the church, have thought it neces-

sary, and most appropriate to follow the order of which 

11 

mit ted to his pupil Arcangelo da Borgonuovo, who 
wrote a defence and explanation of this work of Pico, 
E. Wind, Pagan Mysteries in the Renaissance, Oxford 
Univ. Press, 1980. p. 226 (n24). 

R. Wittkower, Architectural Principles in the Age 
of Humanism, 3rd revised ed., London, Tiranto, 1962, 
deals with aesthetic proportions in a number of 
Italian churches built according to secret number 
symbolism. The rules for the moves of Rhythmomachia 
are laid down according to this theory of proportions. 
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Fraccf'sco eI . Giorgio. Ground pia" "r II Chu rch corresponding 
to the prupon ions of tho! ho.unttn figure 

Go d, the g re s le ~t arc hitect, 

pu t in t o pr"" t.ice hi.s ""''' phl1"s .. ",hy. but acted l ike 

to .. (On IIcll-ed ucated in l-he I .. porc>\!>(.t- 'H,d incerrelt.

l " '''''hip of 11.1 1 ~hc lihera l "rts,U II" cpito!1l1~e l\ the 

highly -cu11_11r ed ""'" o[ his tiro ... 

Giorgi" "rotc II 1'la\.oni c /lee,,,,,,\ ot th .. ere,,( iOl\, 

'" 

12 Fr""cescodl G'<>rgio, I) .. h" t ltonla .. ""di tallus c .... -
I~ca trill. Paris. 1')4'), t r . euy l.cFc.·r e de 1" lIoder ie, 
L'I!!l.rmonic d" ~""d" . l'arh,. 151') • as '1uot.,d by IIUI JeT, 
~u",b .. r <;vmboll.s,". p. 107 . 

11.1"d .. r" i n-dev\h ~tud)' of mu~l c 111 the I/.cJ\"i~~"n te has 
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Harmonia mundi totius (1525) in which he attempted to 

show the beauty and harmony of the created world. He 

used musical terms like consonance and accord in number 

symbolism in order to unite all knowledge of cosmology 

and theology into a work of art. By doing so he hoped 

to mirror in his opus God's creation of the harmonies 

of the universe. He used not only Neoplatonic but also 

cabbalistic-hermetic ideas and worked out exact numeri-

cal correspondences between the signs of the zodiac, 

the twelve tribes of Israel and the twelve apostles. 

There were others who shared his interests, for example, 

influenced by Alberti and Ficino, Garfurius became one 

of the musical authorities consulted by Renaissance 

artists who desired to structure their work on musical 

14 
proportions •. 

revealed the enormous part mathematics played in the 
development of the system of musical notation in the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Johannes de 
Muris (Jehan des Murs) c 1300-1350, Nicole d'Oresme, 
who wrote a treatise on Rhythmomachia, and Philip of 
Vitry (Vitriaco), 1291-1361, in co-operation with the 
Jewish scholar Levi ben Gersonides, 1288-1344, 
(living in Avignon under the protection of the popes) 
paved the way for the new rhythmic and poly-rhythmic 
music. See Eric Werner, "The Mathematical Founda-
tion of Philippe de Vitri' s Ars nova", in The Journal 
of the American Musicological Society, vol. IX 1956, 
p. 128-132. The usual spelling of Vitry is converted 
by Werner to Vitri. Edward Lowinsky, "Music in the 
Culture of the Renaissance", in Journal of the History 
of Ideas, XV, 1954, p. 543 ff. Joseph Carlebach, 
Levi ben Gerson als Mathematiker (De numeris harmo
nicis, based on Col. Basiliensis F II 33) Berlin, 1910. 

M F. Garfurius, Practicae musicae, 1480, quoted by 
Gettings, The Hidden Art, p. 58, n 15. 
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placing of the figures follows the ratio of 4:2:3, 

known as the double diapente (double fifth). This is 

an appropriate choice of number symbolism as the goddess 

Venus was patroness of music and dance. Gettings 

suggests that the real subject of the painting is the 

nature of the arts and the nature of love. 

Another example perhaps is a painting of a chess 

game on a panel of wood, probably part of an Italian 

" cas son e" , 16 a mar ria g e c h est, now i nth e Met r 0 pol ita n 

17 
Museum of Art, New York. 

The painting is called "The Chess Players"l8it is 

350 mm high and 420 mm wide and is attributed by the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art to Girolamo da Cremona, 

19 
1442-1500. Amongst art historians and connoisseurs the 

painting has been well known since it was first pub

lished by P. Schubring in 1927.
D 

A lesser known marriage chest panel, unpublished 

until 1940, was in the private collection of Bernard 

Berenson at Settignano, now the Harvard Center for 

16 P. S c hub r i n g, Cas son i, Lei p zig, Hie r s e man n, 1 9 1 6, 2 n d . 
ed. 1923, is an exhaustive study of the subject. 

17 
From the collection of Maitland Fuller Griggs, New 
York, 1943, "The Chess Players" (43.98.8.) 

l~'The Chess Players" has been reproduced in some modern 
publications on the history of chess, e.g. The Horld 
of Chess by A. Saidy and N. Lessing, London, Collins, 
1974. 

19 Personal correspondence, 28 January 1982. 

~. Schubring, Apollo, V, 1927, p. 156 attributed it 
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by him for the Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin.
n 

Allen Weller has made a study of "The Chess 

Players" (1) and "Group of Youths" (2).23 These two 

panels, Weller shows, fit together perfectly: one 

supplies the rest of a split (green) vertical column 

of the other panel and shows the continuation of the 

interior and the group of youths on the side of the 

male chess player. More than that, the composition 

and style of painting, the colour scheme, the simi-

larity of costumes and hair styles as well as the 
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surface wear and tear imply that these two panels once 

formed a continuous whole. 

Pictorial reproduction and the assembly of panel 

(1) and panel (2) suggested to Weller that the compo-

sition originally must have continued to the right side 

of the woman chess player to include additional atten-

dants and another column to balance the composition. 

Weller made an imaginative reconstruction of the 

still missing portion of the original "cassone" panel 

by adapting a similar group of ladies from a marriage 

chest panel by Giorgio which is in the Stibbert Museum 

22 
H. Wehle, "The Chess Players by Francesco di Giorgio" 
in The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin, February 
1947. 

23A. S . Weller, "A reconstruction of Francesco di Giorgio's 
chess game", in Art Quarterly, vol. VIII, 1940, 
p.162-172. Previously only one scholar had mentioned 
Berenson's "Group of Youths", A. McComb, Art Studies, 
II, 1924, p. 27, although the painting was listed by 

Berenson in I Pittori italiani del Rinascimento. 
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Illustration of reconstructions 

Francesco di Giorgio, Chess Game 
Reconstruction of original painting 

17 

Francesco di Giorgio, Chess Game 
Composite photograph of the Berenson 

and Griggs paintings 

174 
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in Florence, No. 4098. 

According to Weller the literary source of this 

serious chess game has eluded researchers, although 

P. Schubring thinks it might be an illustration of a 

24 Boccaccio story from the Decameron. Weller feels 

the task might be a hopeless one as Prof. Grandgent 

said he cannot identify the source. Weller cites 

Courtney Conover, who studied the game itself and 

believes a conventionalized game is shown and not a 

situation resulting from actual play. John Pope-

175 

25 Hennessy repeats, without much conviction, a sugges-

tion already made by H. B. Wehle 26 thirty-three years 

earlier that the painting has been thought to repre-

sent the story of Duke Huon of Bordeaux who plays 

chess for the hand of a king's daughter, known to be 

invincible at chess. She deliberately loses because 

she had instantly become infatuated with Huon, who 

however releases her from the king's promise. 

24 P. Schubring, Apollo V, 1927, p. 156. In fact no 
Boccaccio story fits the illustration, although 
Boccaccio mentions chess five times in the Decameron: 
introduction to the first, third and sixth days and 
the conclusion of the third and sixth days. 
G. Boccaccio, The Decameron, tr. G.H. McWilliam, 
Penguin, Books, 1972, reprint 1981. 

25 J. Pope-Hennessy and K. Christiansen, "Secular Pain
ting in fifteenth-century Tuscany", in The Metro
politan Museum of Art Bulletin, vol. 38, 1980 to 
1981, p. 17. 

26 Wehle, in The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin, 
p. 154. 
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Apart from remarks on colour in the painting: 

the costumes of golden yellow, crimson and dark green, 

and the blond hair of many of the youths, no further 

analysis of the painting has been attempted. 

Accepting Weller's reconstruction of the panel 

depicting chess players as valid,V additional points 

can be made. 

Renaissance thinkers had confidence in the power 

of number; they expected number to lead to the under-

standing not only of creation (by God) but also of the 

secret of re-creation using numbers. Number, they 

believed, would teach the artist, architect, musician 

and scientist to create "correctly" in their own world 

of the senses. Man's position in the interrelation-

ship of all creation was not questioned but had con-

stantly to be redefined to assure a healthy life. 

Horoscopes were thought to provide one guide-line to 

understanding the effects of external forces (i.e. the 

planets) on the internal ones (i.e. the humours). 

Horoscopes were now cast almost as a matter of course 

among the nobility. Most rulers and some popes em-

ployed astrologers or were astrologers themselves. 

27 We hIe, i n The Met r 0 pol ita n Mus e u m 0 fAr t Bull e tin, 
pp. 153-156, recognises Weller's findings regarding 
the two panels as correct. He also mentions another 
curious panel as coming from either the same or a 
matching "cassone" (p. 156). On this panel, which 
has so far defied interpretation, the protagonists 
are clearly the same as those that were involved in 
the chess game. Wehle gives no information as to the 
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An astrological image, or talisman, was used by those 

desiring protection or wanting to influence the stars. 

Almost anything could be a talisman for channelling 

the effluvia that constantly poured (it was believed) 

from the heavens, e.g. a talisman in the shape of a 

magic square was a popular protection against the 

influence of Saturn, which was usually considered bad 

but could also be beneficial because Saturn encouraged 

scientific endeavour and helped to create energy. 

Durer's "Melencolia I" , shows the magic square 

f J " 28 h h h 1 h 1" o uplter t oug t to counteract t e me anc 0 lC tem-

perament which falls under Saturn. It also shows 

Melencolia's creative ability, e.g. the geometric 

planes of the stone that the builders rejected but 

which Durer uses to understand perspective, that is 

" Z) 
proportlon. 

whereabouts of this panel, but Pope-Hennessy says 
it was "formerly in the Wauters collection in Belgium", 
ib i d , vol. 38, p. 5 3 . 

28 This is the magic square of the numeral four, also 
showing the date of the engraving, 1514 (bottom line). 
The numbers add up to 34 in every direction, horizon
tally, vertically and diagonally. 

Z) 
Erwin Panofsky deals 
Albrecht Durer, 2nd 
Press, 1945, vol. I. 

16 3 2 13 

5 10 11 8 

9 6 7 12 

4 15 14 1 

with many aspects of "Melencolia 
ed. New Jersey, Princeton Univ. 

I" 
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In Renaissance Italy "cassoni", often given in 

pairs as dowries, were not only important pieces of 

furniture and valued possessions used as strong-boxes, 

but also provided an aid to education: their painted 

panels usually showed scenes from Homer, Virgil, Ovid, 

Livy, Petrarch or the Bible and could be read like 

"strip cartoons". Depending on the affluence of the 

giver, great efforts were made to secure chests decor

ated by the finest painters. D Only painters in 

possession of all available hermetic knowledge were 

capable of constructing the paintings on musical pro-

portions and at the same time tailoring the subject 

matter to the recipient in such a way that the gift 

could also serve as a talisman to assure a happy future 

for the couple. The following points relate to the 

"cassone" panel reconstructed by Weller. 

The reconstructed panel suggests that the "cassone" 

was a gift of the finest kind: it combined usefulness 

and beauty with the protective power of a talisman. 

As a talisman the painting fulfils the require-

:DSuch as Uccello and Botticelli: The Oxford Companion 
of Art, ed. H. Osborne, Oxford Univ. Press, 1970, 
pp. 210, 211. Painted "cassani" were particularly 
fashionable in Florence in the fifteenth century, 
although from the 1460s onwards high-class "ca~sone" 
panels were produced in a workshop in Siena, jointly 
run for a time by Francesco di Giorgio and Neroccio. 
One of the largest Florentine workshops produced 
twenty-three pairs of marriage chests for the top 
families of the town. Pope-Hennessy, The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art Bulletin, pp. 12, 15. 
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ments recommended by Marcilio Ficino,~ 1433-1499, who 

considered melancholy a natural condition of the soul 

in the body and suggests that those plagued by Saturn's 

dry and depressing influence turn to Jove for help, i.e. 

to make their lives a bit more "jovial". This can be 

done by associating with "solar" people, namely blonds. 

The yellow hair or wigs of the young people hint at 

the specific intention to combat melancholy, something 

these sombre chess players seem to need. Ficino also 

recommends walks in green fields, such as can be seen 

through the window in the painting, and the contempla-

. f . bl . d . l' . b d 32 tlon 0 sUlta y palnte cel lngs In e rooms - con-

templation of suitably painted "cassoni" should be 

just as beneficial. Crimson, green and gold-yellow, 

the colours worn by the young people in the painting, 

were colours recommended to "temper" the Saturnian 

tendency to sombre extremes. Furthermore, construc-

~M. Ficino, Opera Omnia, Basle, 1573, consulted in the 
translation by C. Boer, The Book of Life, Irving Texas, 
SpringPubl., Univ. Dallas, 1980, and R. Klibansky, 
E. Panofsky and F. SaxI, Saturn and Melancholy, London, 
Nelson, 1964, pp. 254-274. 

320ther recommendations are the use of sympathetic herbs; 
for rejuvenation the collecting and drinking of dew, 
the heavenly effusion, and the wearing and drinking of 
gold as it contains the spirit of life. Ficino paid 
special attention to the imbalance of the four humours: 
blood, phlegm, black bile (melancholy) and yellow 
bile (choler), prompted possibly by the gout-suffering 
Medicis. He dealt with the psychology of the Renais
sance, in this lay his originality: brtnging together 
the body and soul with diet, herbal and alchemical 
practice. 
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ting the painting on musical proportions would, it was 

believed, ensure the proper interrelationship between 

the correspondences. 

Looking at the composition of the reconstructed 

and extended panels we see three groups of six figures: 

these are clearly divided by pillars. Six men stand 

to the left of the chess players and six women to their 

right. The centre group is made up of four men and two 

women; a multiple ratio, here perhaps used to symbo-

lize domestic harmony. Altogether there are eight men. 

The number ten has always been of great importance 

because it is built up of a number series that fits 

into a geometrical shape, it has a "triangular" nature: 

• • • The relationship of eight womell to ten men • • • • • • • 

is one of greater inequality, it is a sesquiquartan 

super particular number (The antecedent is equal to 

the consequent and some part of it, 1 
namely 4"' 8, 10) . 

If we grant the octave 12 semi-tones, the overall num-

ber of semitones is 18, one for each of the 18 figures 

in the painting, octaves; or, considering six 

figures in each section, three groups of six, each 

33 group a pleasant consonance. 

The chess-board ill the painting is made up of 

33Ficino believed all creation to be divine. Man crea
ting a work of art or song, acts in God's image. The 
general view of Renaissance scholars was that the 
artist was divinely inspired, metaphorically speaking. 
In our case it may simply indicate that musical harmony 
is mathenatics (geometry) translated into sound. See 
Klibansky, Saturn and Melancholy, p. 250. 
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7 X 14 squares, a composite board between that of chess 

and Rhythmomachia.~ The players are not engaged in a 

realistic game, the implication rather seems to be 

that of an occupation involving considerable mental 

effort, as for example practising the discipline of the 

quadrivium, which, it seems to be suggested, will bring 

true happiness and lift the spirits of the players. 

This "cassone" may have been a gift intended for 

a scholar, scientist or mathematician. The broken 

object on the ground, the potsherds, might refer to 

the consummated marriage. This would accord with the 

curious panel in a private Belgian collection which 

might come from the same, or possibly from the other 

one of the pair of matched "cassoni". In it a young 

woman signals to a youth who sits on some rocks or she 

points to herself; 

lie on the ground. 

again the same kind of potsherds 

Whether the "cassoni" panels were painted by 

Francesco di Giorgio as suggested by Berenson, or 

Girolamo da Cremona, as suggested by the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, is not of importance. Both painters 

had the training and classical education necessary to 

understand the underlying symbolism of the paintings. 

Giorgio was in the forefront of theoretical thinking 

in the Renaissance and more prominent than Girolamo 

~Boards often varied in size and shape. 
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da Cremona. Bernard Berenson calls Girolamo the most 

intellectual, imaginative and accomplished of Italian 

miniaturists.
35 

As the illustrator of the "most 

beautiful book in the world",~ a Latin edition of the 

works of Aristotle in two volumes, he had access to 

Florentine education and the Neoplatonic thought of the 

time. His intelligence and sensitivity would have 

enabled him to express in his painting the various 

layers of numerological and philosophical thought. 

The occult sciences also reveal a certain rela-

tionship to Rhythmomachia. During the Renaissance 

number symbolism became fused with the occult: both 

were kept secret from the uninitiated. An influential 

scholar in that field in the fifteenth century was the 

Benedictine abbot Trithemius of Spanheim, 1462-1516, 

who devoted his life to numerology and astrological 

calculations, used cryptography and apparently devised 

a method for sending messages via angels. 

In the sixteenth century less mysterious and more 

easily understood works on numerology started to appear 

and were assimilated and accepted by most literate 

people. 

Giorgio's belief in the harmonious interrelation-

35 
Berenson, The North Italian Painters of the Renaissance, 
p.169-170. 

~rinted by Andrea dei Torresani, Venice 1483, H. Yates 
Thompson, The Burl ington Magazi ne, IX, 1906. 
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ship of all creation has already been touched on. The 

Protestant view of the world, of great influence on 

writers such as Milton, was given by the Huguenot 

Salluste du Bartas, 1544-1590, in accounts of the 

Creation, Septmaine, 1578, and Second Septmaine, 1584. 

For him too, God is the great mathematician or geome-

trician. He discusses biblical events, astrology and 

astronomy, incidentally giving encyclopaedic informa-

tion. He believes Hebrew to be the most important 

language because of its numerical properties and goes 

on to comment briefly on each number, e.g. 

One: 
Root of all Number; 

" ... the right 
and of Infinite, 

No number, but more than a Number yet 
P 11 " 37 otentially in all, and a in it. 

He discusses the liberal sciences, speaking of 

music, e.g. 

" ... sacred harmony 
And Numb'ry Law, which did accompany 
The Almighty-most, when first his Ordinance ~ 

Appointed Earth to rest, and Heaven to dance . .. " 

Salluste du Bartas' essential belief was that the micro-

cosm is a reflection of the macrocosm; therefore what 

happens to man on earth has its source somewhere in 

heaven. He, like Giorgio, Ficino, Pico della Mirandola, 

etc. tried to stay clear of religious prohibitions in 

37 SaIl u s ted u Bar t as, D i v i neW e eke san d W 0 r k e s, t r . 
Joshua Sylvester, London, 1613, as quoted by Butler, 
Number Symbolism, p. 63. 

~. b' d 1 1 • p. 64. 
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his preoccupation with the occult. Some Renaissance 

"magicians", that is men involved in a quest for under-

standing, for an ultimate transformation of themselves 

as the "enlightened", went further. 

Agrippa~ and Paracelsus~ no longer tried to in-

corporate their occult practices into the general doc-

trines of the Church. According to Agrippa, number is 

the most powerful magic imaginable, because by its 

structure every "thing" is "number". Since the time 

of Pythagoras many philosophers believed that "number" 

is of itself more powerful in action than any other 

thing. Agrippa explained the various types of number 

symbolism that had come to his notice and attested the 

virtues of various numbers. 

As Butler states, 

"ill discussing the number three (II,v) he 
(Agrippa) shows how the number has a scale 
of meaning on different levels. The highest 
or archetypal meaning of three is the three
lettered name of God (given in Hebrew, God's 
own language), which signifies the Christian 
Trinity of the Father, Son and Holy Ghost. 
In the intellectual (ultramondane) world it 
signifies the three hierarchies of angels, 
that is the nine pseudo-Dionysian orders of 
angels grouped in threes to represent the 
Trinity. In the celestial world, three rep
resents the three quarternions of the zodia
cal signs of the Houses used in casting a 
horoscope. Agrippa divides the sublunary 

39Cornelius Agrippa of Nettesheim, +1553, wrote ~ 
Occult a Philosophia (3 vol.) and De Vanitate Scien
t i a rum., C. 'II,,; c tL; J t: ,C;, 1.5:3 1 . 

4Drheophrast von Hohenheim, known as Paracelsus, (+1541) 

Samtliche Werke, ed. K. Sudhoff, Munich, R. Olden
ber, 1929. 
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world into two, the elemental (physical) 
world in which three represents the three 
degrees of the elements, and the minor, or 
microcosmic world of man, in which three 
represents the three main parts of a man's 
body, the head, breast and belly. He also, 
as a 'Negromantike', finds triplicities in 
the infernal world, i.e. the three infernal 
Furies, the three judges and the three 
degrees of the damned". 

41 

185 

On music Agrippa says that the planets emit sounds 

and he assigns musical modes to the stars (II, XXVI). 

He comments on Giorgio's dissertation "Of the Compo-

sit ion and Harmony of the human soul", e.g. "Reason to 

concupiscence hath the proportion diapason (octave); 

but to Anger diatesseron (fourth).42 

Agrippa obtained information from many sources, 

including Arabic. He seems to have been the originator 

of symbols of a cabbalistic nature which frequently 

a p pea ron as t r 0 log i cal me d a 11 ion s . 43 The s e "s i g n a cuI a " 

are related to various kinds of magic squares. The 

magic squares in their turn are assigned to the seven 

planets in the order of their velocity. 

Lastly, Pietro Bongo's De Numerorum Mysteria (ed. 

1618) must be mentioned as a monumental encyclopaedic 

41 
Butler, Number Symbolism, p. 68, 69. 

42 . b· d 1 1 ., p. 70. 

43 For his w 0 r k 0 n sea 1 sse e K. A. Now 0 t ny, " The Con s t r u c -
tion of Certain Seals and Characters in the work of 
Agrippa of Nettesheim", in Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Inst., vol. 12, 1949, p. 46-57. 
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44 
and seven archangels, who presumably rule over them. 

Man, it was thought develops in cycles of seven. 

This search for a harmonic relationship of numbers 

was incorporated by astronomers like Copernicus (died 

1543) and Kepler (died 1630) into their field of empi-

rical observation. Kepler was able to differentiate 

between quantitative mathematics and hermetic numero-

logical mathematics. His investigation ran on two 

lines; one aim was a religious one, "to illustrate 

the glory of the world and of God the architect".~ 

The other was to break away from the idea of the uni-

verse as a sphere and the paths of the planets being 

" 1 46 Clrcu ar. For him a mathematical correspondence 

existed between the stars and the soul ~ creating har-

mony between them for the aesthetic contentment of man. 

In England some Renaissance buildings were inspired 

by numerology, e.g. the Triangular Lodge built in 1593 

44 Butler, Number Symbolism, p. 74. 

45 "b" d 1 1 ., p. 89. 

46 From the time of Plato it was believed that God created 
the universe as a sphere: Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa 
took the sphere as the symbol of the Trinity, the 
centre corresponding to the Father, the surface to the 
Son (the visible body), and the ether-filled inter
mediate region to the Holy Ghost. Kepler showed the 
elliptical movement of the planets round the sun. He 
also worked out the exact musical chord emitted by the 
planetary spheres. 

~I h" 1 " 1 n t lS way astro oglca influences on man can be 
explained. 
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for Sir Thomas Tresham.~ However, in England, poets 

rather than artists and architects structured their 

work on number symbols and allegorical lines.~ 

The critic in this relatively new field labours 

under the difficulty of the esoteric allegory involved, 

the scarcity of clues and the lack of any explicit in-

formation about the numerological construction of poems. 

Alistair Fowler in a study of the "Faerie Queene, 

Spenser and the Numbers of Time" says the poem: 

~ 

49 

~ 

"is in fact an astonishingly complex web of 
interlocking numerical patterns of many 
different kinds. We find numerological 
patterns in line-, stanza-, canto-, and 
book- totals; in the location of these 
units; and even in the numbers of charac
ters mentioned in each episode. Pythago
rean number symbolism, astronomical number 
symbolism based on orbital period figures 
and on Ptolemaic star catalogue totals, 
medieval theological number symbolism: 
all these strands, and more besides, are 
worked together into what - in this respect 
at least - must be one of the most intri- ~ 
cate poetic textures ever devised." 

The three walls are each 33'4" long, which adds up 
to 100', (multiples of ten were thought to reduce 
all numbers to unity, the monad of God); each wall 
represented one person of the Trinity, mystically 
united. Butler, Number Symbolism, p. 108-9. 

For example only fairly recently has Renaissance 
poetry been subjected to critical analysis in an 
attempt to discover its hidden meaning, by Alistair 
Fowler, Maren-Sofie R~stvig, Christopher Butler and 
A. Kent Hiett. 

A. Fowler, Faerie Queene, Spenser and the Numbers of 
Time, p. 4, as quoted by Butler, Number Symbolism, 
pp. 132, 133. 
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This indicates the complexity involved in the 

interpretation of poetry which might by structure and 

content contain anyone of the various number symbo-

lisms: cosmological, astrological, musical etc. The 

greatest Renaissance poets, e.g. Milton, were able to 

manifest the 

" •.. secret power 
Of harmony in tones and numbers hit 
By voice or hand, in various measured verse, 

" 51 

Creating poetry of this calibre allowed the soul 

- in Ficino's terms - to participate in the harmony of 

the Divine mind. 

Another way of expressing the seemingly inexpres-

sible appears to be epitomized by the Hypnerotomachia 

P 1 ° hOlO 52 o 1p 1 1. This highly enigmatic and seminal work 

was published in Venice in 1463 by the Dominican Fran-

cesco Colonna, (died 1527). He used Greek, Arabic, 

Latin and Italian to recount the struggles of the hero 

Poliphilus to gain learning and insight. This is rep-

resented as a dream analogy. Poliphilus is led from 

~John Milton, Paradise Regained, London, Frowde, 1904, 
Book IV, lines 254-256. 

52 1592 edition translated by "RD" as Strife of Love in 
a Dream, Scholars Facsimiles and Reprints, 1973. 
Aldus Manutius published it in 1499 with many illus
trations. The English edition was dedicated to the 
humanists Sir Philip Sidney and Robert Earl of Essex. 
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the temptations of the world by five nymphs, cor res-

ponding possibly to the five girls who created trees 

in Pietro da Cortona's drawing and personified the 

five elements we met in Walter of Speyer's poem. The 

hero arrives at the magnificent Palace of Liberty, over 

the entrance of which is written in Greek "The Wealth 

of Nature", perhaps hinting at the view that natural 

elements and mathematics are the basis of creation, 

and that knowledge frees the spirit of man. 

Queen Elenterilda entertains the hero with a very 

special game of chess, the war-game inverted to a love-

game. Nymphs instead of pawns, dressed in gold and 

silver, with flowers in their long curls, move in a 

graceful dance or ballet to the music of a threefold 

measure, and kiss their captors before going off the 

board. Chess, it seems to be implied, teaches not 

only strategy and the hierarchical ordering of society 

but also mathematics, the basis of creation, (i.e. the 

elements are moved to creation by the music of the 

spheres). 

Colonna's illustrations strongly reflect his pre-

deliction for the writings of Hermes Trismegistus and 

the ancient wisdom of elephant and obelisk~ embellished 

~A Baroque fountain outside the Cathedral in Catania, 
Sicily, is in the shape of a black lava elephant, 
bearing a white marble obelisk on its back. 
F. Rabelais (died 1553) a hundred years or so later 
used the chess allegory in The Histories of Gargantua 
and Pantagruel (ed. J.M. Cohen, Penguin Books, 1979) 
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with hieroglyphics, but also his interest in shapes 

and forms. These stimulated ideas in contemporary and 

later artists and provided a model for fine pottery, 

attributed to Niccolo da Urbina, c 1515. Generally it 

helped to create an interest in classical learning and 

classical ruins. 

The cultural background of Renaissance thinking 

in Italy sketched above is that of the Medici, Strozzi 

and Rucellai families of Florence .. These families were 

related by marriage and during the political upheaval 

between about 1530 and 1540 went into (partly) volun-

tary exile in Padua, taking many of their friends with 

54 
them. These men were well educated, interested in 

the liberal arts and, as humanists, studied Greek, dis-

cussed Dante, the meaning of the Divine Comedy and 

artistic problems. Boards, pieces and rules for Rhyth-

momachia came into their hands; some good players are 

mentioned,e.g. Don Mauro, Father Giuliano del Carmine, 

Papi Tedaldi and Cristophano Boniai. This game appealed 

to the young men because it taught mathematical propor-

tions, a subject much discussed at the time. Carlo 

54 

Book V, ch. 24-25 (I am aware of the controversy 
about the authenticity of Book V, published only in 
1564; it does however not affect the topicality of 
the allegory). 

Cosima Medici, 1389-1464, founded the Platonic Academy. 
Cosima I, later Duke of Florence, 1519-1574, was a 
young man during these political upheavals. Florence 
was the centre of cultural activity during the 
Renaissance. 
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Strozzi describes a visit to the gardens of Cosimo 

Rucellai in Padua, where he found his friend discus-

sing proportions with Jacopo Vettori. After some time 

had passed, the board and pieces for Rhythmomachia were 

sent for and the friends settled down to a game of pro-

. 55 
portlons. 

Benedetto Varchi, 1503-1565, one of these exiles, 

wrote a treatise on proportions for his friends which 

he dedicated to Luca Martini, who in turn prepared 

for them an exhaustive work on Rhythmomachia. 

In December 1539 Varchi wrote to his friend Luca 

Martini, reporting that nearly every day was spent in 

playing Rhythmomachia with their friends Albertaccio 

and Ugolino. The latter, he goes on to say normally 

56 dislikes and abominates all other games. Varchi goes 

on to suggest that a pair of boards should be made and 

the equipment and rules of the game should be sent to 

Nicolo Alamanni 9 who lived in Rome at that time. 

Varchi was a leading literary figure of this period, 

reviving the classical concept of "Ut pictura poesis" 

55 lIMa nos c r itt 0 d i Car loS t r 0 z z i, Flo r en c e, I I. I I . 
278 contains the treatise on Rhythmomachia, a work 
on proportions, a description of the visit to the 
garden, and of how Rhythmomachia came to their know
ledge. 

56 For a copy of the letter from Varchi to Martini, 
31 December 1539 see appendix 

57Th i s was the son 0 fLu i g i A 1 a man n i, + 1 5 5 6, the 
Florentine democratic politician and poet. Other 
humanists involved were Daniel Barbaro and Sperone 
Speroni. 
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for the Renaissance and arguing whether sculpture or 

. . h d h . . ~ pa1nt1ng ate pr1macy 1n art. His many friends 

included the cardinal of Nicasto and Pope-elect Marcello 

Cervini, 1501-1555, and the Papal Nuncio, Lorenzo Lenzi, 

(died 1571). His uncle Cardinal Gaddi kept open house 

in Padua, and apart from politics there may have 

been many wide-ranging discussions of interest to 

humanists. 

For these cultured circles artists, architects, 

musicians and poets created works that were commissioned 

and understood, e.g. the Primavera and the cassoni; at 

the Florentine academy~ Ficino translated Plato and 

Hermes Trismegistus from the Greek into Latin for Cosimo 

Medici, and after his death continued to work for his 

son Piero and educated the grandsons Lorenzo and 

Giuliano. There he wrote a commentary on Plato's 

Symposium and his most famous book, the Theologia 

Platonica.8) 

~Varchi was also the author of a political history of 
Florence, Storia Florentina, 1528-1538. 

59C a r din a I I p pol ito de' Me die i f 0 u n d e d a c I ubi n Rom e 
for the study of Vitruvius, the famous Roman architect 
of the first century A.D., whose work, a ten volume 
architectura dealing with everything related to buil
ding from town planning to interior-decoration, was 
discovered in the monastery of St. Gallen in 1414 and 
printed for the first time in 1484, reprinted with 
illustrations in 1511. It exerted an enormous 
influence on Ren~issance ideas of architectural beauty, 
harmony and proportions. During the sixteenth century 
academies were founded in many Italian towns. 

EDrhe genius of Ficino was recognised during his lifetime 
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Artists, philosophers, merchant-bankers and 

scholars thought of themselves as Saturnians, with a 

tendency to melancholia, a condition to which scholars 

were thought to be particularly prone. One of their 

problems was how to live with their restless soulsin 

a restless age. However, Saturn did not come without 

"gifts": he brought men creative power. These men saw 

no contradiction between astrology, science and empiri-

cal observation; on the contrary they seem to have 

welcomed the rule of heavenly bodies over earthly con-

cerns as comforting and natural, guaranteeing conti-

nuity and stability. 

An illustration from an Italian Book of Days shows 

Saturn's "gift" to men: farming (Saturn the Reaper), 

busy workshops in a well-planned city and a fighting 

spirit (but also private strife). Central in the 

picture is the chess-board, surrounded by six men, 

more than are needed for a mere game. This board may 

refer to what it can teach; obviously strategy, the 

hierarchical ordering of society and chess-moralities, 

and proved an inspiration to many of the greatest 
philosophers, poets and artists of the Renaissance. 
Ficino's Liber de Vita was published in 1489 with 
endorsements from powerful friends at the Academy 
but against the disapproval and attack by various 
clerical enemies. It was dedicated to Lorenzo de 
Medici, Philippo Valori and the King of Hungary. 
Michelangelo frequently stayed at the villa and 
would have heard Ficino discuss his ideas about the 
importance of the body; it may have influenced the 
creation of his magnificent figures. 
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but also mathematics. The chess-board itself could 

b . d d' d h' 61 e conSl ere a maglc square, connecte to mat ematlCS. 

The importance of chess as a metaphysical concept, 

an allegory or a symbol can be seen from the example 

of a political satire. 62 The play A Game at Chess by 

the prolific playwright Thomas Middleton, 1580-1627, 

caused a furore in London and may have led to the 

imprisonment of the author. T.S. Eliot called it "a 

perfect piece of literary political art". 63 

The subject of the play is the ill-conceived 

visit to Spain by Prince Charles and the Duke of 

Buckingham in 1623 to settle a marriage. Charles and 

6lMagic squares were known from ancient as well as 
Roman times. One of the earliest western MS on the 
subject is by Emmar.uel Moschopoulus of Constantinople, 
Bibl. Nat. Paris, cod. 2428, c 1300. 
In medieval romances magic boards are not uncommon. 
Alfonso X of Spain, EI Sabio, ordered a treatise on 
magic and magic squares, the Picatrix, to be trans
lated from Arabic into Latin, 1276. 

See also David Pingree, "Between the Ghaya 
and Picatrix, I: The Spanish Version". Journal of 
the Warburg and Courtauld Inst., vol. 44, 1981, 
pp.27-56. 

62 

In the collection of games made for Alfonso X, in 
Spanish, Escorial, siglo T-I-6, Libro de ajedrez, 
several versions of chess are recorded: one board 
is in the shape of the sign of the zodiac, seven con
centric rings, divided into 12 parts, each showing 
one of the constellations. The game was played by 
seven people with a seven-faced die. 
In another variatioll [our players battled wi.th lhe 
four humours, the four colours (green, red, white, 
black),the four elements and the four seasons. 

ed. J.W. Harper, London, Ernst Benn, 1966. 

63.:r.S. Eliot, "Thomas Middleton", Selected Essays, 
1917-1932, London, Faber & Faber, 1932, p. 166. 
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Buckingham are the "white knights" in the game of 

chess. The other players in the great catholic chess 

game are trying to convert Charles. The satirical 

attack was focussed on Count Godomar, the "black 

knight", Spanish Ambassador to England until 1622. 

An example of the recognition of the importance of 

games as serious intellectual teaching aids in the Re

naissance, which may have come to the notice of Florentine 

scholars, is Thomas Murner's use of special playing cards. 

Some of these incorporate chess situations. 

19 

Two of Thomas Murner's playing-cards 

64The Franciscan monk, teacher and humanist, best known 
for his satyrical writing, Thonas Murner, 1475-1537, 
studied mathematics and mnemotechnique with Lefevre 
d'Etaples in Paris, travelled in Italy; he published 
his highly successful teaching aid of playing cards 
in book form in Cracovie, Brussels and Strasbourg 
between 1507 and 1509 (reprinted in Paris as late as 
1842). Thomas Murner, LO~ica memorativa .. . Joannes 
Gruninger, Strasbourg, 1 09, NB Vienna, sign. 80. E. 66. 
Murner devised yet another card game for teaching at 
the Institute of Justinian, which also came out in book 
form, Thomas Murner, Chartiludium Institute summarie ... 
Johannes Prus, Strasbourg, 1518, NB Vienna, 33. H. 14. 
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Selected Manuscripts and Books 

During the fifteenth century chess remained as 

popular as it had been during the Middle Ages. Many 

keen players copied chess problems ("mansubat"), others 

transcribed chess manuals which were always in demand. 

In about the middle of the fifteenth century there 

spread from Spain what came to be known as the "new 

game" in which, amongst other minor alterations, the 

queen and bishop exchanged their medieval privileges 

for the moves which they still retain. Thus the queen 

became twice as strong as the rook, formerly the stron-

. 1 
gest plece. 

Within the next fifty years or so the new game 

became known throughout Europe,and with it came the 

demand for new books of rules. These later also became 

available in printed form. Some of the manuscripts 

and printed books on chess included a treatment of 

Rhythmomachia. 

An example of a handwritten chess manual with 20 

pages on Rhythmomachia bound in the same volume is in 

the Ashmolean Library, dated c 1470. It consists of 

61 vellum leaves and on fOe 3 Roger Hartwell claimed 

ownership of it in 1529. The chess book is written in 

an English North Country dialect and shows much use, 

1 Murray, A History of Chess, pp. 776-777. 
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. h . d . 2 Wlt annotatlons an correctlons. By contrast the 

Latin Rhythmomachia in this case seems to have been 

largely unused. 

Towards the end of the fifteenth century the first 

printed treatises on Rhythmomachia started to appear. 

In 1482 John Shirwood, Bishop of Durham (died 1494) 

published an account of Rhythmomachia 3 which he had 

started to compile for his patron George Neville, Arch-

bishop of York. On Neville's premature death in 1476 

before the completion of the book, Shirwood found a 

new patron in the Venetian nobleman Marco Barbo, Bishop 

of Vicenca, later Bishop of Palestrina. 

The British Museum has a copy of the 28 page book 

by Shirwood. No publisher is mentioned but the volume 

is believed to have come from the printing shop of 

Ulrich Han. In the margin someone stated that this 

treatise on Rhythmomachia is of great rarity. The 

writer of manuscript Casanatense 791, dated 1511 seems 

to have plagiarized Shirwood's work by copying it 

4 
exactly but eliminating any attribution to the author. 

2 
Murray, A History of Chess, p. 601. 

3 The full tit 1 ere ads: " A d rever end iss i mum r e li g i 0 sis -
simumque in Christo patrem ac amplissimum dominum 
Marcum cardinalem Sancti Marci vulgar iter nuncupatum 
Johannis Shirvuod (sic) quod latine interpretatur 
Limpida Silva sedis Apostolicae protonotarii Anglici, 
praefatio in Eptinomen de ludo arithmomachiae feli
citer incipit". 

~hicco, Bonus Socius, p. 86. 
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A second account of Rhythmomachia was published 

towards the end of the fifteenth century in Paris by 

the famous French scholar and humanist Jacques Lef~vre 

d'Etaples, 51450-1536. 

This four and a half page "Rithmimachie" was in-

eluded in 72 UIlnumbered pages with three other works: 

Lef~vre's commentary on Jordanus' "elementa arithmetica", 

a treatise on music, and his commentary and "epitome" 

of Boethius. The Rhythmomachia carries a dedication 

to Bernardo Vencario, a doctor of medicine and "lover 

of numbers".6 Here Lef~vre mentions that his friend 

has advised him to relieve his studies with a game; 

this he does, with a recommendation of Rhythmomachia, 

which makes the study of arithmetic easier for those 

who find it a difficult discipline. 

The first edition of this work came out in Paris 

on 22 July 1496.
7 

It must have been a fairly large one 

as many libraries in France, England, Germany and Italy 

have copies of it. A second edition followed in 1507 

and a third in 1514. In Germany the "Lef~vre Rithmi-

machie" was referred to by Gustavus Selenus in the 

5TheLatinized name is Jacobus Faber Stapulensis. 

6See appendix A for a copy of this "Rithmimachie", Wolfen
bUttel Library, sign. A I, Arithmetica: in hoc opere 

contenta: Arithmetica decem libris demonstrata quatuor 
(jordani), musica libris, Epitome in libros/ Arithme
ticos diui Seuerini Boetii, Jacobi Fabri, Rjthmimachie 
ludus qui et Pugna numerorum appellatur. 

~ublished by David Lauxius of Edinburgh, then working 
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introduction to his own German Rythmomachia of about 

one hundred years later. 

This "Rithmimachie" by Lefevre d'Etaples, was 

brought back from Paris to Florence and Padua by a 

friend of Pella Rucellai (who calls Lefevre "Jacopo 

Fabro"). Pella's son Cosimo and other political exiles 

became enthusiastic players of the game because it 

fitted in with their interests in Platonic and Neo-

platonic studies of harmony and proportion and the 

general preoccupation of humanists of that time.
8 

Luca Martini was prevailed upon to write a trea-

tise for his friends. H · . 9 h· h 1S manuscr1pt, w 1C is in 

Italian and was never published, extends over some 74 

8 

in Paris, printed by John Higman and Wolfgang Hopilus. 

Cosimo Rucellai's grandfather was Bernardo Rucellai, 
a Florentine nobleman, humanist, historian and the 
greatest patron of the arts after Lorenzo il Magnifico 
whose brother-in-law he was. Cosimo continued to 
host the famous Orti Oricellari meetings in the 
Rucellai gardens in the Via della Scala in Machia
velli's time; Machiavelli dedicated his Discorsi 
to Cosimo Rucellai and Bondelmonte. These intellec
tuals from a merchant-banking background no longer 
devoted most of their time to money-making, although 
large fortunes were sometimes needed for their 
intellectual pursuits. Ficino's Platonic movement 
had the effect of toning down the traditional poli
tical problems of Florentine humanists and partly 
replaced them with philosophical problems of a general 
character: e.g. discussions of abstract concepts, 
love, beauty, etc. Felix Gilbert, "Bernardo Rucellai 
and the Orti Oricellari" Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Inst., vol. 12, 1949, p. 103-131. 

9 "Strozzi MS" II, II, 278, Biblioteca Nationale, 
Florence. 
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first French Rhythmomachia, in 1554. Two years later, 

in 1556, he brought out one in Latin with the title: 

Nobilissimus et Antiquissimus ludus Pythago
reus (qui Rythmomachia nominatur) in utili
tatem & relaxationem studiosorum comparatus 
ad veram & facilem proprietatem & rationem 
numerorum assequendam, nunc tandem per 
Claudium Buxerium Delphinatem illustratus 

printed by Guillaume Cavellat, "at the sign of the 

Fat Hen in front of the college of Cambray". The sale 

of the book, board and pieces is advertised on the 

front page, for the bookseller John the Gentile near 

the Palace (s8e introduction), 

Boissi~re was an influential scholar and success-

12 ful author. He published "Art Poetique" and "Art 

d'Arithmetique" with Annet Bri~re in 1554, followed by 

treatises on geometry and astronomy and a comment on 

practical astrology by Jean Bullant. In 1557 he pub-

lished "La propriete et l'usage des quadrans". Boissi~re 

mentions a few of his contemporaries who played Rhythmo-

machia: Oronce Fine (Orontius Finaeus, 1494-1555), a 

mathematiciam with interests in the hermetic arts, and 

Jacques Lef~vre d'Etaples. As earlier players he names 

Gilbertus Papa, Hermannus Contractus, Cestrensis and 

Nicolaus Orestinus. 

Boissi~re dedicated his Rythmomachia (1 June 1556) 

to Antoine Escalin des Aimars, baron de Lagarde, 

12 A. Rochas, Biographie du Dauphine, Gen~ve 1971, 
reprint of Paris ed., 1856-1860, vol. I, p. 157. 
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1498-1578, who led a naval campaign against Henry VIII 

of England under the high command of Claude d'Aimebaut, 

fought against Emperor Charles V and was sometime ambas

sador to Venice for Francis 1.
13 

In a lengthy discourse 

Boissiere emphasizes that turmoil and adversity are 

better sustained when one is employed on some noble 

task, such as the study of mathematics, and he cites 

as one example amongst several, Julius Caesar, who in 

"the midst of storms and tempests never gave up the 

noble study of the mathematical arts". 

Boissiere closes the dedication by explaining that 

Rhythmomachia takes its origin from "harmonies and pro-

portions, ratios of the most subtle and ingenious 

" " Pythagoras and promises that after playing ... not only 

men who are sad and gloomy come out cheerful and gay 

but also some fruitful result will accrue to those who 

pursue excellence: since they will be more ready for 

the investigation of principles and harmonies: acute-

ness in which and understanding of which will be of 

the greatest assistance to us for the contemplation of 

the quantity of all things - the quantity which this so 

" 14 great and so wonderful world embodies and embraces . 

In the main body of the work, after setting out 

13Escalin seems to have fallen out of favour in the 
Spanish war and became, like so many aristocrats, 
politically suspect. See dedication of Boissiere's 
Rythmomachia in appendix C. 

14 For a full e r t ran s 1 at ion see a p pen d i xC: • 
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how one arrives at the particular numbers which do 

battle in the game, and before he explains procedure, 

Boissi~re gives an allegorical account of the numbers 

and pyramids. He likens the odd and even numbers to a 

marriage; male and female will produce offspring, 

again male and female, who will jll Lurn combille alld 

reproduce until the numbers to be used in the battle 

are arrived at. The pyramids are constructed by super-

imposing decreasing layers of squared numbers starting 

with six as the base for pyramid (a) and eight as a 

base for pyramid (b). These layered pyramids Boissiere 

21 

I')""'H p"ri"". 
"'",t1Orll"" rd,(//,tul... O,btl. 

Pyw"j, 
Imp4rtllrpf 

PI"mfr,r~1f) 

likens to friendship. The layers are friends who 

cleave together, fight together and, because under 

certain rules they can be broken up under attack, 

. 15 

these friends can sacrifice themselves for one another.~ 

15 B' . , R h h' olsslere, yt momac la, p. 12. 

16 . b' d 1 1 , p. 43-45. 
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Rhythmomachia was known and played during the 

Renaissance not only in France and Italy but also in 

England and Germany. In England an alternative way 

of playing was sometimes practised. This variation 

was, to an extent, an imitation of chess, played on 

the single chess-board with hierarchically graded 

pieces,e.g. the circles doing duty as pawns, the pyra-

mids as kings, and so on. Boissi~re included a des-

cription of this version in his book on Rhythmomachia 

under the heading: "Altera Chaleorum ludendi ratio". 

In the introduction he relates that two Englishmen 

acquainted him with this variant of Rhythmomachia: 

Thomas Randolphus, who studied in Paris, possibly 

mathematics at the Sorbonne under Boissi~re, and Thomas 

Topcliphus, one of the most erudite and highly-cultured 

men amongst the English. 

Thomas Randolphus was a noted English Protestant 

politician, for some time hiding in Paris from perse-

cution under the reign of Mary Stuart. Thomas Topcly-

phus, probably a member of a prominent Yorkshire family, 

was particularly "distinguished, pre-eminent and excel-

17 lent in astronomy, algebra and scenography". 

From the presumption that Rhythmomachia was inven-

ted by Pythagoras because it demonstrates Pythagorean 

proportions, Boissi~re is led to the erroneous suppo-

sition that chess was an adaptation of the much older 

17 B· . , R h h· OlSSlere, yt momac la, p. 83. 
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Rhythmomachia. On the contrary, what we see here is 

the closing of the circle: Rhythmomachia originally, 

about 1000 AD, borrowed from chess (a game only recently 

imported from the East) the board, or rather the idea 

of using a counting-board (8 X 16 uncheckered squares) 

and the idea of opposing "armies" engaged in battle. 

More than 500 years later, when metaphysical thinking 

about the world was radically changing, Rhythmomachia 

collapsed into itself as it were and shrank to nothing 

more than "chess by numbers". 

Soon after Boissiere published the "alternative" 

Rhythmomachia, William Fulke in England, in 1561, pub-

lished a Rhythmomachia under the pseudonym "W.F." with 

a dedication to Lord Robert Dudley: "The most noble 

and learned play called the Philosopher's game, inven-

ted for the honest student and other sober persons .•. ". 

Fulke was something of a busybody, interested in 

the arcane. The work he published under "W.F." was in 

fact written by Ralph Lever, also a mathematician with 

. . 1. 18 Slml ar lnterests. In imitation of Boissiere "W.F." 

also advertised the sale of his Rhythmomachia, board 

and pieces with good results: 

"All this belonging to this game 
for reason you may bye: 
at the booke shop under Bochurch 
in Chepesyde redilye". 

18 W. F u 1 k e a 1 sop ubI ish e d a s t ron 0 m i cal and g e 0 met ric 
games. Dictionary of National Biography, L. Stephen 
& S. Lee, London 1908, vol. VI, p. 745 f. 
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Fifty years earlier Sir Thomas More would have 

known and probably understood the uncorrupted Rhyth-

momachia - dare one speculate that he may have dis-

cussed and played it with Erasmus? More was suffi-

o 1 0 dOh 0 d 1 0 h 0 U 0 19 C1ent y 1mpresse W1t 1t to ec are 1n 1S top1a, 

v, (1516) that the inhabitants are opposed to dicing 

for recreation, but interested in the "battle of num-

20 bers, in which one number plunders another". 

A century later Robert Burton in his Anatomy of 

208 

Melancholy lists as "ordinary recreations which we have 

in winter, and in most solitary times busy our minds 

with, are cards, tables and dice, shouelboard, Chesse 

Play, the Philosopher's game, Billiards and Musicke".21 

Joseph Strutt gives a similar list of games in his 

22 
Sports and Pastimes of the people of England. 

The most prominent man in Italy to publish a 

Rhythmomachia in the sixteenth century was the Venetian 

nobleman Francesco Barozzi, 1537-1604. II nobilissimo 

et antiquissimo giuoco pythagoreo nominato rythmomachia 

cio~ battaglia de consonantie de 
023 numer1, Venice 1572, 

~ Slor Thomas M U 0 1516 d Ed d S S J ore, top1a, ,e. war urtz, •. , 
New Haven, Yale Univ, Press, 1964. 

20 On p. 71 the editor identifies the game in a footnote 
as that described by Jacques Lef~vre dlEtaples. 

21 

22 

23 

1621, pp. 345, 346. 

London, Tegg, 1841, vol. IV ch. II, p. 305-316. 

In another edition printed by Gratioso Perchacino 
it is entitled 11 guico pittagorico nominato Ritmo
macchia per Franc. Barrozi. Veneto 1572. 
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is dedicated to Cardinal Caillo Paleotti. 

Barozzi was a humanist, classical scholar and 

antiquarian, who published works on mathematics and 

geometry. His treatise on Rhythmomachia is clear and 

easy to follow and includes the alternative way of 

playing, more similar to chess. It was well known 

209 

beyond the borders of Italy and, with Claude de 

Boissiere's work, formed the basis of the most impor

tant German book on Rhythmomachia, that by Gustavus 

Selenus, 1579-1666. Gustavus Selenus (pseudonym for 

Duke August of Braunschweig-Wolfenb~ttel, a great 

scholar and bibliophile) included the Rhythmomachia in 

a treatise on chess entitled: Das Schach oder Konig-

Spiel ••• Diesem ist zu Ende angef~get ein sehr altes 

Spiel genannt Rythmo-Machia. The Rhythmomachia commen

ces on p. 444 as: "Ein vortrefflich und uhraltes Spiel 

dess Pythagoras", presumably because the numbers are 

derived from Pythagorean principles of proportion and 

harmony. 

This combined volume of chess and Rhythmomachia, 

lucid and well-written, with helpful illustrations, was 

printed in considerable numbers by Henning Gros, J~n. 

The National library in Vienna has two copies; there 

is a copy in the Beinecke Library at Yale University, 

New Haven; and the illustrations reproduced in this 

study come from a copy in the Wolfenb~ttel library. 

Selenus says in the introduction that the game is 
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worthy of its inventor Pythagoras - as Selenus believes 

- who called it in his "mother-tongue" "Rythmomachia", 

which means a battle of numbers in proportion. This 

game, says Selenus, helps one to understand the art of 

numbers and the art of singing, which have their roots 

in it. It diverts and refreshes those who work with 

their heads and leads to higher and more serious things. 

The Rhythmomachia of Selenus takes up 53 pages, 

and has many illustrations, elaborate headings and 

capital letters at the beginning of each chapter. The 

whole book is much more baroque in appearance than the 

publications of Boissiere of half a century earlier. 

Selenus also made some changes: he no longer uses 

square laminae only for building his pyramids but 

models his "towers",as he calls them, on those demon-

strated by Boissiere in his supplement, where he dis-

cusses the alternative, the so-called English way of 

playing Rhythmomachia Cp. 86). Selenus refrains from 

explaining how the numbers 91 for pyramid Ca) and 190 

for pyramid Cb) are arrived at, but says in effect 

that it is difficult enough to learn to play the game 

and not necessary to burden his readers with the science 

of numbers necessary for the construction of the pyra-

. d 24 ml s. 

24 
II Diese oberwehnte Zahle/ob sie wol/durch ein 
sonderbares k~nstliches nachdenken/von dem ersten 
Erfinder dieses Spieles/erdacht/und aus den Abtheil
ungen/der Zahl-Kunst/genommen worden: So habe ich 
doch/ dieselbe Abtheilungen/ mit sonderem Fleiss/ 
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Boissi~re's pyramids for the alternative way of playing 

Pyranlis. 
r-.----~--' .. I • I 
PllrJllm JI1JparllJ111. 

9~ 190 

Numeri fub Pyr~uniJiblls 
collocandi'. 

22 

, tatt&Il'§,(~btr6tnfkt11~·t~~~·,~tri· UL~tnt/ tbtf4!, nun/, 
d'i1 ~at !\llt~tr \Sit"'~tttri Gcrinen / (alf! beffrn / \l1tlcbt~ / ill bee 
~titfttt Gt~tntn I Rauffeu I mi~ 91: un~ btfftn / wtl q,e~ / tit utlr 
G~.,~rt}m/ QAutfm/ mi; I9i) "$llfj~nU i~) D'h~u~HI tottbtl1 / 

Gustav Selenus' so-called "towers" 

211 
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As far as can be established now, Shirwood was 

the first man in the Renaissance to suggest altera-

tions in the rules of Rhythmomachia, which started a 

hierarchical grading of the pieces that culminated in 

the use of the pyramid as "king" in the English alter-

native way of playing. Shirwood's suggestion was that 

no game could be considered as won unless the opposing 

pyramid had been taken. 

The Wolfenbuttel library preserves a letter, 

II ~2 ' written on behalf of the Emperor Mathias on 

5 September 1615 granting permission to the publisher 

Henning Gros, der Jungere, Leipzig, to bring out Gustav 

Selenus' Schach oder Konigspiel and the "age-old" game 

of Rhythmomachia and sell the book for six years pro-

vided he also delivered free of charge to the Hrads-

chin in Prague three copies of the same book. There is 

25 

/stillschweigend vorbey gegangen/und meinem Bericht/vie1 
lieber dahin/wie man gedachte Zahle/ehe durch den 
Gebrauch/dan durch die blosse wissenschaft/erfinden 
moge/richten wollen. In erwegung/die gemuhter und 
gedanken der jenigen/welche dieses Spiel/ohne sonder
liche muhe/zu erleinen begierig/mit diesen schweren 
Abtheilungen/sondern verwirret wurden: So konten 
auch die jehnigen/welche/von diesen Abtheilungen/ 
gantz keine wissenschaft tragen/dieselben/so leid
lich/nicht fassen/noch erlernen ... " p. 461. 

Shirwood was also interested in chess, an extremely 
popular game, and seems to have wanted to bring the 
two games closer together. He used the medieval 
move of the bishop to illustrate the move of certain 
pieces in Rhythmomachia. "Trianguli autem in ter
cium locum, non quidem ut Miles in scacho, trahuntur, 
sed uel directe dextrorsum sinistrorsum ante seu 
retro, uel omnino angulariter quem ad modum in ludo 
scaccorum Alphinus". MS Casanatense (C), vii a. as 
quoted by Murray, A History of Chess, p. 776. 
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unfortunately no information as to who made use of these 

books. The most probable explanation is that they were 

ordered for the Kunst-und-Wunderkammer library which 

the scholarly emperor Rudolf II had started in his 

castle, the Hradschin of Prague, in an attempt to 

assemble an encyclopaedia of the visible world. This 

idea was completely in the spirit of the Renaissance 

and was widely imitated. 

Gustavus Selenus may have come across Rhythmo-

machia in the library of his kinsman Duke August of 

Saxony. Abraham Riese had produced a German Rhyth-

momachia for Duke August: "End~_~<;_l1~ __ ~_!"_<;le-

rung Churfurstlich Sexischer Arithmomachie durch Adam 

Riese Anno 1562. 26 

A publication that might also have come to the 

notice of Selenus is that by G. Baumann: Rithmomachie 

oder arithmomachia, Beschreibung eines kunstreichen 

27 
Spiels mit Zahlen aus dem Latein verdeutscht. 

The last book exclusively on the subject of Rhyth-

momachia was produced in Garlitz in 1705 by H.A.V.W. and 

paid for by Gottlob Laurentius, but this was no more 

than an elaboration of the Erfurt publication of 128 

years earlier. 

With the political troubles unleashed in Europe 

26 
Dresden, Sachsische Landesbib1othek, Codex C 433. 

27 E r fur t, 1 5 7 7, t ran s 1 ate d fro m La till b Y Got t s c hal k 
Everback. The public library in Cleveland, USA, has 
a copy of this rare book. 
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by the Reformation and Counter-Reformation the interest 

in Rhythmomachia, as in culture in general, seems to 

have come to an end. Mention of the game lingered a 

little longer in volumes of games, but the real pur-

pose of it was no longer understood. The last Italian 

versioll by Marco Aurelio Severino, La Filosofia ovvero 

il perch~ de gli scacchi appeared in Naples in 1690, 

published by Bulifon, with incorrect illustrations of 

the pieces. There was probably nobody left to remember 

correctly, Severino having died in 1620. 

011 the whole, evidence of Rhythmomachia has not 

survived as well as one would wish. It was of course, 

essentially, a game only for scholars, a very small 

part of the total population. Manuscripts and books 

of the rules were often small in size and would perish 

easily. Treatises which have survived did so because 

they were included in codices of miscellaneous mathe

matical material, or as we have seen, even hidden in 

a "Holy Rule" book. Collectors of games largely ig-

nored Rhythmomachia because of the complexity of the 

rules and a misunderstanding of its purpose. 
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CONCLUSION 

"Direct thinking in symbols, like a game of chess, 
with its king and queen and pawns, is characteristic 
of those men who see power as the great desideratum -
and they are the majority". 

D.H. Lawrence, Apocalypse, p. 68. 
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At the threshold of cultural development the play-

element seems to be particularly important. During 

the Middle Ages two games (not in rivalry with one 

another), namely chess, reflecting a secular and 

feudal culture, and Rhythmomachia, reflecting clerkly, 

spiritual concerns, had an important part in the devel-

opment of Europe. While we know that chess was un i-

versally played in lay and church circles, there is 

no firm evidence that Rhythmomachia was played by lay-

men except in the sixteenth century. 

At the turn of the fifteenth century chess became 

a more scientific and faster game when new rules were 

1 
adopted by serious players: at the same time it lost 

2 much of its popular appeal at the parlour game level. 

1 
Today the popularity of chess as a serious and scien-
tific game is undiminished and world-wide. 

~hess was perhaps in part supplanted as light enter
tainment by a new parlour game, probably invented by 
the Venetians in the fifteenth century. This was the 
game of Tarot or Tarocchi which could be used for the 
purpose of divination or fortune-telling. Isolated 
playing-cards had corne to Europe earlier, probably via 
the Arabs, perhaps also via Marco Polo and other 
merchant travellers. The Venetians augmented the nor
mal pack of numbered cards from 56 to 78 by "trumps", 
attuti or naibes, numbered consecutively from 1 to 21. 
These allegorically represent material forces, virtues 
and vices with the addition of a "fool" which could 
be numbered or carry the number 0 or the number 22, 
the number of letters in the Hebrew alphabet. "Three 
packs of Italian Tarocco cards" written by the Count 

Emiliano di Parravacino (sic), The Burlington Magazine, 
vol. 3, October-December, pp. 237-248. 
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Amongst the affluent, chess equipment continued to 

represent a store of value and give expression to 

artistic . . 3 l.nventl.on. On the whole, the advent of 

printing affected the activities of individuals and 

groups by allowing them increasingly to devote their 

leisure hours to acquiring literacy and education. 

By the second half of the seventeenth century 

Rhythmomachia, unlike chess, was all but completely 

forgotten. It had always been a slow and complicated 

game for well-educated adults, that is monks and clerics, 

who were supposed to avoid sloth and spend their entire 

lives in self-improvement. Rhythmomachia therefore, 

one might presume, would be less directly affected by 

the appearance of printed books than by the changes 

which had taken place in philosophical and scien-

tific thinking over almost six hundred years. Other 

probable reasons for the decline in the popularity of 

Rhythmomachia may have been the expansion of Europe 

in the age of exploration, which drew monks and priests 

to serve overseas, the disruptive conditions of life 

in monasteries due to the Reformation and its after-

math, and the changes in education brought about by 

the Jesuits during the Counter-Reformation. 

3Murray, A History of Chess, pp. 447-451, lists some 
of the many references to chess equipment he has 
collected from inventories, wills and accounts of 
the period 1100 to 1600. A fine collection of chess 
sets and tables can be seen at Ambrass Castle near 
Innsbruck. 
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The chief factor in the demise of Rhythmomachia 

as a propaedeutic game was undoubtedly its irrelevancy 

in the dawning age of reason. Until the twelfth cen-

tury mathematics
4 

served as an aid to metaphysical 

speculation and the contemplation of God and His crea-

tion. Rhythmomachia was a mathematical game that 

assisted in this activity, but Rhythmomachia was also 

a scientific game in the age of monasticism and scholas-

ticism and, as such, was of importance to those indi-

viduals who found themselves interested in the science 

of numbers for its own sake. Since the tenth century 

there had always existed a small band of scholars who 

wished to travel on the road that led to "more certain 

5 things of intelligible knowledge". 

Medieval science of number, needed by mathemati-

cians and musicians, concerned itself chiefly with 

proportions, and Rhythmomachia provided the training 

ground for learning about numbers, digits and relation-

ships, even for scholars without an in-depth knowledge 

of Pythagorean and Platonic theories as transmitted by 

4Mathematicians of Alexandria, e.g. Archimedes, evolved 
practical and useful mathematics (with which we are 
not concerned here) in contrast to classical Greek 
contemplative mathematical theory; a tradition a 
little later developed by the Hindus and Arabs. There 
were no European mathematicians between c 500 AD and 
c 1500 AD who equalled these achievements. 

~hite, Boethius, p. 181. 
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Boethius. 

Gerbert of Aurillac in the 970s started "modern" 

investigation into the properties of numbers; two 

hundred years later Oxford had become the centre of 

6 scientific learning under Robert Grosseteste and his 

pupil Roger Bacon. At Oxford, scholars like John 

Pecham, Duns Scotus, William Ockham, John Bradwardine 

and others combined the study of Platonic cosmology 

and empirical research into fundamental mathematics; 

a study soon to be taken up in France and later in 

Italy and Germany. 

While Grosseteste and the school of Oxford real-

218 

ized the importance of mathematics, their mathematical 

concepts were still rather primitive and difficult to 

translate into practice. The most significent break-

through in the mid-thirteenth century was perhaps made 

in the field of the methodology of science, helping 

Nicole Oresme to his graphing system. This in turn 

7 
anticipated the calculus, which was to become of such 

great importance in the age of Newton. 

The late sixteenth century saw the invention of 

6Grossesteste's contribution to the theory of experi
mental science was to raise contemporary science above 
its haphazard empirical techniques. Crombie, Grosse
teste, pp. 132-134. 

~saac Newton invented the calculus in the 1660s but 
published his findings only in 1704; Gottfried Leibniz 
independently came to the same conculsions in the 
1670s and published his results in 1696. 
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symbols for mathematical operations such as addition 

(+), subtraction (-), multiplication (x), brackets, 

and others, which helped to raise algebra to a symbolic 

. f b . 8 SClence 0 a stractl0n. The invention of 10garithms 9 

helped with the increasingly more complicated astro-

nomical calculations. 

It may however have been the introduction of the 

decimal system which finally relegated Rhythmomachia 

to no more than a game of mathematical curiosity. By 

the seventeenth century mathematics as a science had 

left medieval work with numbers in proportion far 

behind. Johannes Kepler (died 1630), for instance, 

derived his musical intervals no longer arithmetically 

from simple numerical proportions as was done in the 

Middle Ages, but centred his musica mundana on the sun; 

his celestial harmony is soundless, unlike medieval 

(and Greek) music, which was either metaphorical or 

audible only to certain people or in certain circum-

stances. Kepler's music is polyphonic, whereas earlier 

music consisted of scales. His harmonies are in just 

intonation, including consonant thirds and sixths, 

10 whereas formerly the smallest consonant was a fourth. 

8 It was largely Francois Vi~te (died 1603) who in his 
work on algebra rationalized and stabilized the symbols. 

9 John Napier published his discovery of logarithms in 
1614; this was taken up and augmented by Henry Briggs 
and published as Arithmetica Logarithmica in 1624. 

1en.p. Walker, "Kepler's Celestial Music", The Journal of 
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Rhythmomachia could no longer help the aspiring 

mathematician and musician, or provide appropriate aid 

for metaphysical speculation as practised in the Middle 

Ages. A resurgence of Platonism during the Renaissance 

indeed kindled and renewed interest in the game among 

humanists, but the conditions for metaphysical specula-

tions had changed over the preceding centuries. Philo-

sophers no longer looked solely to authority, that is 

the Church and the works of the ancient Greeks, to 

confirm their reasoning. The advances in scientific 

investigation had significantly affected the view of 

the universe and man's place in it, held not only by 

philosophers but also by artists. 

The greatest thinkers of the seventeenth century 

tackled the task of constructing a newall-embracing 

philosophical system in the light of scientific ad van-

ces; Ren~ Descartes (died 1650),Benedict de Spinoza 

(died 1677) and Gottfried Leibniz (died 1648) applied 

strict deductive reasoning, whereas John Locke (died 

1704) used the empirical approach of examining and 

comparing ideas and experiences. 

In contrast to these men who were to become pre-

eminent in their influence on later generations, Robert 

Fludd (died 1637) tried to revive a lost philosophy by 

advocating a reformation of the older sciences. He 

the Warburg and Courtauld lnst., vol. 30, 1967, 
pp. 228-250. 
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tried to show that the right philosophy was once known, 

for instance to the prophets of the Old Testament, in 

particular to Moses, and to some Greek thinkers, such 

as Plato. If man could only bring back this philosophy, 

Fludd argued, he would finally attain a mystical know-

ledge of God. The way to achieve this goal, Fludd 

believed, was through the revival of the sciences, 

particularly through musica mundana, musica human a and 

.. 1. 11 mUS1ca 1nstrumenta 1S. Fludd turned back to the medi-

eval ideas of the creation of the world, to the separa-

tion of the opposite principles of light and darkness, 

which he represented as two opposite pyramids. He 

likened the world to a monochord (consisting of propor-

tions) and called God "pulsator monochordii". The 

hierarchy of the monochord of the world, for him, 

reflected the grades of all material and spiritual 

h · 1· k . 12 t 1ngs, 1 e a m1rror. Despite the ingen iousness 

of Fludd's system, he could not materially influence 

the mainstream of philosophical thinking. 

Unlike chess, Rhythmomachia left no physical 

traces except in writing. The simple counting-board 

lIThe views expressed by Fludd in his great history of 
the macrocosm and microcosm, Utriusgue cosmi .•• 
historia, Oppenheim, 1617 onwards, involved him in 
written controversy with Kepler and Marin Mersenne. 
P. Ammann, "The Musical Theory and Philosophy of 
Robert Fludd", The Journal of the Warburg and Cour
tauld lnst., vol. 30, 1967, 198-227. 

12 . b· d 11. 
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represented no store of 

value and were,therefore, easily disregarded and lost. 

As far as is known no museum or collection has found 

or recognised equipment for the game of Rhythmomachia. M 

Written evidence allows us to connect Rhythmo-

machia with some of the finest brains of Europe over 

a span of about 600 years. This alone speaks of the 

success of this propaedeutic game. The fact that it 

became obsolete can only be proof of the changes made 

in philosophy and science; each generation of scho-

lars saw something meaningful in play with numbers, 

which led them on to greater insights and experiments. 

In the seventeenth century a new mechanistic-

dualistic system of philosophy helped to split medi-

eva I "philosophy" into separate disciplines. 

Modern mathematics however, could not completely 

eclipse the medieval and Renaissance tradition of 

numerology. Some poets, musicians, philosophers, 

13 W hen G e r be r t tho ugh t 0 f n u m b e r in g the c 0 u Il t e r s, he 
charged a shieldmaker with the preparation of 1000 
"apice", numbered from 1 to 9. Richer, III, 54. 
Boissi~re and Gustavus Selenus describe how the coun
ters for Rhythmomachia should be made but say nothing 
about the material to be used, precious or otherwise. 

l~urray, A History of Chess, p. 450, lists a wardrobe 
account for Henry VIII (MS Harl. 1419): "2 payre of 
playing tables of bone" and comments: "The 'pairs of 
tables' are pretty obviously folding chessboards •.• " 
They may however equally well have been two pairs of 
counting-boards for playing Rhythmomachia. After all 
Sir Thomas More strongly recommended the game in his 
Utopia V. 
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architects and painters continued to believe in the 

aesthetics of proportions and adapted number-symbolism 

15 
to modern needs. These needs are, as they always 

have been, to create work of greatest possible harmony: 

of balance, unity and proportion. 

Today's cultural historian attempts to reconcile 

"art" and "science", hoping to heal the split between 

the "consonances" as understood by the medieval philo-

16 sopher. The philosopher's game of Rhythmomachia may 

serve as an example. Nineteenth-century mathematical 

historians like Wappler, Peiper, Friedlein and later Smith 

rediscovered Rhythmomachia during their search for 

the early beginnings of European arithmetic. They dis-

cussed how the game was played, without apparently 

realising the meaning and importance of numbers in 

proportion to the medieval philosopher. Chess histo-

rians of the nineteenth century like A. van der Linde 

and H.J.R. Murray looked briefly at Rhythmomachia as 

a game that had some small similarity to chess and was 

sometimes found in manuscripts on chess. As far as is 

15 For ins tan c e W. B. Yea t s, Jam e s Joy c e, A I ban Be r g , 
C.G. Jung, Le Corbusier, Piet Mondrian and others used 
numerology to structure some of their work. 

l~odern cosmologists still ask the question: ca~ the 
cosmos be measured? It has been established that to 
answer this question strict mathematical formalism on 
the one hand and philosophical speculation on the 
other have to work closer together than in any other 
discipline. See for example Peter C. Aichelburg, "1st 
der Kosmos berechenbar?" Mathematischer Formalismus 
und philosophische Spekulation gehen Hand in Hand. 
"Spectrum", Die Presse, 12.7. 1981. 
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known no medieval Latinist or music historian has 

commented on Rhythmomachia. 

Interestingly a reference to the "philosopher's 

game" - under which it is listed in the Oxford English 

D
.. 17 
lctlonary - occurs in a letter of John of Salisbury 

to Baldwin. But the editors of his letters,W.J. Millor 

and C. Brook, say of "rithmachia ludentium": "The 

game sounds like the knocking down of a card-house or 

pyramid of children's bricks, presumably John was thin

king of some kind of spillikins". 18 

In the twentieth century Rhythmomachia has very 

occasionally aroused interest as a mathematical-

scientific game of considerable complexity. The very 

difficulty involved in playing it seems however to 

work against the game being more commonly popular now. 

During the Middle Ages and the Renaissance 

a limited number of highly-educated men had enough 

leisure to occupy themselves with this challenging 

game which also provided an allegorical playground for 

philosophic contemplation of the world and man's place 

in it. 

Any review of the history of Rhythmomachia is of 

necessity conjectural and subjective. Any synthesis 

attempted by the cultural historian must be provisional 

17 
Oxford, Clarendon press, 1933, vol. 7, p. 780. 

18 Millo ran d B roo k, The Let t e r s 0 f J 0 h n 0 f Sal i s bur y , 
vol. 2, pp. 572, 573, fn. 5. 
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because, as the field of research develops, new material 

is uncovered and has to be incorporated. From the 

material available at the moment, it seems possible 

to draw the conclusions set out above. 
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Rhythmomachia by Asilo, MS 3101, Rome 

II, :-,·J.I,r·,(,·!l.1 T," .. \t"~Y.' 1'. '1u,"I:~"''''' ,1, •. \.,,·, "./0'" ·f".i f,,:r"""";'f't 

l YI"!I' C{p'n:l I n ... j1n.~uf II'lT'1 br.m,.",,.dnT; '!'., r,'S",tI'"",,.rt ";.111 fllll"fll (," ".11' ""lud '" ,..I ~ 
.n' 'i"tl, ,." ... , ·1i'.h,. .• t1r~.r;II"rHr: "'''!''r' n' IlIr Jnr("~I1~~ "~"!' VI: .1'"' '1"1. ''';'''' :',!n 11.111' f4 
r.,rtu"Lu"l': 1\, \! .. ,"Tlf"" 'n IIh,,"n' hlJ! r,n""11 r'" '"1Ltn·",.U lIluJ",.J,r,'1I /:I''''l.., ,t rft cr.t"'· 
1,"~"',1UI" rl~~ fill! t· ... , .. .,.",: S; n'Il'"i,f'dtlDk ',.. ,; (,w rlt"'"lrI~ (:;·,,,;"'nT'~p, .. r,, i. , p':' rltil1111( 

Iliuf l.nnL.I{t 'lil b: tI.II'nf'!CI ,hI 'Ila" f4rn ,UI1 ,"''1 "IT'4I1'\-,,,,,,; 1d,.:f\.lrI ,)al"'"1111 ,. r ·Jf".r f'I" 
~ 'Ii'r ,. ""r,,,,11I1I

1,fr :. Oldv , .. d.i~~'·r 1'7~' ,,",,'1/1'1 Tlf.,~ rr.'·r "~""~,Tn ,....t~'''''',." 111' !,~ h,"oU" 
!·'''"I(t'.1\ fi f,nllll',rr,,, ,l."·rr fT't.T,,·$" mI.", vl:\l·\,I:,~·v,. ,.,or.\,. nl" rdn4 . .,I/".,'" C,. till 
I. •• , a :.-. .. ,rtll,/," i .hfh .. rLa ('.'I"f',· '" '" .I1·",L, l.,lr ':"r '\'''l.tc~,n.-';oS r·ln'· p . .,", ' ••.• n i • " ..... ,., ~r" 
!n"rl, IIr_·n ... i''''''l'rt"It"" 'i 'I! '1 .. " I I r-:. I""" In' ,. "..., 7' i ""In" '" 14''''''' I ,hI!' l:Of ",lao ,,-I, P'"" 
.I,fF ".II,r·u •• ;., \!.It·f'1I "IJ.r ,.ntl :;~,,::,;.; i;. r . ;:>,.",", 1I.",("';'·n ... ~ _fl", un, ...... Cit.,'; ,Il" 
rt.,'Wr ~r'"''l!i' ':-rt·" ... Ut ,,'J/flUrI, .... ;.Ii.l J'o" .. r ., ... \(" nif'~ t:' r,""rui.l';J rl';·'; J'ujl;~t-I'.f-'.; \!t" ,,'n ... ';u:1ouh;, ,,,1,, },.II'I n .. 'lj..11.cjn-i'.,tt·di,r1l· ",."n'-'·IImn. ""h-.""". J."l.llif.UIPt'.,hll'f' ro' 
~ tl.ulI.mi';,·, II .• ,10, "'111 ~1{i:'rl:'4'" U'"'TI r..u., 0,'1\: ~lIIi. 'J.~.'''lilnla r.lr'" ",1111 rl!'n.\ It'n.'" IIdt .• '!:' 
;, oi-r,.ntrf ,11'l.Li un.~ ,.,/" ~ ,b,,'l'l.hn.. ...... '... r.tr. O"'! I.. '"".",r4 r'Jte ·fofin".'~ I,,, .. ' 11" ",..., !'~ 
II II· rrl""l·t.i un" .", ,If~~:': "nil ,.li ... " "II ,\~,~'" ,If., oI,,(r r-.,.,'rnll·"'t~N(rfl/l·1' .• tlt ,., ,. nIt"" 

.,f.· •. ,It.. )'.11 If "11"":'"'' .. ". "'!(1"I ,",,,,,rrr.'n,. ."'7'1("/1",. ;;,-,;.;.,;II"n"; ii""""",~"""."t\ •• ,,,! 
,-1" "rr".II .. t:I·V,'iiiCi n;;'T!": "".t, yr' "/1 It .\,, ",. ,n I'll, n· "" mme f~ III' ~i.n I' , II !JU": 11111' I ,/.,..d~ 
""C'III'Li '"1- U ',. ,. h.r.,.! "1'1., "".~·h·\'. ", .. ,' ""',,, 1:\11 :llll~n.""\ t·.nrl~ f' '~t: nil 'Ir:~:,:, ," nllt"I11',""r 
t·li I/l''' .... '''''·. tTltJ .,Il'ol""ntl.lIl1 v,,,.,~,IoI' ,,,., l"IV ,,,,," I1l1rn'l' .• 'tr rnl ,m'"'.11 II "·'Ol1r. 4· , .. , 
, orr 1'''' h '1u.llrt""I. r, -;\ n Il-rr Ii, '.)"" I ""U'. ""7. n I' to, " ;~",. .. f!,n". pD'L'~.".t """~'r I"~ J :, ""~IIII-..i I'!~ ,'" 
r':" ,'r,.6:m .jiClf." .,;,." r,fin.i1q1" "'" rh l;orr .111 rtTr i ... ', if, ".UTI· ,II;, .. ",1'11.,,,,11 .. ,,,, , , .. ,,, rT "t~. 
,.bfli1",jn, q.i,,·,./Jr:Ii,i;,hnfi1;""",,:tij.',,',·};l n:1I "I,; I, .. /Jell" ,II .. ,,,.·. ",,'., ",..·.'1 •. ,.II.·':'~"" 

•. - I -Ii ." - I I " J 
1/. ,I; tr'r0f!lt-.IIIT 111,'" V'" .11,;",·(('1"1'11'1' "", I'I'n1 ';''''1; I'."TT f.rll'Tf'-UtTl""" I."'''''' ",.""r4,11 .. 
A.~. 'i1irJc1 T1 \.",,-, ti.1 II- "r(,; """111.1.,,, ... 11 .. '1. "' nl .. II';·"','".r.:.' ..... 'IIU·' ... ri·" ,."i,..n "rr,,,,,,~'n J;;I 

,.f"rt'r ... trli-n-J,; ,;r:rrr,n,frn I'll III1~nf(:n"'di 'i" p"'Tr "tI .... " ~I j, rd.t ,I ,·f· ' •. r. .,j", II' ,.,', ,.)., la. rA"Y 
r~t'''l'til1 <j;,r """.'li'JI'I·i"~:l r'I'I:~,".r,:~ 1"f!1' r"'r .. ,.".""'c,.,,.· ......... n:c';,,'" "."I,n.If,,'-'" 'f"'~ 
1fl'" I,,,, .. ,, ,1,/1' ul/oI,(..H'J'I"71I{nll"" fa; 'I''''' . rrbt'c"mll; mM;.t"':,,,t r . "l .. ",. :I',' i If.' n, .1,';" 
''''" rry III , •• , (faf .... n '"ll ."," J,I,-i:o;r .: Irr"jrIlA.... m~'''''I'''''' r""., J 0\,.,." •. , .. ".,.". "".".,, \ r rtf..,. r tf 
... i .... '·'n'I'.'"' 'U'VI..,I.t'.t:t' 1&1'1n I.n," I h)')I.,b '·"'Auf.-qd'lll'll."" ,; i'lllo "n,; ,·.'UD n·lllIr/.i I ".~\,. 
h., ."'-1 """. ",Id n'.~. ; r'UJ,,~ 'i, J! j',JllJ\'Li I TnT VI ·.v,'1 ~l\l'lI.': ,.,j,;.,,~ 1I'''"I!i ' ., .,L", ,,"i'" nt,d'';. 
III.u. "111 '" :1'" '~~"lt 1111 I..-!{JII· .!'~'r ".Inum, '",.;' ,iT ,rr-it'!"d"r" '"''''''"' I";»fu,"t' /tillf. Ii ,,'I~' ",,3. 
II .. " t't·,'.1rr dl'l' !-'t1.~c'f; !"Cl'lrI' .rt ft'l! £. f"um h !\1'7,n., .• ~ "11". .'./,.,.t.,\·. Q .. , far ." ,·,1'1 II. '11' •.. \ du, ~ 
rr"p,n!'!, rit Ii , .. ,Jii'·~fUI', ~.I," '\ 1I;r:m1fI" '("'1 iir:. n';'Li "rrt..i~r ... " " .. ,' a .• " ... ·"".ir·.,.. .. ' ... " .•. , .,~ .... ",ti 
nf I II J! 'n·I'.II 'f1r'!!11 r,., 'J in 't,,' fill'" ('11'1"\ .,fI' '''"1111/' "Llf'i 11' rr,II" 11, ... " rr .... (., ","/! •• ,.;,.; "wftr ... · 
lrfl~f.,:~ l'tl,! "r1-1 .1Ui' lUI! I·, r.lI," I"nl'f~'-' v .• ,). t','."~"'."·'· •. n .... Tli.rf.''T Ii·p, .••. \'11, v •. I1 ...... " ... ,.... 
Xl" '"I! tfdl'1 )!"nn1'f1l.u1· r"I~'" !"dint'",,,, ch l\ ~Il"~'t"I.'''/·.:··!;.:·.iLtI .. Ii, • .." "~"'" ...... ,,'y .. ~. 

I .".I..·lI:fl,!!."",., r·lIl1t'J1I1~l't' ... ",."ldlll.,riir ,.,.,f 'i I .. , nrt1i"'T'''~'II .• " ... ".~Y ... , ...... '.fift;l;..· ... 
I O!fl>","'rnT"~r /T',rp4l£D(fit, 1'1,.., II'L\ 111\" II d"""';"r "'''I'~ •. h"/1 ,!i·",''''LtIl.l.,., ... ,'"'W·'t",ftlll· 
, C;""",I'.II,'1 tilf n' il''''l <.I.·".'.t1I .• ,.,: !ic fl" , ... ,,'; It ,1'<''', .I, ...... .4.f'Ir,,·i: 'vfi,rr ~,,,,"I II ..... f"'Ii"~'-c II Ii I,f,., 
If''' '.r 1 rJJrr,(,,! II rtf Ii", (. (rti .. " r: fi, J'. '~II '1: ,~., ,,,. .''''n", .,~ ,,,r":i" fi, ~f.I,~'r. "'''''''' .• ;':" "/ ,.,., "I""rru • 

af,.'i''I mlf rll r ... ,,' I'"'''' un,;, li·Ij;,j·,."IIuFn'f '•· .,l .. " ,,,,,,. ·/I"""".lIr no, "!"'1""',Lur ,,1 .. ,11'''.'''' <11 .• 
, ... h lI~r" n; r~ ""111 r";. .1 fi",i"'11 II tIlT)',. ."1 \ .. ,1',' In """,,' '.i, .~,,,;!.,,, ..... (liT ,i,,; ,,-i'. "'" LlII',I,n!,,", 
.. ," .. 'ur " .",: " .• rllt/l·' "V, ..a rI ,,\ v, 'fu,;!i),' r '"P r "'". .. " ..... ,.,:"".,,. ,'.It " .. t111:U (IIr,1 e'r'" 

• IT " -\ v .• • 1. ,\ :Ii.,.", /I i ·, .. ,rr enh· •. \ll.a ,'. .. .. '1.,·411 I",r,{ ,,., ... ,.,, ... \.(,, /I." ,., '" ,oL t.f ·.i ." ""11.\ 
1-;: It., d. f",·fi",. n .. ,It lO,r .. ,'I! " .• Ii ILII; tt;, '.mr 'OJ: ""'"l./".t. (, 'IILI''LI """ ... "", ..... (, n~ ... " i .. 1i·","'C'.f . 
"i ,flJllllrl/lr ('" ~"." '.' .. .':,rr.,T; II~ ;rfi!:.!i~,,~'·"""i;: ,j.~' l' 1" H , .• , r~' A. ,!, .• 

".:~I."n "" ... I'll Ie.'", '"I' "IYI1.'L,.,rn rll' f"l: 1''' (011"'1""'.r r"n ".,. h." II •. , L I".,,, ~ ".,,' "I ,II n '1'Mn' 

r. .-" ;f, II ;i' ui. 4 III. /J 1;..Im ,,;iri ,\Iv h'~" mt ",r.t, . r..11" "",,' v,t"O'A'l'~" f"'''''''''' .. utre ..• l-' r"'~ ,~,.,iItI>. 
'U .. :,'; n;IIL~II\Il.mr!",n·", r.\I'Il· rll1:".hF.lI,i oJ"loJn, ,i,i,.,ulrrrl r .. ~",!,.a.I';/~ ,...IT'f' •.• ".l,ifi-Jri 
~ "1~'f'TT :'111 Ii :",-,'. I;''''''.",~,,'r r 'itai,lq'lIni r. urv "un,; , .. ,.,'y, ~'''fln. "~II' i i • . ,·.\-..i ,;." ... " .. rn ~.J 
" ,; 1,,,'1"'1'1'(, ,of 'I/'Y ", .. II1"r; 1>114' ·.IUT ,,111.1), oi' 'l.V ~"",,,, .. <,f'I''''"'' oJ ..... ",,, .... 7"r U"\'-' .... tln .. r.if" r''''' 

• : ... t ... lll.n .. "'''r!;n,1~ 11,,7, '('l'..i;'w j ri.ll'rlll"-; !"i rnllJ~ If· ..... ' II,rl' "Z . .... IiJ:.; ':·tUv, ",; ("'fr,·,,,.w',," 
~. I, , , 11. ' •• \1·' •. , '.! ~ .1'1'" .... , "I' '.:It.! IInLln).' ,,,,, " .. n.It .. l/I'n . .,,· """1AUlh,.·,, 'f'lI""'h"'I"'J'~;\·.·JlII 1...,.a.u"", 
'.!!;.l.1 1.11'''' ",I''''! ~ 0'; ,r't'lH"'"I;I'1·u.."j, ",;';,. "'v",irt, .... ~·i.~.,u f.t V4l·£'h vi ~~r~jO·''''''.f'''''' 

,·.111 ;"1'"." f'I/"".',:, .... ,.· "I"""" >lu",.''t·'' .... 1 'J'''f J·,.'' .... .,Jr'v.' .. II.".'f,.,.Irt:Il .-, ..... ~d". 
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Fragments of Rhythmomachia, MS 6369, Munich 

- .--,.~:",. ~ . . :1,,1. ,; -. . 
f \." ~ . • '. 

~ . . ' .. ~ ~~ .' .' .0 .... ~,. ~ '. 
'"'c14 .... -'lAIn tll'n ~uf "fli~ '"'" ~. "lttC -.uf,.een 1.a..fl,.~":'t"1tm ~~; t.i,l.t.. .. ~. 1 ". 

d.- .\t.1 .. d ... - .... ..--. HAm ".-r.r .•• "'.,jI.t.... ~~ oAr r.u.... .. l+;;; :,j:~ . ..J 
~Ar.,.ul+ .... ~.i'.1"'U1~ &u'IIU.1t" d~erl"r r(tn"r ~~.,.mrAnu·; r~f-t ""n:;' '" 
1.1(n' ~uftA, rANV' ~'n'ttr ... ttf·eem r",; medIA. f,..m".,.,t1t4ttrt"m~~"rtb'"'. 

" .t. ~.' I I -r +mJ'-'nu "l~ f#' f;'mr~"nlA cum "I~' ~+mfh"tW\ "'~ ~",~~m : . ~t ,Itt.· 
./ 'r, 

""""'" ~'iri-r.t1l roC,""", reUr ~~ '1teAm uc.;.,-utlf "'me "'1'K~" ttittftn ",",~mr. 
tte'1' tt1 '" .... .,.,na»..J"" ~u, 1Ae~' roMuI(flmuf &"Am? C+,.,~ .. t... A~Ut... .1".,.a. 

rutW'1"f'" ~I~ 'H'''~t- fv- -",-um:- -.r"nu"., fiwu .. nc-. ----"~t .. ,;.:. ... > ~. ~ ., " 
-r:!~ it\ .. utt1ltt~ U4:tt;mt- ttlll't1~t-U'rA"'~~ ..,n~rnn,d,d.t(itUu.t .. r~.!"ir.J;l~~ Jt, 
~aett~tn mUf'1C4 QlHt.'tmtrtttt:'· c:,u~ AUt" omr ftft-". C~r~t1n."t'!!fo.DU."~· 

-rHr~J~QIt,"lt'"rL~nr. Ct"~"f. fll- .,,~f ~tI~Jf\~"~'" tKA~r.-·~~~ 

• 'I 

A , ) 
. ~ --

> 

\ . ()(' 
\ . ~ 
I " 
I 
r 

j " " , ',' 

Ittln"t-i· .: ;;:<1. .(J-rf'1t"fut IHU( ~ ,,,~. ut"ru~. ,."~ ~"?; IMtn tft· ~!..~!r."tt:-: 1*" ~~ . ;, .... :. !, " 
f""(+Mff!lC.V-.r,.IO ttlltU.t~t:1-t~t"~t::C~~. elect"" ~re~fttn"~"ttk 'f"'f 4fr~~ 
d~f~~)lm"~f.iil':u")~".f" "um~f ~"' .... ~,,~~ tt,,",,~-1.,.r~ """" 

> 1 ~.~~!'tf~h'V'; ~~,. ,", .• ~;u.~ .~: l"·f1tttt" .... ·~~tA f",.fllOrsm4 ,!zt..,. -:t'1f~:1 

tMf~ntt1,.,,",~ tp .trrtU"c4r~' /J.I,l..Nr tlUtf1~(~ "" cl..-~~; _"umtMUn~"""'" 
. . ~ -

~tf .. tM .. t.,,..- thU"~tr-· .... If;'lIlfrAcL'lt. ;:t-~J,,,,, tt4fcarrmirhcltt~ «u. ~m.~ ;'dl4lrot-
. r. -y- I....!..r - .. I , 

l C1"·1.n f"1T' .ute'" ou ~.u..UI") ,uttttet-cf tntno,...:t~ 'L4UJ~ It.umtthHW-. Jft7f,tttv. 

W.ct·t·1 \'X~"~rC:ed~ fltttfhCl~ -1"'" J;...;~I4~~"¥~~" ~1M'dt"U"IA .... f;cU 

J.e:c!tIOt, n.Ht1~ mitt""" '1"~ t~tk.t.ot<e- t\Uttt~ ~~."it. d·t, cf"'"' .. et"Uf (.teet" 

fltn~h.,"';~4«A du:«t1t'bl(-ft.4;.tfcltt; Er"~"f ~ "tf"~;;;.f~~""~: tt1t~d~ .-Urtr~ 
it . .,At "''''ttl r.t~· ta::'~'Y"'I' d· Vltf'1lttA ~ "".~u· ,""-u' -rdm:-'-"",f\t,":" .,/l",,,, r...,{ 

, ~. 

I "'~ ''!~i'tt'1t1'Ut1l+ur r."ii r"'~''fu'''-eGn'V"',:uf,~,.,'''6.~~ r:Jbu'*.~r.rt1l'hc"u-4.t- it'!,' , 

" vl.'it.Ilt.A.{rct1'~.Dt4'~jOP~~r"~.D\4I."4:fl!_~"'t!\"'t~.:S'fdurAr,,,.. f''':r '/' ;~ ... ' . 
.fc,ur S ~ )He htlm ..... r Oltt'r""""'toiU .lClmu(Jo;;-, ftt,rte'd~-t ~ 1mtt1A1tUf.,1.: .' •. :. 

. , . 1 J -". 
"'fl1 rt~ t n(r.~ t ~ ~\tt114~{l ~ll d~ri SUH"~.,,u.l ,t~h' C'Clnlb- t1c " .~. ,~. / .' .~ ':. 
t't.ICl~ltr't'dt11f-trl'f11.~t1t.,. "1ftc- ~ri'"""'" Dt.A.,~ ~ ~t.? ftltl.tf'1f\!on1re1'ftt4' i: :J~ 
"1tn- drrnttrol .. , • O~tr"f"tt cottA--: ~'l""H"c.t.~ .itOtt'f.I14.~tj~ f~ttc," .... r nu-nttrtt _. ; - ~ .. ~" 
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; 'f~' :",~ " ".,: . ,. . .... 
:" ·t;,Qfo'!.cr.r~·: Q~rA.~"n:tt ~r~ c-r.,A, ~tUf ~tH", fftH,e,.ttu(' mlttD"'", 

; ... /,~~~_~~L.H~ D ... " .. ,., .. ""t1tttt~~}r"k .... Mft • ."... f~tIOnt4- ffUtt_",. 

:. l·t .. ~d."( .. ",.~:"'" .. m.totlu,,,.r.i,.t~.f:tttT t?',uur fc'''Vrdt'',r;. ,,' i 
~t1,fl.r~._ ~"'r Jqla ~ t.mnJ..\.? ~W.ii ~lUAff Jnr~. Nd~r 

m~t.tIi.,mr".tmUdltfr~ .... k~rr",.,.""",·, .. flfWnr-tttj!""~f1t-n..,~ 

J-.-.r4f'unnOi,"" ~nwnr.n.;r J...:. (4f'~ ~ .. ~ tptmf r~ ~"rwlt1m4.· 
Qt ~t'*' ~~. ~.ulftttMrJlanr·O";;~~-; k"~ Joftii~~ k1m-r.r 

; JefU11cfn.f .trJ (,.",uui; htfiracJ~ tUJTtOmf ~ ~ 'fai.L:i1 -tifttlCftf\li'.Jlr, __ ~" 

P"f'l"~f ""m:/: J'Ul"~~"ut~r~~srnr:l~ ,.tm~ I 
"It: tit", ~ t;1: "cI.c.t.m 1.,. t~ )(£ m"4J"'" {\tat Cfl"fcnm( ~'k""'~ 1UttfU4.~. 

'ftC1nmrtr tlhft4tnf 4r1r~Jta'ttr~~~~ bloatt~ t;n~,yunm-. : : 
~ ~nll'f.,·Llrlrm;k-~ufruler~t;~tn.~·!~tCJre- : 

,,..em m;".r .tcrtf 4~; !1-" ~ ~nufl'4fr"'"'r",¥/lerur~ .ulcrt,r· : 
"f'd,*"Jtrnrit~~ft~Mf6~.uI~~~·~fk"Unit,..dir~ ;' 
ffUlttnn,tn( Jttt~·1trtf, ~~tf; rDt(dmdur J'~~f r~ew r; ~ ~"l~ 

.. !.~mmv"~ ~ ;Jtoefmb;~mnntr'rfi~ltaltl1/~ Ut~ 
t'trtkT-.• t~. ~~rl'tU"m""vnkfd1U ~ttr' ~tanwrf k~ortf'.tt'~ I 

e:\"tRt1tnt .,,,.,oOt1i ~tten~'n~ 4ftrmHu~,MlMr~r.ul~IPi-~ 
.,,ft,~'t,n-'~"'~~·~caiif1inl.,mur~F-~~~'''~ 

Jmtf1J" .. '/1t-3~.t~~~triif·tcl.~~~·..J'" 
"",ti4 .... £i-n'lnflurr; t~'1?fJfdft1r~ ctd~'~cr,..".ru~~, ~Lt ., 
'1~tftorii "'"fJ't;n1';1I"'~:fN,_,""~..JenJ.~ f1t.fUltr~' .. 

~~ tn'/Itt: ~ttr ~~f1t 4J~1 ftttjInI~.",".~: '~~tltlpr 
dtJ,ctr.tt- m1rAtt.t,~ r.J~rttrt ,I;ii~eu~ M.J~~~ .. ,lu~rf.cm 
. tettt t'em e;. fftfnt4tw-1 tt.1tfcttl h~ ~. tJitq~t~ ~tcureti 

,t~t frrtJrthn-/ F~n"fr~ .... ct""f;tt~· firin4til4ftJ'~mf~""'~. ~~ ! 

~'l~ .i~~ .ttrJai1 ..... ~t,,~~. itC~~(~J!r~\~; ~drin4~~m;·;t~ 
~. .. ... &t~ft1tt4 ~t _II ,. . _ . . . ";1 
". , ~: ... ~,~ -rt-r:rttuffk1.latJIrt(! ftUr.I ~'~1h1nmA. ~ar~rit' ~~A 

-4d 
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Rhythmomachia, MS 7185, Paris, attributed to Gerbert 

'" "/ y'!VS ~lvl 'Jll! ,o' r 1', ft I •• ~ ,,;,~ I..fq,\. /. 

I r,'~;j "1·"",, Ilf t '!!II'II t 1·11' 11:' IIrp ,I,'!II t lII~'lubrrr" (fn ufli! t.'nmd., 

Ie"'" tI'"' 5ttlq 1111' 111'1 ~. \'!I~fff,,~ ".11 cII.,l.\nftiil' f.\t'tr!w~'~ "j;r,·\(M.~""f., 
~lrr,,"if .,,",,( (till fl In.' , ' r" " I • ~, , U' (,I~ "ftnu.,'tnw n' .tlu,t\ )',I1"t f rnl,t,l:: 

If Lf' II<1",III.wi' (" liT H ,. lit t' \f.!ft~' "', pIn. Spt(({f mILturhC!flr~,ttlU'!~f 

l~hll1"t,t;tlff '" ,H!f~ ,"! ~ ',.dr,' l;"lUIl. fuu(hl'fiutl .U15'tLtni.uu .. unf!! 

III d, ,''' • rl~" r'P!' /,1.,\ tI '''~ n ('filll • tll~i \,..trrrrm1fu11ILU't:ii. (tmc/""f 
;!!!I !' 'I i'\' ,\1 ttr:, t .. " n ", .• "' 1 .,IIIlIt'1'ii till!'" 1lJ.lttttatlf,tt 1,,,r-t1~l.tf(J·'f::1' 

~f 1dfhtt.1' t (j '11""" "I COH{1:ll'lr \,.trnfcIlTiiJJd • .J-}\tt't1(,uf. ~1.{r. mUla. 

I, ,:rdur IIIlten ~~J.1U1 "",:frlll ~i",,,,i:\, .. Utfrl:tf.AItt"flQU .. urtUafav"\> i 
,1 ,I" 

'''' "~I ""'," II" ,11 '<II ii " "'" I" "".' m II~ 1'1"'. :'" t t11'~ "',,"n;ff, "41" , ' j 
, ",', """I> I mil,' (',II'! r 1,,1.,,10- ,,'" ... , r dr".tt~r~Ut a..~J- ;" il 

, !',' ,~·,1/!!;tr'l- t~H;HI"f·'!!""lIHf<1I1"U':~.tiJ1i~~ul !~,".' 

"111 1
', .. 1'1''':1111 111'" "'rrr.'t~J~tt"'rt~Jft . ~""JA 

11' 1 "01,,,,,tr11 " • I(-.f I"f , .. : (r"O'\I[t1""fllilcl,,' t:l .. 11n-~111 
, ' OJ 

~"f Q'IIt1~tv.l,.,,.nf. (\' 11, "11) 1I""'5'''t<\lctIlUn,.,\fart1l- ... " 
iI, 

~"'ltrht "tftt,rlvn.,,,. f\·.\trr'm'~ \\1t·tt.f'httlb: mc.k1'f"V"lJn,t' 
" ·f ' 

,I. 'IIt'r,tt l' ~rt~ ('.Im".,., tnl"!!.rcttrfrtl1cr ... t .u:"1n.,m.r;, 
~ '. ' 

~;i '"' "r tfi,....'.·',Jl""ft'fh a"fb"f",.,\,rttU'. tt1rd1b,~lltll ,,'J 

"', i'W"4H·f\i~~tttlll"re'·,\l'I,'",rtn·mU1:r,.,mt IIntT"~". ",!~ 
III,: I, It'''oo~~''mt 1tI,"(n~4"tllt ... r.\I'tc"Jl1ltn, ~:~trrt,(It~L\~ .. ttl,:/t:i 
, 1 rffilf.te,t Ad "na,,,mi IIr.xm· r .,d1'U.'1'l" ,..".ii;~ ,&1\'1 ¥t 

. 
" 

I .'" '" rU'~ t1,,~ .'l'~!~f:mil.J:...~;m t.'c~{~4f:n!t~~"Jl.~· 

'" ; r",rt.1 11m ,d,1ulII,lrr": f"I'191Tn{~, ::.' '~,~4~~~S~«1;~1/,~At,.. ~, 
!," >'!"~IIJr.t ,u"'1:; d"4"t1rT11f W$fU~! 'Jum'ljr.J...Lt~,f~~'fd~n1:IIl;"~~~' ~. 

d, ~ ~tt"' ,f .... ,Ad.n"'L18H ;". ,,( o"3'~;' 1~~~p.ml:;'J"I;'I'J;~llU9'im 1" 

,I ,I' !fl(' I H '111 ttl .,. ,'.J "I'£-i ' . .', ' , 
,"I ,m"r:' r,''''I:tZIt~.' 1'fIt'it",ti4riio,mu',n'>! 

• ." oJ !, ~'':'''''.~; ~ 
, ,tj' .~~ 
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SI'!!' I I' \ 'i ,'It fiwf" ",."'ill",rcfl,.\.I"jlt·'1\ltr.~dl(*t:tl1~1.\ 'i-t-11l.\~\1nlttllle 
,'~, :!iffi' , I P'W," '",\\""" tt nlUtuttt 1 A '~'t"~rnft,ril;t;'t\tt1 qtu.\ ~w"'tll 
"II" 1\1"" l'lT!IIf'lil. Itt' '111lt1(IIt.'~Itt:"rl'l·. 'tM5,na f9'. ;r.dtClth!'tu.1r-~ 

... .' , .' . c 

l'" ur .I!t'qc un., 'f'~r rfl-mr"'.WIlJI", rnttl"dlti.. fl1 Ittr ",cdt" ~t I,U 

llrn~f IIUIl !ll~ll 'i"dr htf Jlt'~"ttt;i "df"bl.,T d,rltCttt. <tUlne uu" 

uClln l' .'~III(n"'l.i rfttti tr-m.'\'1tf~,-ttm~f \'''''(,,''(, .wm" .. a1. ~ l'~I,," 
,\ ~nth-lirl t'1 mUlIf du",lt'C ..... ncrtlfllt. fCVtT1u. ftt·t.T"lt.tflufe "\'( 

, , , 
\,' ~UW' :,ftn;" rf. n lnfuJ-t1~'"'" mufic(wii ry"'Jt""'1tAn;~.vv",·a"'ttf. ut 

~< \d'~:y'tr:\ 41'811'«1;4 lum,",,, ~ Utlt;:, "~t1r.t UIIllr· I1surrn· enll111 

r,'; !1. ~~l'~!,!n ~ !~~r-,(.tr~" .' " '!1~~1. r""f'l"l-'lt,~«un .C,CfttUu 

~-~~.i.ttttJJ"' fhC~*l\~ .. ,-· . ttUtU U1l)ilU. ft:\·,my.m ·,t 
v'. t., : ,. .' 
~' ~. ,J" I '·l ' .' . 

. :" : .It.y~~11.)fftl,,~. """tin. dl . thm~U1. 'fuUt,q;.l't ~tMnflll" lrd 

f;'·,iti".fttp h·vh·\ .. ,. dnviwVHI . lUUfu.t~:JtC\,fi·'·. n- U'S"l1(' " 
. ft -- (1 , 

1 ~,:-, !Jt\dt •• :\It tUM fi;,\'. rt lIl'Jllltt ' Clltllt"".'~lma ft.'" ~"JS f:: oJ 
, -, ~ ) ,~. J 'l-' 

. tt.~' fit:· ,'cor· :IIISt,.~tf!~r,!' .ftt-.tlfuf"C":'P'"" ,'"" If·' 
!8HIt11'IIIr.l1·"t~ f(to in9ma,~,ft"4:~ •• ".t","Ut'.111:rtu~t· ,I, 'Ii. 

. ~~: "'lIIf1,.'flrrlhl:l~n:r'\oAli r. .. .tt.in "''''~~ • I !~ 
ntill mttMS'lfr.\ u,tf\atC\'l~(rU49ma""ur ,/!lSi~ 
'1111t1'1:' fl'dttttt\, rt-llT;fljt~~~lttt"r&tflrffl"i~" 

'~" '4h "~h!" ~ . \ 
, m &f('t11. IT ftdl'CI", i ~1r~~;~~:~," ,." . 
, .. ~ ., ..... . , . I 
~ ,. , . t", I 

l. ful'lIt, "ctL'Utt~.ttur n-10.,smtdulfdtfhnna ~f'tf.ftW~' :,'"'1 
, j .... , .J t1 l, . .J' _ ;. ... I 

;'~ ,~., .. rU1ta r' '(1.' 'l,frcn.nrr. multt.riufU!t1(".'tlffpt"Cil!f-n'tt1 p ""~ 
~~. k ~1'~1l,'hc'l~ fl.l \!-~\f'n(uLU~t'~. rr,fu!'lut-=-i~ht1f! .1fr;;_~~drttlJ'1. , f"; 
t ~\'~~~Jif 1 H I h,' ,\p".u~\1'r.1nf dt'flo,tjUtcti'rnih.t\1i'1tT ~·.'c\1·H I ~ In 

.I'7""'.tt.l\,rl.l'rTl' c:tii 1I .. 'tt~t'r'~ilbt'~;~.n~ l'lP"'~\JJ utulu.,h:! ,\t 
, (i~t I'll t,ft, rn-cul'lI ,0("','" htf "ltV"'~~t~~ri~~""'\"fmg J·tll.I~I; 

: I til Z -.. '~"""' ... ~ ... 

1'1'1 "r,. 'lUi flLul,rr .1'Tn. ~u ;}~~'!~'Pll:~~,~tr~,~Ul"'-Cr~i\L:1f.~c(" , . 
..., .-'.~ > ; ~ ~:';'ii.l7;'~} . .;"' .... -~.'~':" , 
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, -- .' 11'\1-' 
r' rr~mTl' fUr "-'.rue,,t,,·, ,ITo' 1ft-- ft~l"~Hd ct'l" ."U'C1·1·,UlI dUl'hr.: .. ; l~ ., 
~,qu .... n ~,"'lIrhr. f'~4n:l"l1 fl'l'nll'hf :":,l'4"6:'tatlJ "ctll~lljf.ltF ITtl'in JUlIUte( 
~'''4' tV n'lA" It r 111.1I0' 're,th •• 0' l:,l'Jd n' lil.l!rWOCUt.l' " .. ttr.r ~tl""CII ~ 
:( fuut T ....... f; rC,.\''f1ll 'I1Il no ''ll!ItJt: ~}.·tlf? ft:\· q fcyn"II.lc,,~ 11 "I If, ti~'11J"1t I· 

Iph(, Ltct''-" rutil-u~ •·· ... l·" C).'af\am-, ItI.lt"'Tfll~ 'l:l'1pICJT ti.~rclt lin. 

1!-11l1',U'Cll'11 n~ft"nctt filn- Ii-x '1114\1 m'.f· ftt"\!'1L,,"h~JU1't.cntrf.lh"'1I1 

nf l:~r-fi:r. <fUl p.t,t·';f'lm,: fn' 4 fn·nf.f'w.".:npA'·C1Cltccflr\,'fUl "Cf~\lI' I~ 
11'0 Ill,,,r ntd .~rt'fMn' n.,thum t\''Uno:,'\' ft!f V4J't u.· un .. lit' fi~fl"J'41' 

'1',,~H'&:l'M1ft: ft~·(tt"'''Cllf. ti!f'JuUJ'l;V ll'l."lfHttf. fi"\'4 " III un': fiW fi1"1 
l'li. fh:r~fq,t1 .. ut: f'~n",.,p.U'l1'·Jm rrl-'X 4 nDnaf. U'f11'a dtft'''at.f. 

rlil ';'~l~'tl:.'""fl'X':llt1T1tt.n' y,\nt .:tn'l~l.~.arrJl~ltnl'llC~f"aI~um .. • 

, ,,1'1 C..lJ'lUfl nh\nn~,t-r-.:"', dQ"tl'Olmn, fl1l1~~!'t-4119IL\1","," 

II' .•. L1t.H'd·ttrmij.ti~~V.\1'CtClm·fll1'JlI;u·n~llmt·l1lf''''m!t 
1,;uwmcJ·ii u"iw'!c~mm"~n'n, ~ftir,~J . ti~Q~ '1l1.u'n~ 
: .. 1 .;i 1Ulmc"ul~::.wtii~ .. ri"t4m1~ ... r fU · .... hl.ultl~.ltl 
l~f((J, ("'c"",,firii tffl'1.111T'''tlfl·1~mn~ f, imc,f cOlnl~'I1J 
;'lIl111\\,.ii fic "f~tldM,tn'Jtl"'nnafmt=Lt.(r~tTlU ("l'ol-ii .tlti- IIJl.ln~b ,! 

:\mn411~mn.., rt~id.tt ftl1Jm.:\ .\n'il .. t~'."t\la VLi.e lub"'ctllr o .. if 
:r.lI'rt''''~\",ltf\''l",·tf,ltcl f~,.f l'r"'''\'''iu,~"la y ..... " rt'Mnv~fit1. 

1 . 
trrllrt1,'n~. ~f'~Jt".\dllr"'\I'1tfgt"tiifr:rn ur·",tcrnm"r" ... raaflloll 

f" " .... 
( " ., . 

~ (vue" .. 41·"nTll'tlC:; J!l(~dl .. tref~ulfr.:t .. l '-Th\ll1 

I",b~m-. ~.t)lolnnll~:tfrl'''':'flltt~ Sn" tJ~tM5"fi"J.\ 
. " •. 1m ,lih'Suutlh ~art11 ~'ft~.~fI.stti:1 

.... ~~iidl lC"!~. turn" rffitir:i:tkl. &t ... i.urr. 
MhII:'Im't.''IIDWlI·.111I1t"1'tQ Yldm,de ttr(lt'~.~IIJ11(l1.lfir 

.1 

,.~ 1I~~:~il~m'I1"l'l1~ flUdt.u-u. .1 .• ··: 

cf'tl'i'"lDW~~.!·!lf~~Il~?~ctm4 C~JJflmi~l~~'; i'~r. "~1~"t .:: ... ,; 
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"HI Ib" f f 1'1'"'' t1tf cnrmf ItI flo ccnnnrr u·rr.1F"mrnu .. ~, ~U"',.,nrnc.iI". 

,trlJJC'fllc:i. ct III fur. r,·"v",·no"rfemmii 1Ilur,c~,tii fY'"v1,,,.,,,,rii. Sll~l'( 
""" vcfflt f,,:n. n','''' uHf t'Inf pc,' fAA l1C1,,,,dqutfmf; ~.n-.f "ICtt1·t.l rd~ 
ftlHw.It" ,t,hnewn4 ,\rJ,.mrnc~\.ct".\nn'"tlc..t.-'f"A,ii tm:ut: Uttl1 

,,'nHm f1t1ltltf·"MYtme. Utrdl".munmo,lntma'll v .. ,ncnntna h",t~ 

",·hmu'nci .\I·momc",·« .l!p.tUm uttuf.,d'tu1rt'ndurrfl-, ~ltr rntttuh' 

.i' r"tlcf~\" t1LJltlltlr nt--du:rf.\dul','r", .. ".£rmlt (4Uftumr: r"nrf,ut-Illutn 

",fI'IIC """tudor uuUu( rx ""~~ttfl'''«tt' Infl"t'l'rtT. H l'tno Q'tfhmt'l 

mr (~"f" f,'rt" tue,-duM'lT ""tc,,\c ul,fr" rm,Tr. rntntn"or rct'l'Wf'U 

-n'lii ('''''ll I qtll~t n"rl"1h·tIfr~:rl1udt~ ,necJu,\trcttT ,~\rCl. tetl 

11 1 n ttl t rg;tt- "t"t'rii 'Httle "'nfltliil ft'tlttldii rundrm fOr" lfli·. III 

'"·ytlJl~ ,'.,n',' tutattd" m nUH-iCl'!)1hati ,nC',Mdii· dl~,dii . l1't.iJliI 

. Ct- (.l'll.',nnl ~t·fItt1l1rn'" • \{m (V\.,:,itt" fUJ!tlctnn \n'MI1,i, duvhcn "~ 
1St tf,·".WI,' tl'I\'hcl't • Shl".tffl,\n~~ 1Udd,·ul'hct't. 51 'f" .... U'L"11 • 

·~"'un(t"'h(rt, SI .h4U·J.i .te(cttJ'h('~.t". 
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~{"tllt • 

f 

Illustration of the " c hekker" from the 
Johannes de Gerson MS Paris, Bib1. Nat. 

lat. 17487, f 226-229. 

b'lI: J"h'~' 
~'f,: 1'," f'~', 

-..,.~. ,..,,, ... ,. .. ,. .r.I't~'t,.,r .......... ,.",,- .. ,. ,.-~ .... ~",,,,.,,,..---r"!r"'.,,,,, .--... II , .. ',... 

'"pi'll P~IT/.' ~ .'11' , f!'I'Cl eJY\Oan Cl1";'- , I 
i J'f"gi6. L;"iJEc "1m ! . 'l'1~ 

IIH.!1',,, I 11(11111) . )I/M'" :1f1i'" . 
""';1';- )~,..;. <ll'l~t, .""11'111 
""hhi', , ! ' "hlttt, 

~'jjf ",.I/ul'nf 
I 

~fcJl illf'f'1 " .j 
.... 1' ;"fllftll I I" 1J1ii.!J'll ~ 11M ra /l!)iIlAn 11 1I(l IIf 11:. . ilt·V:"" Ilh"Il"r ""111/ , Itjl flUIl, 

r Cn I In", 
?'" IIf1t., 

1\,""10 i ()0I1"01 Itblbtllc 
\ 

• J 

I, 
I 

i 
~ 

fil mrl oi tltffu • trtrlu III r~ 1111-' I 
fll';', 1"'&'(119. 1 htIOl<:. , ~,trt~. 
~lIbM1 f"I' , 

i"II'f$ }\U"1 : C"U~~ "lItlll" i ,,",," . ~illh 
tn4. ,'h'b,~, I flU,. 'j!I"" . J, 

,i'lIIb~1I 
\. . 

()9 I,,' 
i. 

le:;p:c ~'"A 
thllVII 1 m~. Ill/an ./"'1111" I Qlkf!4. , lottl"l. VIlIt, 

I 
. 

~tw"f,;, · !! ; f ttJIl .HI;, ~'fi1r1 
triG ""a, 'llttlll" I 

1, 
ft"wN. . ttl, ""It 

""'" >'1 ~!!i~ . Olin. 
\llrtt lall t;i . .- i " t 'r- T,,, lJ..t~W ;tihl!( 
tt.' elf',!' i~J!Jlrt I 

• ''''' 1\1 
; ,,~-,.n 

.lI'leW, '1 hI '-';1 t 'I ,,~Iii". l~l-"cnti't, 

C('I11(~ "'tI!4.~,~ fatttnbt 1.ltatjf .. ~!!J1h~ "lI~htnC'HG 
t"'~'Ij't \~ ... nllurtthT d~jtm~. 

~"Ch" (lIblt'l'tCUO(ltU4 Ji'HW 4:' flll~«~Hth:mi.1k ,i, 
"\, {II;;. 1/1 elM tlttdu. Ji bt flat' ~ d-tt14tt-. Conal'''''' b~ 
IIttl t ~-t. "f;jll1:l"t' 'HI~"""" . 
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CAW C'OlIh 

",II'=' flw, 
Hlltltt1(1 , 
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I, " • ••. I 

, ' 

O"'fnilu I 
,wa" .1 UI /' 
~·"rt"(flr. 

t~t,r 

rolf' 

) 

~)'I"I" .:t"'t~1 
{\' d- r'!!~ II 
(,,1 1m, I 

CI1dfn1 nld'!' 
1/ ~~" ,I nO' I 
, L''tf'~''''''', 

,I ".,1,·: "',~ "flU' 

If:!. f.. It 
1J'1t1l' 

;\1, /",. ,-, §," 
tfl'''''' 

fell 
" , · ... '" 

I 

.1 "M', 'f 
III.1r "0'''''' 

r.""Cft 
Ifill'< 
l' • I I.'" Ilk , 
1\: n .tri 

> , •• hh !~ •• 

,'", ' 

~'tI~, 
I 

.1 

I.r 

i 

nft ""f~ 1'" f~"f- flf.".tt f~ Rtz&J!. ~\1d~~"r4 ItftlIl1 ... t~ 

, '~'-! .. t"10· ,<'1ft ~" rrt1ct'%~ "","m( 'Iu, c:fl- ~,.~ ~~, .. q Jl'.tr . 
, ,U II ,lit .. fmur )"",,,,1' '~tt"t."" 1'" (~lt"r& ~" ~Ut'dm hUll
~ '(\'"M". hr,'",," tt ",~t-. 

'~J ~CII" ~"';bu ,\ "1,,,,, ,,, ""'('1"" f,.~:a'~ ~ Itf'cf~"'''b' ~,fa. 
f w"", If1 ~ft'''~ b .. rnhro:~ cu rl"'kUt.t"! Co-,"C"t- ::.u'Oho)' 
'f.t1 ~,~ h- fi';f~ tfltb.httlttt, h"fff,;~ I~ tft.f~ ~ n;jb,tt"itf. pall
rJ"tt' ~"lf~ d ,,\-<U,,"~. ~t- (If tr~f1al .,., frl,,~ Il'4:\t,\"!\ .. ,\,, . ~. 
I"I,{ ,e, 4'f,"Il',1· ,,,ht ",. r;~\JJ'r~ ~. "".o ... ·.v. h""t".,. 

l'l.,.h" (t" ~Ifrt, "o,,, .. ;,~ Ji"m t't:ltV • 

• ~ ,. '"frI""",'" t' ~ tr"fh~ c"~t·. 
t,t \1,rtl1,.\! 6!Jf ""t!I"',( .. .f~ • 

§,.",blc ~ nt(,·""".t '~u/t ~C1.t.·. 
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'~'(" "/lilltl' til Iii 
,'''fl. 
f. '1C1 .. I/ICI' .. 1f 
"'"., .... 1'1 , 

(1,,,,,11.,·,, ,t'lIr 
'(1) \: fIIud. 

, 

1 J (."flt 1ff'"t' ~lUt 4lld ~f "lIId wr '\!I hIlt '\fl' r,1I 

n"lft'n{t%l~ "~~t'h!. ~,i'butIl4 ~''U41i I,le zw",. 1',rI1UJJ 
fUIIf" otl, 'lit' '11ff' ft.b'F -t''.!ft ct t. .pm ~~"'Ift""" 
~ ... ~ 'rh. ell, ~M,bti """"f11t "'ub ~ " .. ~"n~ .~'t14 
"j)ltl~ '1K MItt fMf .1Ut mtd4 ffltt~ "'ut';# ,"* "..,..,~ 
4tt I,iii •• Jllt ~"t". '''Ml "",""0 ~''''''fr rtJft~Jl1. :}l£'~f -
tWII '~rt"ttIl4 tjt &U~"""'ltf'4 ab't1l; ~" ~ Pt"1.Idt. 

')'t b,t" .. r.dU4 ,~. floJft1t 4'N III ."f" ~"M M'" ~ 
,:" .. 1 11m , r",,,'tdt- Ot4ftOtlt'uiii", 'l'" ,.,~ "ta; Tft 
1"" f<cut \ .. tlt. 

C < r~ lit '''f' ':t' ,I Ufl '"""~ fJr ~ II 
~ ,.,IIF'" 1"1' }P!tllftlt_CJlIllJlltlJ: 
~b\II~. 'I rtlc .. ,..,..". fell':.' 
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Chess-board, F. Rabelais, Oeuvres Completes, 
ed. G. Demerson, Paris, Seul, 1973 
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Ii epitome 
Q.JDl tmo !t~ tie' tt . IlUG 1.10 e d . Ug; . ([j7o~ dIS II tie. 

Jaques Lef~vre d'Etaples' Rithmimachie 

i 
a.T-rrrcrmo $V't?p'uknm~ Bcmorclo 'genc"rCo 
tyo~'od m~ico nome, oman anlEnOl't 

- -, -- -.•. ~. . (;' urfcJcl o(1( mf rJclllordcl oTlce tI irdpHllno odqt!oG fi~lItroro fpi~ 
;~i:'; r'l , ,tflr nr nil II (tendf, ~I flicr(c~ cllbtiqmdcltl vitll1P oia (ItCIl tnmClle 
"0~/~.:J. '. . vcr fc(tlt .\"CI tim ria", tHtncurta! clIllJuHoe VJl(P abllencrc: putcr 
~)" )1'/ ~;; . coo folo!' qui tJc t drtfcraria male meritt quod copcre oiffidl1lJt CC~ 
r'~) ~ ~'J'/, fC((~ tl trluadCt/llut. ql tpnG inui(klTllt \,clut fd(ciollbuo/out poti1 
)~~~~~ 'II. ,1' 0' cor rproo ucrwc JludrutlltdH nt.i:ft fete q;p:ocul fifcrtim ab r}OC 
)::..,~~:~s.--:\\ l~icd£ll\mm() Pili (i1ficnfl rlt:dio liuot onisalJnt/9! tgnotJtia pd~ 

tot t!I/Q"'5 ('I obcnt Clttoltl('''~it urt£T~fIlcnrCIIl qui qUlldrugcfimu annum thl~ 
ft!r :Plflliu III rlttdllT ltrrctlltCt pct(;t. fn qutuu~ Ildeo pzoft:Clt: vt t!llntcadi rcdcrtt 
filCccflin,quJlIlilluc tJubitllUdfl crt r~urrc rOCUIUJtutafU erIc Otrciplinarn ffl1tionrl 
fCC[f!ucr; (1('11 r!lllt :ct '~lJd(dlq~ adtlctJcnnt bc"fr.u~ c,:cipt fauolcl pcramicoq, '~o 
rl,i( (l', (}j,tln l'lOp(Cr ell In £JritIZlHct(C~ ct Or1uficc fupcrioublla Oicbua til ffudcll~ 
till'" f.1t1Lllll r~u(c loco hlllq;l1frlll comittcrctl!t/voftrirft nttI2mUlHlcf~ia. fltlJul 
ra BII It I (~ltlci" liF qrridcrn IlV mcrolu IIorr irlrbcralcm/fcd q'.lC OCCCllt ffudtofoa "do 
lcrcw ICC. C0l1110rCCI ClIIC JJilllittm rcrnce ~idcl1l1tttr OdUClJfllrIc 'Otfciplincl et quo 
tlltCI dum rtudfo \1Crc!ft Iltt",; ellrutn i!::rf'oncs folcntur auimn ct cum vtiliociol 
tum l?oJJcflol vileft cuflodiant i",ofuruCfJ. tllle p:ofccto coflUurn fIlcdlCU 'Occuit .. 
r.;t rt qui I,OIlC IUlIi I,oncflafc I1trral,fit:tnlUdcbUlJf tUll opera poll rctioG 'Oircipli~ 
lhli> I?IC enc infcrtfi. :~lItrOdllcfltl11' lHcmcon motl~Cllllltf(Ua lPrtl?O(\OlC Olfci:; 
pu Ins:ct IDzOlltinua ct 1Jllt1211lUG tiUG tEpo:ia IldolcfcclJtea. ~lllic. 
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r •• I ~ "C .i. ~ .• jr 

"' ;, 

mit~mimQc~i1l 

;J!3f 011 t . Qufd en !fl(lllrott cr Cl11culo(l ill orr"cin({lr~towantiii nltltticolo%cofeprnuntcro rgoip(e Ilfpc~ 
ret "":' 2:llr. ftr~ n\lfiltdc qurrio15:ollrillc. "oc Rd QciCTUnt t)ifertl1lrnc,tfRiIl19t:frd t)UOCOIOfC'9 mt 
cl]i filtf(1 eIre Tidclltur I", RCler. rariu In fit IIigricRIIG '1' Patcs ad mundti pcrti"cllbt fcnlibilrm. acfco 
~~It(m IIl1rlltillllllliuCS1 fit 1 cltlldl(!1l1e!'l' impllrrlllll1l1fculi finr '% indrutducfempcr'l3ciufdc fubRllnt 
fl(' q·P%iIMl1t fjll,,"rlldrIlC, ~rr{jillider. f(1111CII ob r,t({lIcntia cum 'UC nature tum blutnth1ttsqu£t~ 
"ril'OftllTl f:lll0 Jtle n (luofl/m COilCrtUl1ficlJlr fUtSllllt coatcfetllltq; noblli Quodapllr til infignfrc eo~ 
I(la', Tt perfret ,lit: PP lllllidJ tllt'%CI1 ~tielltrg enlllr(l. )Sat. 1~crfcetiolr colotclII prflltnfdt parium 
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ttl! 111(1 i;'; ri quc p:rfidrt ndd IIllpilttu.Vlc. lnccfl1ll1tla (1 lS:ttbHlemllmrt cade impar cnot In ci~ 
IIIH(tc·r;e IYC' ",cmer 1111111110 trfidct NtlilllrllG.ft tHUG ftle bafiG tllfimc:plfmuo cll a mona de prrfrctuo 
1""'''TU(1/ft fUlllii l>o fiIlIllIlUlflett:l' eiufdellJ ftlc bano 'lltuo rfl/,mltlrrufQl pcrfcctus.rt ill! cllde fua 
('!Iii!' Plitt"!!' crt frnfibl /rllnl I rctiit13 IfIOblliutn dtculua:\,Ctutalflen III Of dine ctrculomm tcrtiu9.pzi 
VIt!r. cmm:fi."'lllfc!Oinlll(l cO crtql plclll ITt IIIUO CUlIIG C'fflt~ii \'bi~ ell rt circtifcrcntia nufQ'j. (ccQ.dus: 
cn r,rrnmtl{l ~(lmo" arql fllPta tcnrpu(1. tertillo:cn ~ou~on CUI at curn tempo2c tndrfctra "ertlgane -i 
rCIIClllltUt'f r:t","r.:cn lIoflrc rrtAlllidl{l fu IIlffl II {I ltIuero I fimutJufqJ ycrtct.freundIlG:fcclIllda bafis, I 

frrfllli1!pmIHt li"fintaq~ l1afis.U;at. ~aradtgrnllt(l finGfGBlcrnl'on:tudutn'lllcrilflutt non frmboll1. ~ 
1JIc.1Rect£' IItllfll(1l1Cr. U)llthille. "'(fUIIl ego nrclf1cUpfufllllfgliscba:£t a fufccpt(\ officio t'rcrrablnJ .~ 
1(1l1fHi';'. ("loler. er60 tcffrf IItbttril fUllto. ham cum ct altis vR ruerltlsnte~il refc,'t. ,an til quod fu: 1 
f'(trfi 1~;nr"lIcil1 t'cptc~clldctiG rcgul{a: ctquo tn rc parulllnodicuB \lobts faUs fit (crmol rC6ula~' '1 
rll1111~ttllta fit I;cc. J 
CIt!: aleult TudCClilf, til V.3cuo(ltlimourattlr cl1mpos:rotulldi in rceonda. trfgoni in fcrtiti.fcfrasonf I .: 
CIIIII fll:t prrnlflfoc til qlhlttllnt. ;tSat. t"iTllourfi III feciidum intelliSrs fone inpzo.tlmum cOpurn. .Jl 
:lIfe. '!It£! \101ullt. cil Cllilll fceiidue a fc:fcd poll frptfrnllo. 
([ £1ct'i'. ,Cnlc"luG aio qu6cucurcctoillccrru calculi} tollcrcpotcll: fed an'lulariatqJ obliquo "uni. $ . 
([ Crrtill.lfllllflCtllO IIUlllerum partis aducrfc ct qudtitattaciurdc ruo recto curlu olfcndcns:etidenl ~ .·1 
toll'f. . J 
({' (..1lhtrrn. st tltlO lIumeri ciurdcm pi1rti~'ntlmrropartiGaducr(c quem IUhcfl conltutlt l circilpo::: 4. ~ 
IH!IItt1r:cltlllrUlllall(Crtlllt, '~i"r fit \'t tcmatills 1: Gtt!n~l·iuo d.tUlunt o::toll3rtulU pn:io aduCl'lc tol~ 
1f'l1t:cr quztcrtifTrillo -t OctOIlJrIUG tluodenarfum.ct b('cPJctonc IimflibttG. . ([ ,n II lilt {1 , 6i filter NrO!1 Illitlcrrc partie 1I1f",CrO!J "awl fl1tcrlllc(,l!tC9 campi per mfnotern numcnl f 
lIIulrif1lrr.n,i lIIatolCIIJ dli cia 11 t :lIumftua tollltllr maIN. f?1r;( cllcnit ,t binartuo ou"dcl13rdl fet: in~ 
rcriaCl'IIClbllO (~llIpr(l ~ufcr~t 1ft fCJ:tmnociiartmlt octo' 't t('rn~rtus (cl1arul rntcriaccr.tibuo ouob'] I 
ct lI('tlC!lartullt tlll1Ul1: ct quilltulfloeltllrtutn q~ltl1<U. 
([ SO.:fi1. !!luleuqJ n"",rrua:cu; \,t teet" ,al!c;,{rnOllciltur o[s adcpta ell potc{tas/toUitur. ~ 
(L 0~rrlllllT. Sf II,,',rillJ!l rrrlllllidiG bMir. olfcndltprrarnidern:t'aln totht. Ii offendatur: toUitur. 7 
(lI8Chl!11.. 6i "U"'CrlIu PCI' il1tCtccptOG c4poG fIIulttpliclltUG balilU prralUidis mil~lInllm rellttuat: 8 
r~lidctl1 toll!t. . 
(Dr! (I:I~. Sf r.1i~ III r((~ rrr~lIIidcrn ofTcndant I (5firni1io in ci1mpioCIi RdclllRUreraE:ct idem euchiat , 
fi Iltl"'('~tlr. pet infcruillla lIIul!iplicatllG ahquollI,ml barium clflciilt. Ii olfcndatur:ccdcln tollantur. 0 
a:tl:'cilit:l. ~Ii(,otln JI ill til cft fi in aducrfia CalflrtG Itll~ilU~ conllituttur 'l,mnont.l. (tIde led IIIfcrio~ I 
IGilobll:ozl{1:fi (C'u!lllllitur 'la.-",onta minot. 
([ <:!Jlldccilll.l. (~Ilrrtlli l1equifiti ad complcJldltftl l?armollillnuducrrc p~rtf au~niareo acciphmtur. II 
(I l!\u{'dc(lTlI!T f tf 11m ",a~imil ~arnlonia paratur:ca1cu[uo ad complcdalll ~arn,olJllJnucqutli'u8' I) 
n ruo loco nOli t)imouctur. ..... . 

lff!,~~mCrb-=-Cc~fb]-a I . - I .. '. .. ...._ .. ~.,: 
mrctotkT- i 'J_L~ 1_ C!' _1_%:. 4.6 2l~(dtctll!UntlZ. __ 1, ,.4-. ~ t!Sco, __ Zo.} ~~ l2ar •. t .• 
i~ioaacl 4-'=~ .. J g ..!t.: .... s.r"2Gcdl~ta~arttll. 4.~~~!!~t5e~+.6.I$ ~~!!, Z, , 

lrSiitlliilr-( tf __ g_LL1.!t- ~ • .!~_21~~dfct~9Ilrlt~, cs.~-,~.~"lk~. cs.~.!$-,~ar.'J '< 
'---,-.0(. 1 IS I r .1 If.. . cS.9.,t.21~cdictIlGa~itfl, 4.~.9I1Sco._".6.r$ ~l1r ..... ;. 

,-z.-I)"'U if]7%- _ :'.9.IG 2l~cdietaollritk •. _ 2.9.16.7Z.l5co._9.t~.t$"2I1r. J 
~rlll\( Is' ~-' )LI z.s_lf.I~!t.5 ~CdiCt39arilf7'_~.~.~f."5 I13CO, __ 5.~. I~ l2ar. I 
~to adc 1-~-r=-Ll4 ~ 'f,f 19.45.8, ~cd!£ta.9arlt.lz~.?f5·8!15co~_S.9.H. l2ar~ J, 

!~rnrZtit1-1 -~-lt..Ll1L(t·H I 5.1.5.4, ~c~~ctI!9Brit~. 5.t~!·H.u.5~l5e.~~_~5 •. :H.U5. I2l1r. J 
2ir)(rrolcC 1T II~ J!LI..ill.1!.!S.4.ur~£dic~a~~rrtJ?' __ i'.''.5,450175cometrica. . ..:. I 
{:'il2lOi1CIIljif'1 (6 /10 ,u .. I(f.'o~~dictIlGeritl2. 1t-.I~.16.,ol!Scometrica. a. 
'~ti"'r fIIi!.rflflr. \'icto:ic $ccunde mc~fmc vfctadc SterticlU:Jtirne 'fcto~ie 
({,rtrc,"~lItic mulier ,,,nfotmntic lIlufice . conronl1ntic mulice.· 
1! b t'ltgr~rttc a b t)iapcnlc .. a b t)latdfaron 
~ c ~i"fCmtron ro c oi~tcrr"ron lS c tohul' cofonanthml pdncfpfa!, 
!f c tlfapafCln 8 c tllllPafon S c t)iapente 
~ b tlil'pafon tlC tliap::llte !f tl t'ltltpitfonac t)iepcnte S tl olapafon . 
~ Irjodamct)btobiapr;foll ~ at!tl;~nlCtl,b(st!u~parou U sdoz[ll}act)iapaf5acbfllpctc 

~ ad olilllll co biB olaplJfon '. . 

. ., 
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3Sat~oru~ I ~lcmton/)SlohfllJu~; 

, trllllton Qjtem~rfiiuuo odes. Sic. quid r,oe 0 adotef,rntro. ~Qf. qlii 115111c~11 oM 

11 
Ie r~o 'f :n.;tOntilJU9 perdifcrrr cupi nI" • S Ie. qu fd 1J11IU fd 0 ~Qtb me . .l:3a t. l~lf ulqj 

~ In frc(nto;. "",mcro ~rt~l1goH1In cO{ifedil1lllur:cu"tmlls ill rudib"oUCi3tulum fo:~ 
.. " , '. mart.tEt cO ranl C nocturno~BrrlTu trdeat~rt~l1!folc'Olfel"fi:fcii(ttJ"mr kufCl!:l 
:;: , " qtlrd~ qllcftrrnda 11011 tradid'irft.lttQ3 /Jofipli illm Ul1!1cum ntqJ nlfnfuln rcrdidf~ 

cilll!!tI.llfic SlItCIn ludo QUC/JU9 quctimtls fntcr l'09 coJicrum: plcrjjQll'rf}ra~ cur~9 
poR (eria nudll1lCtlGlJtcm' tt qurm ~oofpli ill nUl11rris ~t '1 pJt:rll~ ali:! C,tcreErC f'o~ 

m~!Dii£:li.Jlrtl£'.lJlc. lIVtJ,,,,flllllcbio 0 ;tSlltb,Ue (02l1t911 ftrlli(fi9. ;!Sat. ~~ [prall! l:llcmcon. 
Sic. !nic egc 19itur lSarbillcQllot IIUI1IrrOla Ihnplicfs illCqu3Jit3tcO:' tSat. ~I'(G:llJlIltiPJet Ilhpj 
parffcular'fs/f't ftlpnpl1ttic"9.~lc. ~~aio2i9 fCJ baNtudint£lod mino:c. rt in ~ is ttlbu9 {ifllrribU9 
()IIIO (onnnit rudueR te t )S:otIl10 IIUr,C a me prtitu£li alu1d lIJaXlma 1~l1rlll(llJil1 :Et 911id J~lltlllOllil 
minot t' )Srtt. ~a~f,"a bnrmonia cn (tim QUllttuot "lIInrro~ in gcomrttlell I!lrdirt:uc conltuto~: 
~rtrcllli ad ~"UIl1 mcdio:t1liritblllctfcGln 1ad \lItera \'ero ~/l)ull'cJm rcruat Inrdlrt~tC. let barmonia 
I1linOl fora in qU3ftuol termillfs tluao (cruat IIIrdirtatct1.!Et quid ,"rd[C!!l9ltrtr~mrtlc\l' qd O:(O~ 
mctn(1I let qUId ~ufica \1oectur:ouduIII pctcmtlu",IUS I Iltq) f!lti9 quid flllt nco Ipllnobi9 trnl rc t?:: 
flll1dcrnlltl. lik. lncctelllultll tcncs o;tSatbm'"n/tamcnpaulo IJtlllS120C in loco Iloie '9tllnttJr 11111:: 
"III~ "arllJollie:"t caip(11 tllClltur quotiro in quntfllo: terlll""s lIIiOli' "0 QUldc IlIJ!Clr11 (JradkltlllJ 
frq"etfbuG I ~e trcs rrpcrlutur Pl(lpoHtonulll "'rdlrtntr~. "lOX NfpOlllJfJt "limo 'CUOllU9 ollhllrbus 
I1lUltipliccecr qunftuot ptilllis paribus OUoslltt» ab irliS trnorniJtcs:oupJoslquJllruplOl)I fe:ell::: 
I'I0sI oetuploe il1leuf I plllll\lt'B arC\l que lit fc,to{tintlJ qunttuot 'lUGdrfs tpaelJ8 oircmptll1 altrrhto 
fc 'ntcrfccl111Ubushllcfo. pon quos ftrdem tlllobu9 otdintblls (olUlmrJrs fUJ:crpJl'ttcuIJrcs locallh 
fefqualteroo I fefquiqllarro9 I fcfqlllfrrto9 /9tqJ fcfquioctllUOG.oe/(fnc conlinllUtrr fll I? pnttlrnt(91l1i3 
quidc," afftllco: nrt» COIl6en(09: fupcrbfpamclltcs , fuperqu!1Jrapattlcntc91 rupcr(l',ttup~rtlentrol 
.f<8 fbp('focrupartten tCG. ct fpada ilia c:tmp09 ~oeant ft 0:dinlltc9 i1l iplt911UmfrOS parilll11,lctcm. 
1ft t rcgtonc ill totfdem campl91 fIlltllfQ3 plocelTu mUltipliers oh,Jinant It Q!llttuol PlI!nt9 ip:trtbu9 
~lIctoSlltt» ab dfdcm OellOllJl1l9tOG:triplo91 qllilICUplo91 feptuplo9 1 lIocuploo. pOlt 'lu09 (61111111(9 
fupcrpl1rticlllarco .poft fupparticul3rcs COliIll I li9 !llllllitilflO fut?partirntes/llructcq) crunte r£t}lone 
t)UObU9 ouJinibuo bic tmpartulIIl iIIic fcro illlp:triu III aciesl~oc pacto. 

-----..;.------:!tcico ~arium tllmft~""I~li-C--i,i~J3-C-:-~-\l-1-.""· --~:::.=-____ -_-_----, .-.. --
ell(refuJicfPi'iiioiiii'iil._1 , ,~s '-~l_JJ691~,8~ I , , £31cl!!!9u~~r4; 
i:omifeefti~Parti(,lItitJIn. r=r-J ~~-'_4;C9'-'J5.J I I L tales. __ 
f.)uctoful?rartfclIlarflllll' , '9 , 1U,.j-9' 81 I I , ~riqurtrf._ 
~t:ol"ittefu~i)Artfc~~atiiJ:' I I cilio _,-4r. I 1r. I _, I ,:itriquctrf. __ 
bucromurtipltCiunJ. , I I 4116, ~IS, d~tJ __ I-r:. L~otundl._ 
;:OniliConiiiltlpitaitill. I I ,!. I tJ_~' -~J-fl_l, lJ\otundi._ 

1-' I , I , I ._' ___ _ 
Yl!fniiCimpfplillleBtrt. , '_'_1_1_'_1 , 1' ____ _ 

:'--zfmfc9m ffccGdearcr. I I I , til 1 _____ _ 
t:Omft('t3mlliiipii~fu",. J I f_;_7.. . 9 _ ' " : iC~lroif rotundi •. 
"~uceenltlltiplidtllll. __ , __ , ! 9 lis I 49 I ~I ___ 1 __ ' l~otundf._ 
t:omitto fupPl1trtclllarta. , , , u. I p-r 4ICS -'~9~ .1 __ ' . )trrquctrL 
f3ucttJfuijpsrtfcularflllll. , I ,-16' t-c.j,sT ~ ... t 100 ' I .1;rrq:J€trt. _ 
£omftrofill?partfcniiillll. -.-, 1~ 661 n.0l190 I :nulJr~tareo._ 
"I>tiicsftipf'rparlfcritiiun. ._, i .4:? __ ,r..~J._US .161 Cl[lu111rll~lJJre._ 
~ ____________ ~8~c~fee=Jr~mfnm~it~~~m~lIn~a~c~~f=a.~· __ ~ ____________ __ 

Illt. Sl1tie banc nUlIItrO!IJm lJlTituationc applr~c:ndo. ~lc. ~l~ica c~/JfT!niliii rcffOllrUG :\It cl1mpf 
, rlbf inufcl fubic(ri l'lIl'IOGI fc(qul1lrcro9 1 ,"oJ: fUl'blpllrtlct(S frnct:ct rtcru fibllllutll~ lilt,tcctl qll\J~ 
, druploo'~illc frfquiqlllltloelllttn fvpqUl1dtlpl1ttlctco.tEt ~,oc Pl1cto te, rehquls.Zl!tn all)gn-ltt nu~ 
mcri ~fiGnaro(l fibi fClldiC!lllt clllculos('irdc nUJtlrtl9l11rerrptos: multtphers qUldc rotunllo91 (II&?::: 
particull1res ftfGOIIOSI rtlprartt(IItrstctr9~01)('IS: t,tccpto t('cfmillonf lo~f p!lr'Il1JUm~o ~ut t(tr'l~ 
sona lfbnllmir eft fu pHmfs tctt"gonie oWl:" 1?lnC re,t bafium/fr1Q3flClrril ~rrlltmotl,,'!.)J~ut.: 
rrGo rlUIII('I'O nlftf ~ rrnm i(tift» (0: III!! 'Oebftl1 en: qlle pumoe fr~ qll3drl1 tC(llllf nolib" IlUldc 111:1 to:: 
ribu9 (uppofititJl J,abcat illrCl'iptoLt.1 ~fC p(crt? if.nrl1l111S 1I~~upatu~:<l' cUTa ~"~:lt(11l CIUO J~ rrJ~ 
mfd'tI mucro Ilf'll ntfr,t ncn tlcficil1t • <!toflllllh quo", modoytcdltnl loCI lmplltlll ntl1Utro I",!?frcte 
~rramtdis'ftragollt(l' foulla tclJita en:clli ~rranll"i trfoPlIlt1l frtr<1g~ltf qdt'ple1II,(,1tttl trn,itl 
fit'll fccirco trlCllrtl1 tlicitur. '1 quill fJ: quintU frqllcIlfllll9 tctrll~olllr, (urau: ICCJrCO qtJInq, b,l1fiuITlf 
facicru'Dl'lldclIJ llbtnamislluc;upatur.ct illi qUIllq) t,mgo", flHO hHfllbusfuo llJo\lo JIIf'flbthur • 

. ,',,,," , i ' ' __ 
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C[;i~,illll;"" "frfl1:illn rxtPt1\t~QO poruf: ~f tOO ~cnlfolibIlO'iillikl' i'Clillt'lUJ:qui m;)Gfo flil,' (jlll~il~ 
lIone if- obltltJ nllr \1t'IIJ/fOllCUJllllcrcfolcnt. Je.t mbU9 tJmclI ~atl~I"1' p"ccpllo IIIIIIOIUIII ~icfO# 
rlotUI/I C06nUiopClI,:cr. 
c;[j;),\.II111UIII. t);1(03 tmrll cl!IIIpo:il "l,,"eroo illll(jc:hlllcfOlll timidtilrR tillcr (00 III ,utIl12/11rlfe" 
lIJ(u~ct!lIC /IInliu!' "!J"'fnlO. 
t[ !?reund'm:. Oa!!r. illllrlll blh1[mo llUllIrtfOI~U(plin\li '" fCClIlldlllll:rt ,pdllCfi aectrc 1.11116 fritl' 
Iil1!1fCllrn.rt III!ItI (n fO:; t.ltI ,)fll0 6l'0lllClncCll1C1hllO ""ll1ftll!!. 
I!l J!.:rI'tlii. nOll'S bllO(1l1ltllll'tl'O 11f,l)tqp:aGut 0li6tqpfUG ell rerun. nile pli""II" rC(\lIl1hllt .r,"" 
clIII .. tll/plll/rf b:/plJlti oi!/f<rc flit fl'tuarulllll!j(\:-r(J\lfli: ("f 'llll.fJ"cliit (II "lIml I1lllllct0V- 1)'II'1110/1leC 
).:pOll:C/1chlOlI(l IIIClIIIIO. ret Ii I:oc /lacro IJU(~"lIIoJIIIlI'lcc ttl'" boc(lJl ptCcrpf:1/l1rqjto6l1U!1Inco 
lion rt PCtlAO:IIUlilnl t>:Illlllllloo 'lal:clllir III IIIl rl!trOIlC' .Il (lIllOI'IlI' t:lfn,l IIIClhOG.1 /fOil /110.10 11/1::: 
1I.1ICG vlctollan:lrulilltca: ~ltJlllI1ICIl(ol ct ~(0ll1fftl(31 li-u r,t ,umbllJr, iell a '!~\IJ /l1l"."l' r((J q: 
t510lllcltlcnrt /1)0 t III (III ic('J r(pctl~(l:r(c111l vo/',eno IIhl,t:""Jo.-t!!rtlil(ll~r 0 l/JJI/)"Ic nlrtcr "WeOl 
aclnUIII t!IC((l/(OllJltrrq; oldlflole. "tl1tca lit c,JPO;t1/1J frtltIJ/llt.l<lIlJt/uol.aut 1IIIlllCCllllPOIU IIIC': 
dlollClCln l'ttaQ) tlltilll(lJlc fUPHoldlcctol bUOlll1II !lttU rl'ptuJlJ/lIU. 

'JlIG e3:11l'i(1 hoc I!:o.Ja tll!,C'1l1G 1 tllhr: ~("lIlC ct 'lIlOf. :t.1 mph'ti llpli' (fI",' lilfllllli 1.111.11.1111'11""0 
, Mrt 110111111':1 :;!l'!llfW:( t r"rnl"ah:ln 1~\lI';i_' illter II: cOllcnr.il. :lIot "" p:'fnltt'::c;./( IIt'/"'(1:'/3 
ll'lrellJ' 01(\ lik:rtra 'Hlm:o:'lJ nllirrfJel! :":r/tllli.l p:C(qllclI~ IJa,& 111111111116 (1JllIhjj "nJ~tl/rl'oIJII: 

1~tt.tlllfdiJ rUIII,i1l; 
9t 
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I 

tur 'ct "ita rn fine erf mine trl!nfiGulJt innocug m 'tltbc~ caritern. ~ mie Rueffun., floc(o!amcn l flee 
tl{Jill1lJuffilllll CUrl: . 
~1t fefe tOloe rilllcllturad \'nGUl'1Il ' 
life quid f2frt I lie 'IlliG rcrturl'ct fl' ""Bulllg I cqufs 
~atflbU9 Tt coeatlnil \'tl'll'chl1l't BlUllm£;. 
lirer J1~iuo III bulce", occlrllant 1,111111111 fomburn: 
tnmllilJ qllollSI rrplIll1rtllt octa blC'l. 
~uo r!Cffl{ftcfTr Iqllid {;('1111111111 trmpo:clqllid non. 

1 

~ITCJln rlaurO:b.tll' I'Jllllaln rt p:ellll.1 rrcrHi. • , 
([1!:er~ C'rrdldt blfctl'uloll U(Ct rITe '~rtl7?Go:c.t!rGo mcum eonfiliurn eft 0 )SlttJ,iUe t lSZofine 
f.n'~t('1i rr!olcfccnr (O! ,or UllltfjJcr lado illdlll(JrJtlG blJIU tCllcrto~ ctao TOO ad altiozlJ conrccdere no . 
fintf I bunt fltr d;Jt aditmn. ",ot tlltelll plnfeulo robUnfotl'O alII 1110 flctr:noRrum filcnnUlIl qucrircl ,,' 
'for IIClflr",ctui (Omiteo 11 ICI (CItC I \'rtlllll fCIIIPrr ~uc fru{if fit qurrcntc9 tnnoeuam.ct me pottuo IUsa ¥.,>' -l 
rrnlOIOut Ii mOlm/U!l toNfc.tl condl~ect(')bOc'rma, mo:cfq; ~ 10COO tltfcftC.\,09 aute OUIIl ctl1etc~,"/' 
IrctwfcUl11 P£fWur:1? WilI02:l!IIP qucpCtlti,lUdl rupcrlilnt \'cl Q3f~ClnlmCbffcettelnU!tctn am\)o rCere 
talctc,1?a~. lll(lg ~ '-3Irl"}I~q; polfum" o~lemcoll('Go nS:ontmuo: bOnaGplOrUC !tUllhUUfIUls . 
(I/ltelC' 'lr.[l:'IIW!lIlUIIC I ~~l1~b"nUiV f(,.IIl1? {ttatraG.'l cognofO::iU£;fC V2ctcrOf{illltatcrn ~ce IIJUJllwb 
r:-I c(itllr(1(: cOc. qt· ret, lilpcreR nobis faCIle \,clldicllbunlJ4" It; qJ tu tnterim OUIII fC ad laU n."aiG 
cr (!e noo rlcnmr r:cccpto: IG cpera :nonrt (c",Pet: memoz fchclOtmUG valeto., 

. - lRitlzmiluac12ic iinio. 
- - - _!' -.:.-~-- 1- _ . . ,l 

t ([rr'lft! t'll1rfC flrradrfu(f Jll1rtt'Gcurt(um hbcrer!umptrdpul!l.'Jat~ tllICCGdJ qttibUfd3mamm(n{~ . ; 
\ cul1rirt' adicctlr,;ct"I!Ult('~ fccunde rccozntrtonc ,.nl fOlmuhermCdztillinrc ",ahitar! I1d~udlo-um '1 

I 
Tr II,tl!fCItf ff-,cfII (Wt' $5rcJ"ll!IJUO fuo GrauHTr,rr.o labo2c rr rump. ttl ~l!r"lfU9 lfnnofalutle ~om'nt: ' 
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De Alea Regulari contra Aleam Secularem. 

Bishop Wilbold adapted three dice, 1-6 points on 

each side, 56 different throws could give the name of 

a "virtue", led by Caritas (1 1 1), followed by Fides, 

(1 12), Spes, (1 13), lastly Humilitas, A list 

records the throws' meaning, the points of the dice 

are replaced by letters. 

I a 
II c 

III i 

ei 
ia 
ou 

ona 
uae 
aei 

cion 
iona 
anae 

aeion 
eiona 
ionae 

aciona 
eionae 
ionaei 

Further, a four-sided pyramid (tetrahedron) is used 

to record consonants. 

~I 
1) C 

tl 

f V
(J It 

k 

1 
\']

'111" vf l' II: 

r e 

Dice and pyramid were thrown together to arrive 

at the lIame of a virtue. The winner is he who collects 

the greatest lIumber of virtues. He is then encouraged 

to strive for these virtues in himself and set an 

example for six days to all those under his sway to 

dol ike \, i s e . The loser should regard the winner as 

"magister"; if there is a draw, both should greet one 

allother as "brothers".1 

Ipeiper, Zeitschrift fur Mathematiks und Physik, 
Historischer Anhang, p. 198-227. 
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Excerpts from the Strozzi MS II II 278 Fl 
Bibl. Nat.: . ' ,orence proportlons and progressions. 

I 
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Rudimentary form of staff notation 

SPECIES lJIATESSARON 

SPECIES 
DIAl ESSARON CONSONANTIAE (SPECIES D1ArENTE) 

Nil Qui 

sua dul 

III ce ka 

us di ri 

ne ta 

lis 

I Nothing tastes beller! 
than the sweetness! 
of charily.) 

7he tJ'pe~ of fourth 

non fra 

di trem in 

Ii quem ui non 

git ui si a 

det bi mat 

lem de 

urn 

l He who does not love!his 
brother whom he 1lees! 
does not love God!who is 
invisible (cf I John 4:20).) 

The types of .rift" 

HS Paris, Bibl. Nat. 1at. 10275, f. 64 - 65, 
as quoted by White, Boethius, p. 176. 
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Fortolfus' Wroc~aw, BU, n 54, f 86a-96b. 

PROLOGUE 

Seeing indeed that knowledge of this art is scorned by 
those who do not know it and consigned more to the realms 
of frivolousness than usefulness, because its divisions 
into fields and its setting out into squares in differ
ent directions seem to give it the appearance of a game 
of hazard, I think it a good idea to show many people 
how far removed from frivolousness it is, and how much 
usefulness a proper knowledge of it brings. 

There is in this art a double cause for admiration, 
namely both its pleasallt usefulness (iocunda utilitas) 
and it useful pleasantness (utilis iocunditas), which 
not only do not bring boredom, but rather take boredom 
away, and usefully keep busy (utiliter occupent) the man 
uselessly idle (inutiliter exoccupatum), and on the 
other hand, usefully divert (utiliter exoccupent) the 
man uselessly busy (inutiliter occupatum), while as a 
rule such employment, because it is both useful and 
pleasant, can relieve a mind weighed down with cares 
after business matters have been settled, and the gran
deur of this beautiful theory can lift up spirits 
oppressed by bitterness. 

Indeed in skills of every sort the exercise is more to 
be praised if it both instructs and amuses, like that 
saying of Horace: "He has carried the vote who has 
mingled the useful and the sweet". 

Therefore let those who consider knowledge of this sort 
worthless and irreligious say what worthlessness it has 
or how it detracts from religion to research such things 
as reason has promulgated under the leadership of 
nature. Indeed nature has provided number which even 
God the founder of nature Himself used in his creation 
of the universe. This is said about Him because "You 
based everything on measurement, number and weight", 
For this, as Boethius said, was the chief pattern in 
the mind of the Creator. 

From here was borrowed the number of the four elements, 
the changes of the seasons, the movements of the stars, 
the revolving of the heavens. So those who call the 
kIlO W 1 e d g e 0 f nat u r a ] p hen orne n a w 0 r t h 1 e s s are d 0 i II gall 
injustice to the creator of those very things ill not 
directing their attention to them, because they 
themselves rather are triflers, either sluggish with 
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idleness or engaged in merrymaking or other earthly 
vanities by which God is more offended. But because 
nothing is blessed in every respect, let us leave to 
themselves those who find fault most greatly with what 
they do not know because they are driven to it by envy 
which tortures them - for Sicilian tyrants did not find 
a greater torture than envy - and let us pass the voices 
of the Sirens with deaf ears. 

Let us leave this unsophisticated effort of ours to 
ourselves and those like us. For here we do not set 
forth any parade of words, but in a simple way we are 
ready to share with well-wishers whatever we can explore 
in this art, by reason of good will. 

This art is worth knowing because it has flowed forth 
from the fountain of Arithmetic like a stream and for 
that reason offers to those with training in Arithmetic 
a very easy and quick way to itself, to those not so 
versed it gives a slower entry and one not without 
effort. 

CHAPTERS OF BOOK I 

1. The derivation of the name: it is made up of 
two Greek words - number and battle. The numbers 
are like soldiers ranging over a plain, moving 
backwards and forwards, right and left and diagon
ally, regularly changing position to so nice a 
position of victory for one of the two sides that 
it is like a song arranged in harmony. 

2. Of what the game is composed: number, but not 
random; not only woven in natural order like a 
house composed of walls, ceiling, beams, roof, 
made of wood or stone, all making an entity: so 
here the various manifestations (species) of 
number make one art. 

3. What is the aim? (intentio): the aim of making up 
this game was, in my opinion, that because every
one cannot range the whole breadth of the field 
of Arithmetic, they can train themselves by the 
very conciseness of this game, and in training 
amuse themselves. What they achieve by a long 
programme of reading there, they can assemble 
here as if in a summarized version. The game is 
so logically set out that it instructs and yet 
does not bore. 

4. Its usefulness (utilitas): not small, for it is 
both honourable and necessary. It brings knowledge 
of multiplying and learning the behaviour of 
numbers themselves. Also progressions of pyramids 
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and the distinctions between the three means and 
mally other noteworthy things that anyone alert 
and a curious observer will be able to dig out, 
so that he can visualize briefly things that 
Boethius expands on at length in his Arithmetic. 

294 

5. What branch of Philosophy is it to be put under?: 
Physical, i.e. Natural Science. For the property 
of number is natural and,existing naturally from 
the very beginning of the world,it is in all its 
natural manifestations distinguished by natural 
pattern. Indeed the science of Arithmetic, from 
the fountainhead of which this game we have before 
us was derived, is, as Boethius said, fundamental 
to all the arts, not only because God the creator 
of the universe had it as the primary pattern of 
his reasoning, and arranged everything in accor
dance with it, and with this pattern operating, 
mell have found a harmony throughout the numbers 
of the allotted order. But Arithmetic is claimed 
to be fundamental for the following reason too. 
Whatsoever things are primary (priora) in nature, 
if you take them away, what follows (posteria) is 
removed at the same time; if however the later 
things are destroyed, there is no change from the 
state of the original (prioris) substance. Thus 
jf you take away Arithmetic the other arts too, 
i.e. Geometry, Music, Astronomy, which exist by 
virtue of numbers, are removed. If these however 
are removed, the substance of number is not taken 
away at the same time. For, if you take away 
numbers there will no longer be a triangle or 
square, or anything that exists in Geometry for 
they all derive their names from numbers. But 
jf you take away the square and the triangle and 
the whole of Geometry is destroyed, "three" and 
"four" and the appellations of the other numbers 
will not perish. Similarly in Music if diatessaron, 
diapente, diapason, which are named from numbers 
are removed, the substance of numbers will still 
endure. The same is to be perceived too as regards 
the rest of the arts which are based on numbers. 

6. How the board is to be assembled. 

7. The placing of the numbers. 

8. How and from where the numbers themselves arise: 
In a passage in his Arithmetic where he discusses 
evenness and oddness and says that all oddness 
arises from evenness, Boethius puts forward the 
simila[ity of the relation of good and bad and 
even and odd. He says there is great gain if 
someone is not ignorant because good is defined 
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PROLOGUE TO BOOK II 

About winning at Rithmimachia 

They seem to offend many, those who dare to add some
thing to someone else's work already published and 
accepted as authoritative - something which they have 
worked out because of their own enthusiasm, as though 
this were put forward with no claim to truth, although 
they are able to prove it with the aid of logical 
reasoning. Surely a good craftman or painter or 
trained pursuer of any art does not overlook what 
reason puts his way, or the equipment of his work 
demands, because he did not learn it from a master? 
But rather he joyfully embraces it because he is full 
of wonder at having found it, under the tutelage of 
reason. For this is not dismantling art but promoting 
it and making it more gratifying and leading on the 
mind to the exercise of greater research. Pythagoras 
devised music from 4 little hammers, about which others 
carryillg the argument far afield filled more books, 
and many others either increased or clarified with 
their own more detailed writings inventions and resear
ches and discoveries of philosophers. Therefore I 
must not be blamed, I reckon, if I propose some ideas 
about the way to win at Rithmimachia in this booklet 
of mjne that have not been perceived before. Because 
brotherly affection has wrung it from me, although I 
have collected them not from my own ingenuity but 
rather to a large extent from the writing of our for
bears. 

I do this to be sure, not from the fault of boastful
ness, but for the sake of common usefulness and enhan
cing this game and so that for its enthusiasts the 
playing of it may become the more gratifying the more 
pleasant it is as a pastime. 

CHAPTERS OF BOOK II 

1. About two manners of winning. 

2. The definition of the three means. 

3. How the means themselves are arrived at by the 
three principles. 
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4. How they can be found by another method. 

5. Their differences and properties. 

6. Geometric investigation (speculatio) to secure 
victory through using these means. 

7. Another 

8. Another 

9. Another 

10. How victory ought to take place. 

11. What numbers are harmonic. 

12. About geometric harmony. 

13. About the greatest and perfect harmony. 

Translated from Latin by Mrs. A.C. Thompson. 
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Translation of the beginning of Boissi~re's Latin 
Rythmomachia 1556 
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The most noble and ancient Pythagorean game (which is 
named Rythmomacia), ordained for the use and relaxation 
of studious men with a view of acquiring a true and 
easy grasp and theory of numbers, has now at last been 
described by Claudius Buxerius Delphinas. 

Paris 1556. 

INTRODUCTION 

To the most Illustrious Hero 

Antonius Scalinus an Eymaribus, Lord of Gardia 

Knight of the purple-weavers, Prefect of the Royal 
Fleet in both seas 

from Claudius Buxerius Delphinas, Professor of Mathe
matics, Greetings. 

You are not unaware, most illustrious Sir, how much 
usefulness and relaxation is conveyed to the minds 
of men by an understanding of numbers, and on the 
contrary how much darkness and blindness engulfs the 
same through ignorance of them for neither to dispose 
battle-lines nor direct columns, nor carry through 
and complete innumerable deeds (if they are not helped 
by arithmetic and geometry) do they avail. 

Nothing here do I say about the principles of numbers: 
from which that admirable sweetness of voices and the 
making of musical harmonies has emanated. Wherefore 
I shall readily conclude with Aristotle, that every
thing that is without share in quantity is nothing: 
and very little different from this is the judgement 
of divine Plato, who holds this: that all those who 
have a natural propensity for arithmetic also have a 
natural aptitude for the other noble disciplines: And 
thus it was not unwisely that he ordered to be in
scribed on the gates of his academy: No-one who is 
ignorant of Geometry may enter here. However he under
stood Arithmetic by the name of Geometry. Moved 
therefore by the authority of so great a philosopher, 
after I had devoted myself for many days to the art of 
numeration, there fell into my hands a certain excel
lent combination and structure of number culled from 
Pythagorean principles and harmonies: which, when 
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they wished to give themselves over to enjoyment, was 
set forth by those ancient Philosophers in order that 
their troubles might be sweetened for them and their 
intellects, wearied by great length of studies, might 
be refreshed by the virtue of this game. But if Lucan 
and other historians were willing to ennoble Julius 
Caesar in the ranks of those Philosophers exactly 
because he in the midst of the storms and tempests of 
civil wars never allowed the so noble study of the 
mathematical arts to pass from his hands, what place, 
pray, shall we assign to him who not only by winning 
the praises of war but also by innumerable other deeds 
even amollg foreign and barbarous nations has rendered 
his name worthy of immortality arid who, when he was 
crushed by the greatest jealousy of his own people, in 
the midst of the whirlpool of adversaries not only 
acquired an understanding of the humanities but also 
acquired experience of the divine arts by a most burn
ing zeal for learning? Who, I say, not only among 
the ancients but among men of our own time could strive 
to exceed you in this respect? Could it be Aristides 
or Themistocles? Surely Cato did not sustain adversity 
with more constant or braver mind than you. Surely 
Scipio did not approach ambassadorship both domestic 
and external with more careful sagacity or sharper wits 
and prudence than you. Surely Pompey did not suppress 
the furious attacks of enemies by land and sea more 
vigorously than you have done and continue to do again 
and again as the days go by, that you may defend and 
preserve by far the most flourishing kingdom of the 
Gauls. Since therefore I am more than persuaded that 
your deeds are so illustrious that they irradiate the 
whole world with your brilliance, I think it better 
for me to be silent and to commit these things to the 
judgements of men (for whom they will be no ordinary 
source of admiration) rather than to enclose them in 
such narrow limits and confines, in the hope that there 
will be no inadequacy on the part of those who, in 
adding the same to their own great annals and histories, 
may adorn them and polish them with greater accuracy. 
In the meantime then, since there are always before 
my eyes considerations of your superabundant mass of 
virtues, so many and so great and the perfect kindness 
with which you favoured me more and more, I desired to 
declare and bear witness to my regard for you to be some
thing neither ungrateful nor displeasing. But since 
last year I had published this Philosophers' game, 
whose name is Rythmomachia, for the relaxation of your 
mind,in the French tongue, I judged that you would 
not take exception if the same (game) now again done 
in Latin were to appear before the sight of all men 
distinguished by the brilliance of your eminence. 
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Moreover loannes Morellus Ebredunensis, a man both of 
the greatest erudition and devotion to your great name 
(I add also that he is most dear to you) added spurs 
to my galloping hopes and gave his opinion that I should 
not hesitate to publish this game under the auspices of 
your name. Wherefore most illustrious of men, let this 
my slight little work be accepted with an eager and 
cheerful spirit: so that you may supply me with 
greater strength for meditating other things even more 
diligently which hasten to the light of day under the 
felicity of your glorious name as being worthy of your 
person. 

Farewell. 

Paris, 1st June, 1556 

Boissi~re continues: 

For the purpose of raising up minds that have been 
depressed by the weight of labours and studies, very 
many wise men have invented certain most fine games 
which have perished by the lack of care of certain men 
and the ravages of time. For since it was not unknown 
to those men that these equally empty and useless games 
(which men thought of as affording the greatest recrea
tion alld therefore as being worthy of wasting years of 
their lives on) were not only a relaxation for them 
but rather a source of the greatest distress and sadness 
on account of the time which they consumed in the play
ing of them, they brought out others and deceived men 
by giving them the appearance of games. Imitating this 
precedent of the wise men and desiring at once to 
satisfy a human weakness and consult the interests of 
those who are given over to excellence, I decided to 
pick out some game that would feed and delight men by 
its own pleasure without wasting time or skill. Now 
although this method of playing (which takes its origin 
from the harmonies and proportions, ratios of the most 
subtle alld ingenious Pythagoras) acquired for itself 
the greatest respect among the ancients, today never
theless it is almost without honour or appreciation, 
for the reason that it is thought to contain enigmas, 
(puzzles, riddles, mysteries) that defy the understan
ding. But when I considered quietly how much advantage 
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can be won from this, I was not a~le to restrain my
self from descending to a description and explanation 
of it, the which I shall set out with such ease and 
brevity, that not only men who are sad and gloomy come 
out cheerful and gay but also some fruitful result 
will accrue to those who pursue excellence: since they 
will be more ready for the investigation of principles 
and harmonies: acuteness in which and understanding 
of which will be of the greatest assistance to us for 
the contemplation of the quantity of all things,the 
quantity which this so great and so wonderful world 
embodies and embraces. 

This paragraph is followed immediately by: 

Definitio Rythmemachiae 

On page 84 the alternative method of playing (after the 

manner of chess) is given with the following introduction, 

not translated by Richards: 
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Alternative Method of Playing of the Chaldeans 

Since there often came into my mind those things which 
Thomas Randolph, a man most zealous in good letters, 
used to tell me, when he was studying in Paris, con
cerning a variant method of playing Rythmomachia in 
which the English take great delight, nothing was of 
greater concern to me than to make diligent search for 
an exact understanding of this thing: so that this 
game might come to studious men perfect in all parts 
and numbers: then indeed shall I consider I have done 
sufficiently well if I shall have passed the whole 
time and study of my life for their advantage. But 
when I was enquiring more diligently into this, there 
presellted himself to me that most cultured man Thomas 
Topcliphus (in Yorkshire?) of more excellent erudition 
and virtue than anyone could scarce persuade himself 
possible for an Englishman: not that I wish this ex
pression to make anyone think that I wanted to devalue 
the majesty of the English name (for I judge the English 
to be not inferior to other men) but because the abso
lute perfection of the man is the greatest source of 
my ?dmiration: for whether you look at the integrity 
of his life, or the sweetness of his character, or 
finally the dignity of his body, you will find nothing 
to be desired: and although he is distinguished in 
all disciplines he is particularly prominent and excel
lent in Astronomy, Algebra and Scenography (Drawing 
in Perspective). Such is his culture that he gave me 
the advantage of a certain book which, (as he related) 
has been culled from a certain Chaldean book and trans
lated into the English tongue. Now this book contains 
a certain method of playing Rythmomachia slightly 
different from the former one. And when I had recover
ed the method to the best of my ability, I did not 
wish to leave it out of this book of mine, especially 
since I am of the opinion that this Style of progres
sion (which corresponds to the Schachian) is the per
fection of our game which the ancients pursued in play
ing: wherefore I conjecture that the progression and 
attack of the Schachians derived their origin from the 
same source. Hence it is sufficiently valid to observe 
how severely and stoically this game has been described 
by certain ancients: who, while they strained their 
minds in the contemplation of the game,despised that 
which in the exercise of the game, had not been displeas
ing or thankless to the players: These indeed are 
Gilbertus Papa, Hermanus Contractus, sic., Castrensis, 
Nicolaus Crestinus: who have been initiated in living 
memory by Orentius Finaeus Delphinas, Jacobus Faber 
Stapulensis: nor have I departed thus far from their 
tracks. But since I saw that this contemplation 
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separated from recreation is sometimes wearisome I 
greatly rejoiced to have recovered that which had been 
formerly cut off and separated, which seemed to restore 
the absolute perfection of the game. Yet in the mean
time, lest we infringe the authority of such great 
writers, we added this pleasing and absolute method of 
playing as an appendix, nor did we detract at all from 
what went before but sent it away whole, in order that 
anyone who wishes may use it. However, let us attempt 
the explanation of the game. 

Translated by Dr. P.A.L. Greenhalgh 
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5 Estiue medio dici tempore 

umbrosa recubans sub louis arbore 

astantis uideo formam Pictagore, 

deus scit, nescio, utrum in corpore. 

Ipsam Pictagore formam inspicio 

10 inscriptam artium scemate uario. 

an extra corpus sit hec reuelatio, 

utrum in corpore, deus scit, nescio. 

In fronte nituit ars astrologica; 

dentium seriem regit grammatica; 

15 in lingua pulcrius uernat rethorica; 

concussis estuat in labris logica. 

Est arismetica digitis socia; 

in caua musica ludit arteria; 

pallens in oculis stat geometria, 

20 quelibet artium uernat ui propria. 

Est ante ratio totius ethice; 

in tergo scripte sunt artes mechanice. 

qui totum explicans corpus pro cod ice 

uolam exposuit et dixit: "Respice~" 

25 Manus aperuit secreta dextere, 

cumque prospexeram coepique legere, 

inscriptum reperi fusco caractere: 

DVX EGO PREVIVS ET TV ME SEQVERE. 

From Apocalypse 
Die zehn Gedichte des Walther von Lille 
gennannt Chatillon, n. IV, v. 5-22. 
F.A.W. Muldener, Hannover, 1859 
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Rhythmica summarum praecessit quinque puellas:

Quae circumscriptis intende uocabula, lector, 

150 haec quia dactylico non cernis idonea metro;

primula multiplici caput irradiata metallo 

tardantem retro citius iubet ire sororem, 

quae simul ad sociam conuersa fronte sequentem 

inquit: Habeto meae tecum dextralia palmae; 

155 hoc etenim speculi nostrae commendo sodali, 

quam genui patria quondam statione locata. 

Staret inormatis famularum quinta cappilis, 

ni sibi lacteolam praeberet tertia uittam. 

ibant quamque sua comitum stipante corona, 

160 et postquam planas limabant rite figuras 

interruallorum mensuris et spatiorum 

ordine compositis, cybicas effingere formas 

nituntur mediumque uident incurrere triplum: 

collatum primi distantia colligat una; 

165 alterius numeros proportio continet aequa; 

respuit haec ambo mediatrix clausa sub imo. 

ordinibus mathesis gaudebat rite paratis 

haec missura tibi solatia, clare Boaeti. 
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Walter of Speyer, Vita et Passio S. Christophori 
Martyris, first published by B. Pez, Anecd. T. II P. 
3 p. 37 sqq, also Dr. W. Harster, Beigabe zum Jahres
bericht 1877/78 der k. Studienanstalt Speier, 
Munchen, 1878, 8°. 
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I 649 

De Vetula 

o utinam ludus sciretur Rythmimachiae! 
Ludus Arithmeticae folium, flos fructus et eius 
gloria laus et honor, quia totum colligit in se 
ludus, ubi bellum disponitur ordine miro. 
Campis in geminis congressio fet numerorum 
quattuor impatrium, qui sunt in limine primo, 
cum totidem paribus, qui limite sunt in codem, 
principio numeri numeris non commumerato, 
octoque sunt isti patres utriusque cohortis; 
auxiliatores nam parti dantur utrique. 
primo multiplices, quia ducto quolibet in se 
quadrati subduntur eis, quibus or dine bino 
subsunt supraparticulares adicientes 
toti particulam dictam patris a quotitate. 
His alii subsunt, qui particulas superaddunt 
dictas a numero uincente patris quotitatem 
uno, sed numero, patris acquales quotitati, 
ordoque binus eis. Numeros hinc inde tabellae 
seu Scaci portant, et sunt acies bicolores 
ad discernendum, praesortim cum paritas et 
imparitas mixtae sibi sint in utraque cohorte. 
distinguuntur item Scaci tabulaeue figuris: 
hi trigonis, hi tetragonis, illique rotundis; 
scilecet ut Scaci numeros utrinque rotundi 
primos octo ferant, trigoni sint octo sequentes, 
tetragoni reliqui, nisi quod duo sunt ibi Reges 
pyramidalibus ex numeris. Ideo quoque Scaci 
pyramidales sunt: et habet pars utraque Regem. 
In castris parium nonus decimus locus unam 
perfectam dat pyramidem: senarius in se 
ductus pyramidi basim producit eidem 
totaque pyramis est nonagenarius unus. 
At locus imparium decimus bis pyramidem dat 
tercurtem, cuius basim octonarius in se 
ductus producit, quam pyramidem coadunant 
centenarius et nonagenarius una. 
Istae pyramides sunt Reges his aciebus 
et sunt ex numeris quadratis omnibus ambae, 
quod petes ex tabula subiecta noscere plane: 
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I 688 

III 19 

acies parium acies imparium 
246 8 357 9 
multiplices multiplices 
4 16 36 64 9 25 49 81 
superparticulares superparticulares 
6 20 42 72 12 30 56 90 
superparticulares superparticulares 
9 25 49 81 16 36 64 100 
superpartientes superpartientes 
15 45 91 153 28 66 130 190 
superpartientes superpartientes 
25 81 169 249 49 121 215 361 
pyramis perfecta pyramis tercurta 

desunt enim 1 4 9 

basis cuius 6 est radix basis cuius 8 est radix 

o utinam multis numerorum pugna placeret~ 
quae si sciretur, plaeitam se redderet ultro. 
Sed Mathesis uix inueniet qui iam uelit ipsam, etc 

Adiciamque iocos doeiles Mathesisque sequaces, 
sumptibus exiguis aliquatenus aedifacabo 
concernens ad materiam geometriea quaedam, 
sic abstraeta quidem, quod non sine materia sint, 
Algebraeque memor, qui ludus arithmetieorum. 
admit tam ludum, qui Rythmomachia uoeatur •... 
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P. K1opsch, Pseudo-Ovidius De Vetu1a, pp. 217-219, 250. 
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The letters of Gerbert of Aurillac, translated by 
H. Lattin. 

3. RHEIMS. 978-980? 

Gerbert to Constantine (?) of Fleury, explaining a 
passage in the Boethius De arithmetica referring to 
the changing of sesquiquartal numbers 

(GERBERT TO CONSTANTINE (?» 

308 

This passage, which some persons think is insolvable, 
is solved thus. Take sesquiquartal super particular 
numbers, as 16, 20, 25. If you wish to know how these 
sesquiquartal numbers are resolved first into sesqui
tertian, then into sesquialteral, and lastly into three 
equal terms, arrange them thus: 16, 20, 25. Take the 
lesser number from the middle and make it the first, 
i.e., take 16 from 20 and place this 16 first, and the 
remainder from 20 is 4: place this in second place. 
From the third term, then, i.e., from 25, take one 
first term, i.e., 16, and twice the second term, i.e., 
two 4s, which are 8, and 1 remains. Place this unity 
as the third term, and the ratios are: 16, 4, 1. You 
see how sesquiquartas are changed into quadruple ratios 
and from whence the numbers came. 

But this resolution ought not to be done in a confused 
and disordered manner, i.e., they ought not to be 
resolved into sesquitertias suddenly, but in orderly 
fashion. Thus, take these quadruple numbers - 16, 4, 
1. Reserve them and arrange them thus: 1, 4, 16. 
Therefore, take away the lesser from the middle, i.e., 
1 from 4, and this 1 place first and the 3, which is 
left from the 4, place second. From the third term, 
i.e., from 16, take away the one first and two second 
(terms), i.e., 1 and twice 3, and what is left from 
16, i.e., 9, place as a third term and arrange thus: 
1, 3, 9. 
You see, therefore, how quadruple ratios may be changed 
into triple, and after these same quadruple ratios have 
been changed, from what they originated. With this 
triple ratios, i.e., 1,3,9, reversed and arranged 
thus: 9, 3, 1, if, mindful of the rules of Boethius, 
you make the first equal to the first, i.e., 9; the 
second equal to the first and second, i.e., 12; the 
third to the first and the two seconds and the third, 
i.e., 16, the resolution of the sesquiquartal super
particular has been accomplished first into a sesqui
tertian, as Boethius teaches by the rules which he 
lays down so astutely, not confusedly, but in orderly 
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fashion, just as numbers were procreated from the 
beginning of number. 
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If, therefore, you wish to know secondly how these ses
quiquartas may be changed to sesquialteras, (take) 
these triple converted ratios, i.e., 9, 3, 1, and 
change them about by arranging them thus: 1, 3, 9, 
and take away the lesser from the middle, i.e., 1 from 
3, and place it as the first term and what remains from 
3, place as the second term. Thus, from the third, 
i.e., 9, take away the first, i.e., 1, and two second 
numbers, i.e., twice the second and what remains from 
9, i.e., 4, place as the third term, and these numbers 
are then arranged thus: 1, 2, 4. Therefore, you see 
how triple ratios are turned back into duples, whence 
they were procreated. 

If indeed, these duples are reversed and arranged thus: 
4, 2, 1, and if, as above, you make the first equal to 
the first, i.e., 4; and the second to the first and 
second, i.e., 6; the third to the first and two seconds 
and to the third, i.e., 9, they will be 4, 6, 9. The 
resolution of the sesquiquarta into a sesquialter has 
been accomplished as Boethius points out, not in one 
step but in two, not confusedly but methodically. 

If you still wish to know how the sesquiquarta may 
finally be resolved into three equal terms, reverse 
these converted duples, to wit: 4, 2, 1, and arrange 
them thus: 1, 2, 4. Therefore take away the lesser 
from the middle, i.e., 1 from two, and place this 1 
as the first term, and the remainder place second, 
i.e., 1. From the third term, i.e., from 4, take away 
unity, i.e., 1, and twice the second term, i.e., two 
unities, and the remainder will be for you one unity, 
and it will be 1, 1, 1. Therefore, you see how the 
whole quantity of the sesquiquarta has been changed 
into three equal terms, i.e., unities: 1, 1, 1, not 
confusedly but in definite order, just as it was pro
created in the beginning. This, therefore, is the 
true nature of numbers. 

4 . RHEIMS. 978-80? 

Gerbert explains to Constantine of Fleury a passage in 
Boethius De musica, relative to superparticular numbers 

GERBERT, THE TEACHER, TO HIS CONSTANTINE 

The theory of superparticular numbers, briefly discussed 
in the second book (iv-xi) of De musica, is expounded 
more fully and by examples in the second chapter of the 
fourth book. We shall copy these words here and pro-
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ceed forthwith to discuss them: "If a superparticular 
ratio is multiplied by two, the result is neither a 
super particular nor a multiple". The ratio is said to 
be multiplied by two when the ratio is doubled so that 
as the first ratio is, so is the second, that is, the 
first term's ratio to the second will be the same as 
the second term's ratio to the third. 

Let there be the superparticular ratio four to six. 
Because this is one (ratio), let it be multiplied by 
two. For twice one are two. It is necessary that as 
four is to six, six is to some other number; this is 
nine. I say that the ratio of nine to four is neither 
that of a multiple number to its root, nor that of a 
number to one of its aliquot parts. But, if the result 
of such multiplication is neither a mUltiple number 
nor a superparticular one, then the result when it is 
multiplied by two, whether superparticular or any other 
kind of number, will not be a mUltiple number. 

The result of the first multiplication will be a double 
sesquiquartal ratio, as nine to four, which is neither 
multiple, nor superparticular, but mUltiple super par
ticular. However, the result is not a multiple number 
because it was mUltiplied by two but a superparticular 
of another sort. But here the question is not one of 
a multiple nor of any other, but definitely of a super
particular. For it is a multiplied sesquialter ratio. 

5 . RHEIMS. 978-80? 

Gerbert explains to Constantine of Fleury another passage 
in Boethius De musica, relative to superparticular 
numbers. 

GERBERT, THE TEACHER, TO HIS CONSTANTINE 

In Chapter 21 of the Second Book of De musica, Boethius 
states as follows: "If from every superparticular, one 
subtracts a continuous super particular ratio, that which 
is left, which is indeed less, is less than half of the 
ratio which has been subtracted: as in a sesquialtera 
and sesquitertia. Because the sesquialtera is larger, 
let us subtract the sesquitertia from the sesquialtera. 
There remains a sesquioctaval ratio, which, when doubled 
will not make a whole sesquitertian ratio, but is less 
by the distance that is found in a semitone. But if 
the doubled sesquioctaval relationship is not a whole 
sesquitertia, a simple sesquioctave is not a whole 
half of a sesquitertian ratio". 
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Let there be assumed one and the same number on which 
the sesquia1tera1 and the sesquitertian ratio is con
structed, namely 6, to which 9 is the sesquia1ter, and 
8, indeed, is the sesquitertia. Let these be arranged 
in this manner: 6, 8, 9. And because these two ratios 
are continuous superparticu1ars arranged in three terms: 
6, 8, 9, let us take away the first term to which 8 is 
the sesquitertia; 9 the sesquia1tera. There will remain 
8 and 9, which are a sesquioctave. But the sesqui
octava1 ratio is not a half of the smaller ratio, that 
is the sesquitertian, because when doubled it will not 
make it, but is less. Therefore, let us double the ses
quioctava1 ratio, and the three numbers will be arranged 
in such a way that they do not depart from the ratio 
8 to 9, and there will result 8 times 8, and 8 times 9, 
and 9 times 9, i.e., 64, 72, 81. 

I say that the first to the second and the second to 
the third maintain the sesquioctava1 relationship, but 
the third to the first is less than a sesquitertia, and 
therefore the sesquioctave is not one half of a ses
quitertia. And this will be observed generally in all 
continuous superparticu1ars because, if the lesser is 
subtracted from the larger, that which remains is less 
than half of the subtracted ratio, because doubled it 
is not equal to it, as the accompanying diagram demon
strates. 
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6 • RHEIMS. 979? 

Gerbert refers to the argument over the propriety of 
studying numbers and promises Constantine a more com
plete discussion 

(GERBERT TO CONSTANTINE) 

o Constantine, sweet solace of my labors, we are en
trusting your sagacity, which has always flourished 
in the freest honesty of studies, with a prepublica
tion of these axioms designed for the utmost exercise 
of the mind. By using them, the way for grasping 
these ideals immediately is opened to those persons 
of less comprehension who, because this pattern of 
thinking has either been neglected or completely un
known, exasperate everyone of the skilled masters of 
the subject, moreover, by their habitual loquacity, 
replete with fallacies. 
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For, if, by considering carefully the nature of each 
statement, they preserved the maxims for observing the 
rules of health equally derived from the ancients, then 
they are in nowise to be so vigorously censured for 
diligently studying their works through arguments and 
disputations. Thus, when they are about to discuss 
numbers standing either by themselves or in chance 
relationship with each other, they will be able to say 
what are the digits, what also the articles, since the 
nature of all number revolves only about the change of 
such relationships. 

But for the sake of our aforesaid friendship I shall, 
if life continues, explain these matters (to you) more 
clearly, as much as is necessary (for you) to attain 
fullest understanding. 

7 . RHEIMS. First half of 980 

Gerbert sends to Constantine, monk of Fleury, rules 
for using the abacus and indicates their usefulness 

GERBERT, THE TEACHER, TO HIS CONSTANTINE 

Only the compulsion of friendship reduces the nearly 
impossible to the possible. Otherwise, how could we 
strive to explain the rules of the abacus unless urged 
by you, 0 Constantine, sweet solace of my labors? 
Since it has now been some years since we have had 
either a book or any practice in this sort of thing, 
we can offer you only certain rules repeated from 
memory, sometimes in the same words, sometimes in the 
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self-same sentences. 

Do not let any half-educated philosopher think they 
are contrary to any of the arts or to philosophy. 
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For, who can say which are digits, which are articles, 
which the lesser numbers of divisors, if he disdains 
sitting at the feet of the ancients? Although really 
still a learner along with me, he pretends that only 
he has knowledge of it, as Horace says. How can the 
same number be considered in one case simple, in 
another composite, now a digit, now an article? 

Here in this letter, diligent researcher, you now have 
the rational method, briefly expressed in words, 'tis 
true, but extensive in meaning, for the multiplication 
and division of the columns (of the abacus) with actual 
numbers resulting from measurements determined by the 
inclination and erection on the geometrical radius, 
as well as for comparing with true fidelity the theore
tical and actual measurement of the sky and of the 
earth. 

230. AACHEN. October 21, 997 

Emperor Otto III writes a letter for himself inviting 
Gerbert to become his teacher and enclosing an original 
verse 

EMPEROR OTTO TO GERBERT, HIS TEACHER 

Otto himself writes Gerbert, most skilled of masters 
and crowned in the three branches of philosophy. 

We wish to attach to our person the excellence of your 
very lovillg self, so revered by all, and we seek to 
affiliate with ourself the perennial steadfastness of 
such a patron because the extent of your philosophical 
knowledge has always been for Our Simplicity an autho
rity not to be scorned. Not to be ambiguous but to 
enjoy plain speaking with you, we have firmly resolved 
and arranged that this letter shall make clear to you 
our desire as to the extent of our choice and the 
singleness of our request in order that your expert 
knowledge may be zealous in correcting us, though not 
more than usual, unlearned and badly educated as we are, 
both in writing and speaking, and that with respect to 
the commonwealth you may offer advice of the highest 
trustworthiness. 

We desire you to show your aversion to Saxon ignorance 
by not refusing this suggestion of our wishes, but even 
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more we desire you to stimulate Our Greek Subtlety to 
zeal for study, because if there isanyone who will 
arouse it, he will find some shred of the diligence 
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of the Greeks in it. Thanks to this, we humbly ask 
that the flame of your knowledge may sufficiently fan 
our spirit until, with God's aid, you cause the lively 
genius of the Greeks to shine forth. 

Pray explain to us the book on arithmetic so that when 
fully taught by its lessons we may learn something of 
the attainments of the ancients. 

Whether it pleases you to act upon this invitation, or 
displeases you, may Your Paternity not postpone making 
a reply to us by letter. 

Farewell. 

231. 

Verses have I never made 
Nor ins u c h stu d y e,v e r s t aye d • 
When to its practice myself I apply 
And can write successfully, 
As many men as has Lorraine, 
To you, then, songs I'll send the same. 

NEAR SASBACH. October 25, 997 

Gerbert accepts Otto Ill's invitation to join his court 
as a teacher 

GERBERT TO OTTO CAESAR 

Gerbert, archbishop of Rheims, by the grace of God, 
(sends) whatever is worthy so great an emperor to the 
ever august glorious Lord Otto. 

Not because of our merits, though perchance because of 
solemn vows, are we able to make answer to your sur
passing kindness that deems us worthy of perpetual 
obedience to you. If we are aglow with the slightest 
spark of knowledge, it redounds to your glory through 
the excellence of your father who nourished it and the 
magnificence of your grandfather who matched it. 

What shall I say? We are not bringing our own trea
sures to yours, but rather are giving back what we once 
received, some of which you have enjoyed already, some 
of which you are very soon to enjoy as is evidenced by 
the honest and useful invitation, so worthy of Your 
Majesty. For, unless you were not firmly convinced 
that the power of numbers contained both the origins 
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of all things in itself and explained all from itself, 
you would not be hastening to a full and perfect know
ledge of them with such zeal. Furthermore, unless you 
were embracing the seriousness of moral philosophy, 
humility, the guardian of all virtues, would not thus 
be impressed upon your words. 

Not silent, moreover, is the subtlety of a mind con
scious of itself since, as I might say, oratorically 
you have shown its oratorical capabilities as flowing 
from itself and its Greek fountain. I do not know 
what more evidence of the divine there can be than 
that a man, Greek by birth, Roman by empire, as if by 
hereditary right seeks to recapture for himself the 
treasures of Greek and Roman wisdom. 

Therefore, Caesar, we obey the imperial edicts not 
only in this, but also in all things whatsoever Your 
Divine Majesty has decreed. For we who consider noth
ing sweeter among human affairs than your command can
not fail in obedience to you. 
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Selective Index of Manuscripts and Books of PJlytbQomachia 

Hennannus 

Staats Bibl. Munich Clm 14836 XI f 3b-4b 
Bibl. Nat. Paris lat. 7185 XII f 107a-l08b 

Bibl. Avranches 235 (145) XII 

Bibl. de l'Arsenal Paris 830 (55. S. A.L.) XV 

Bibl. med. Montpellier 366 XV 

Vat. Reg. lat. Rome 598 

Asilo 

Vat. lat. Rome 3101 XI f2a-2b 
Staats Bibl. Munich Clm 14836 XI f 4b-6b 

Staats. Bibl. Munich Clm 6369 XI f 66a-66b 

Sibley Music Libr. Rochester NY 1, Acc. 149667 XI f l6a-16b 

Bibl. Nat. Paris lat. 7377C XI 
Bibl. Nat. Paris lat. 7185 XII 

Cathedral Lib~ Hereford 0.1. vi, XII f 76-78 XII 

Bodleian LibL Oxford .Auct .. F. 1. 9. XII f la-Ib 
Bodleian Lib~ Oxford Rawlinson C 270 XII f 20a-22b 
St. John Col. Oxford 17 XII f56b 

Bibl. Amploniana Erfurt Q 325 XIV 

Bibl. de l'Arsenal Paris 830 XV 

Nat. Bibl. Vienna 5216 XV 

SLB Dresden C 80 XV 258a-258b 

Odo 

Nat. Bibl. Vienna 2503 X f 49a-57b 
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Forto1fus 

Univ. Wroc!aw n54 XII f 86a-94b 

B R Brussels 927-940 XV 

anonymous 

S L B Dresden C 19 3 XV 

Catal. G. Libri 1 (1859) 483 nC 

Bibl. Casanatense RoDe 791 1511 

Abr aharn Riese 

S L B Dresden C 433 XVI 

Strozzi MS 

"In cipit Rithmachia ... " 

Bibl. Nat. Florence II., II., 278 1539 

Vetula MS 
Vetu1a printed in Wolfenbutte1, ed. 1662 typis Sterniis 

Insertion XI 

Rhythmomachia in the Ru1ebook of St. Benedict of Aniane 

Clm 28118 Munich l8vb-19r 
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IGuglielmo Libri, eminent collector of London, disposed 
of his library treasures in 1859; the Rhythmomachia 
is known only from this rare catalogue, p. 103 f. 
Peiper, Abhandlungen, p. 213. 
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Some Printed Books on Rhythmomachia 

Shirwood 1470 London 

Jacques Lefevre d'Etaples 1496, 1507, 1514 Paris 

Boissiere 1554, 1556 Paris 

"w F", Fulke 1563 London 

Barozzi 1572 Venice 

Gustavus Selenus 1616 Leipzig 

Baumann 1577 Erfurt 

Severino 1620 Naples 

Rhythmomachia in Journals 

Peiper 1880 

Wappler 1882 

Smith 1911 

Richards 1943, 1946 

Leete 1960 

Breidert 1973 

Evans 1976 

Chicco 1977 

Math-Jeunes 1981 
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Rhythmomachia in the Twentieth Century 

John F. C. Richards published two articles about the 

game of Rhythmomachia in S~~pta Mathematic~. The first 

cne, "A new Manuscript of a Rithmomachia", came out in 

1943 and was followed three years later by "Boissiere's 

Pythagorean Game".l 

The new manuscript in question is in the Sibley 

Music Library, No.1, Acc. 14667, the Eastman School of 

Music of the University of Rochesrer, N. Y. The text is 

similar to the Asilo MS Vatican lat. 3101, dates pro-

bably from the second half of the eleventh-century and 

is in German Carolingian script found in Bavaria. 

Richards edited the Latin text and gave a trans-

lation. He also examined parallel passages from various 

manuscripts which were based on a common source. 

In the second article Richards published a trans-
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lation of Boissiere's Latin "Rythmomachia" of 1556. This 

is of considerable help to anyone interested in playing 

the game. Boissiere's voluminous prose (using two 

words rather than one whenever possible) is rather a 

trial to the modern reader. Richards however omitted 

to translate certain passages, such as the dedication 

and preface and a digression into an allegorical 

lJohn F. C. Richards, "A new manuscript of a Rithmo
machia", Scripta Mathematica, vol. 9, 1943, pp. 87-99, 
169 -183, 250-:-2-64-;--an-d--- Sc_~_~_P~?_~? th_(3m?_t_i~?_< vo J. 12, 1946, 
pp. 177-217, "Boissiere's Pythagorean Game" 
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account of the numbered pieces and pyramids. As these 

are of particular interest to the cultural historian, 

a translation has been provided in appendix C, the 

allegorical account can be found on pp. 204, 205. 

Charles Leete's "Ye Olde Gayme of Rithmomachy", 2 

based on Boissiere, appeared in Enr;iE!::_e_J:"~ng_Cl._~~ Science 

Review, 1960. It gives a very brief but correct ex-

planation of how to play the game. 

W. Breidert, in "Rhythmomachie und Globusspiel" 3 

compares Rhythmomachia with the so called "Globe Game" 

and gives a numbAr of detail s on printed lilOrks of 

Rhythmomachia. 

G. R. Evans' article in Janus: "The Rithmomachia: 

A Medieval Mathematical Teaching Aid?" 4 discusses the 

interesting point that early medieval manuscripts do 

not give a sufficiently clear explanation of the game 

for the uninitiated to learn how to play without additi-

onal instruction by a master. The sketchy "rules" 

8iven in these manuscripts would therefore presumably 

have done duty only as an extra educational aid. 

2 Charles Leete, "Ye Olde Gayme of Rithmomachy", in 
Engineering ___ ~~d ~c i::r.:ce Review, January 1960, pp. 18 - 20. 

3W. Breidert, "Rhythmomachie und Globusspiel". Bemer
kungen zu zwei mittelalterlichen Lehrspielen, Mit
t;eilungen und Forschungsbeitrage der Cusanus- ce-=
sellschaft v-01.10-o97"3) pp. lJS-=-T71. 

4Gillian R. Evans,"The Rithmomachia: A Medieval Mathe
matical Teachi.ng Aid?" Janus 63, 1976, pp. 257-273. 
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Evans also draws attention to four short English 

manuscripts which belong to the first half of the 

twelfth-century and which in her opinion may have been 

used in "specialist" mathematical schools. These are: 

Hereford Cathedral Library MS O. I. vi, fo. 76-78 (a 

copy of the Rithmornachia Wircehurgensis), Oxford, 
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Bodleian Library Auct- F. 1. 9, fo. l-lb, Oxford, 

Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson C 270, fo. 20-22b, Oxford, 

St. John's College MS 17, fo. 56b. These manuscripts 

have so far largely been overlooked. 

Evans points out that the ability to play Rhythmomachia 

helped the student of mathematical theory to understand 

his Boethius better. It is for this reason that so 

many manuscripts of Rhythmomachia have been found in 

collections of other mathematical material. In the 

Hereford text the game is followed immediately by an-

other mathematical teaching aid, namely a set of verses 
5 

for remembering the names of Arabic numerals. 

6 Adriano Chicco contributed a scholarly article 

in Italian on the history of Rhythmomachia for the 

5These verses are discussed by Hope Hannyngton in 
"Notes on a Twelfth Century Mathematical Manuscript 
from Cirencester", Transactions of the Woolhope Club 
(1955) pp. 61-64. -

6Adriano Chicco, Bonus Socius, "Bijdragen tot de cul
tuurgeschiedenis van het schaakspel en andere bords
spelen. Jubileumuitgave voor Meinert Niemeijer ter 
gelegenheid van zijn 75ste verjaardag". 's-Gravenhage, 
1977. 
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occasion of a 75th birthday celebration of Meindert 

Niemeijer, a chess enthusiast. Chicco's interest in 

the game stems from his involvement with so-called 

Fairy Chess, a term invented by an Australian, H. Tate, 

in 1913 for all unorthodox chess games, including 

puzzles (mansubat), expanded, four-handed, single-

handed chess and many other varieties. Dickens 7 in 

fact states that a full collection of Fairy Chess must 

include the publications on Rhythmomachia by Faber 

Stapulensis, Boissiere and "W.F." 

The most recent publications of how to play 

Rhythmomachia appeared in a French schoolboy's maga-

zine, "Soyez 'Vieus Jeux', Apprenez la Rithmomachie".8 

It claims to have taken the rules from a book dated 

1554, without naming the author, who must have been 

Boissiere as his French Rythmomachia was published in 

1554, two years before the Latin version. 

7 The Royal Library, The Hague, Holland, has the largest 
collection of Fairy Chess books. Anthony Dickens, 
editor of the Catalogue of Fairy Chess, Kew Gardens, 
The Q Press, 1973, lists Chicco as a contributor to 
the Fairy Chess group of interest: A. Chic co and 

8 

G. Porreca, Dicionario degli Enciclopedico degli 
scacchi and A. Chicco, Contributi AlIa Storia dei 
Problemi di Scacchi (Gilio de' Zelati e Ercole des 
Rio) L' Italia Scacchistica, Milan, 1950, pp. 1-3. 

Math-Jeunes, Sept./Oct. 1981, pp. 11-14. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

Frontispiece: Gustav Selenus' Rythmomachia, 
Leipzig, H. Gros, 1616. 

1 Some progressions from Claude de Boissiere's 
Rythmomachia, Paris, Cavellat, 1556. 

2 Miniature from a French fifteenth-century manus
cript, describing the adventures of Renaud de 
Montauban, published in A History of Chess, 
ed. B.H. Wood, London, Abbey Library, 1972. 
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3 Two wood engravings from Caxton's chess book, 1474, 
published by H.J.R. Murray, A History of Chess, 
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1913. 

4 Chess-board, used as a liturgical book-cover, 
Venetian, c 1300. Niels von Holst, Creators, 
Collectors and Connoisseurs, London, Thames & 
Hudson,l967. 

5 Knight's tours and Arabian chess-board used for 
counting, A History of Chess, ed. B.H. Wood, Oxford, 
Clarendon Press, 1972. 

6 Armillary sphere, miniature from a work by 
Nicolas Oresme, fourteenth-century, 
Bililiotheque Nationale, Paris, MS fro 565. 

7 Gerbert's abacus, History of Science, ed. R. Taton, 
London, Thames & Hudson, 1963. 

8 Monochord, W. Pass, Die Kuenringer, Katalog der 
Nieder~sterreichischen Landesregierung, Stift 
Zwettl, 1981. 

9 "Guido's Hand!l, W. Pass, Die Kuenringer, '~3 talog 
der Nieder~sterreichischen Landesregierung, Stift 
Zwettl, 1981. 

10 Girls Inscribing Trees, Pietro da Cortona, R.W. Lee, 
Names on Trees, Ariosto into Art, New Jersey, 
Princeton Univ. Press, 1977. 
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11 c Last page of Fortolfus' Rythmimachia, MS n 84 s. 
XII, Breslau. 

12 Inclusion of Rhythmomachia in the Regule S. Bene
dicti, MS 28118, Munich. 

13 Groundplan of a church corresponding to the pro
portions of a human figure, Francesco di Giorgio, 
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MS Ashb. 361, c 10 b, Biblioteca Laurenziana, 
Florence; German Institute of Art History, Florence. 

14 Analysis of the musical ralio of 4:2:3 time 011 

which the composition of the Primavera is based, 
after C. Bouleau, The Painter's Secret Geometry, 
1963; from F. Gettings, The Hidden Art, London, 
Cassel, 1978. 

15 The Pythagorean musical ratios, related to the 
planetary intervals, from Stanley's The History of 
Philosophy, 1660, vol. 3, as quoted by F. Gettings, 
The Hidden Art, London, Cassell, 1978. 

16 The Chess Players, Gerolamo da Cremona or Francesco 
di Giorgio, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 

17 Reconstruction of "The Chess Game" and "Group of 
Youths", A.S. Weller, Art Quarterly, vol. VIII, 
1940. 

18 Diagram illustrating the numerological relationship 
between the Three Worlds, by Francesco di Giorgio, 
L'Harmonie du Monde, Paris 1578 etr. Nicolas Lef~vre 
de la Boderie) as quoted by F.A. Yates, Occult 
Philosophy in the Elizabethan Age, London, Routledge 
& Kegan Paul, 1979. 

19 Playing-cards from Thomas Murner's Logica memorativa 
J. Gruninger, Strasbourg, 1509, from Tractatus 
Applicatio Octavo and Sexta. 

20 Saturn, from an Italian Book of Days, published by 
the Italian Tourist Department, Rome, 1959, MS 
Historical Institute of Medicine, University, Rome. 

21 Pyramids from Claude de Boissi~re's Rythmomachia, 
Paris, 1556. 

22 Pyramids from Claude de Boissi~re Rythmomachia, 
Paris, 1556, the alternative way of playing and 
Gustavus Selenus' so-called towers, Rythmomachia, 
Leipzig, H. Gros, 1616. 
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